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Abstract

The wide applicability of scene analysis from as few viewpoints as possible attracts

the attention of many scientific fields, ranging from augmented reality to autonomous

driving and robotics. When approaching 3D problems in the wild, one has to admit,

that the problems to solve are particularly challenging due to a monocular setup being

severely under-constrained. One has to design algorithmic solutions that resourcefully

take advantage of abundant prior knowledge, much alike the way human reasoning

is performed. I propose the utilization of non-visual cues to interpret visual data. I

investigate, how making non-restrictive assumptions about the scene, such as “obeys

Newtonian physics” or “is made by or for humans” greatly improves the quality of

information retrievable from the same type of data. I successfully reason about the

hidden constraints that shaped the acquired scene to come up with abstractions that

represent likely estimates about the unobservable or difficult to acquire parts of scenes.

I hypothesize, that jointly reasoning about these hidden processes and the observed

scene allows for more accurate inference and lays the way for prediction through

understanding. Applications of the retrieved information range from image and video

editing (e.g., visual effects) through robotic navigation to assisted living.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our desire for tools to render our lives safer and less laborious can be considered as old as

our consciousness. In the current age of automation it has become a realistic expectation

of machines not only to follow our instructions in deterministic environments but also

to autonomously operate in dynamic environments with their goals and the measure of

their success being specified by instructions with an ever decreasing level of specificity

and increasing level of abstraction and symbolism — characteristics of communication

otherwise so natural to us humans.

“If every instrument could accomplish its own work, obeying or anticipating

the will of others, like the statues of Daedalus, or the tripods of Hephaestus,

which, says the poet, “of their own accord entered the assembly of the

Gods;” if, in like manner, the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch

the lyre without a hand to guide them, chief workmen would not want

servants, nor masters slaves.” — Aristotle: Politics I:IV

We expect such autonomous systems to be able to observe their surroundings and

maintain matching internal models possessing sufficient representation power for the

purposes specified by the aforementioned measures of success. Additionally, a powerful

system will not only be able to parse the current state of the world, but also will be able

to speculate about future states of their environment.

An indispensable requirement of the internal models these systems maintain is the

capability of representing relations among the models’ building blocks (e.g., objects

or actors), i.e., understanding the environments up to the desired level of complexity.

More specifically, it is not only important to acquire an accurate enough representation
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of the parts of the environment that can be and are being observed, but to analyze why

the environment arrived to its current state and what constraints manifest themselves

in space and time between its building blocks influencing the environment’s future

evolution.

For the purposes of this discussion, I consider systems designed and used by humans

to perform tasks that represent utility to humans. I do not include design considerations

that would arise when optimizing for machine-to-machine communication or systems

benefiting non-human natural entities. I denote a specific instance of the environment that

is being observed and modeled a scene and the act of estimating the model parameters

analysis. An object is a self-contained building block of a scene that often holds semantic

utility to humans describing goals for autonomous systems. I also restrict the notion

of observing a scene to only include active or passive light based acquisition methods

that can be applied utilizing commodity, customer-grade hardware (laser scanners,

RGBD sensors and smartphone video cameras). I define direct observation as the act

of operating such capture devices without modification as they were designed to be

used. The directly observable parts of scenes refer to the information capturable by such

acquisition devices as an outcome of at most a few capture sessions from one or more,

physically easily accessible viewpoints.

The reductive disambiguations of the above terms are put in place to ensure our

technological convergence towards the goal of equipping autonomous robots with

tools that are considerate of their often present energy budget constraints and mobility

restrictions ensuring risk-mitigation of catastrophic failures in unknown environments.

In this thesis I show multiple examples of scene analysis models, where extending

the constructs with representations of specific domains and types of constraints and iden-

tifying the instances of such constraints in the specific scenes, including estimating their

relevant parameters, yields great benefit both for the completeness of the autonomous

systems’ abstract images of the scenes as well as for predicting the future evolution of

scenes with reduced levels of uncertainty. The most emphasized virtue of the designed

models to follow is their capability to hypothesize about the not directly observable parts

of the targeted scenes via novel applications of non-visual cues. The estimated model

parameters extend to regions of the scenes that are difficult to observe due to spatial

restrictions as well as to modalities of information that cannot be captured by light
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based acquisition devices and thus parameters in the domains of these newly included

modalities of information can only be inferred. The modalities of information that most

often occur in this thesis include relations between scene objects, such as perfect relative

orientation in the context of spatial alignment or physically supporting in the context of

statics, internal physical parameters characteristic to objects in the scenes, and consistent

interactions between humans and their surrounding objects.

Hypothesis. The main claim of this thesis stipulates that reasoning about the

scenes through the aforementioned, extended collection of modalities covering not

directly observable domains of information not only expands our knowledge of the

observed scenes with additional information in domains previously rarely considered in

combination with 3D scene analysis, but also improves the coverage and accuracy of

the resulting estimates of the directly observable parts of the scenes. The hypothesized

reason for the improvement is that the additional constraints added to the models

manifest in new, spatially and or temporally non-local relations between actors in the

scenes that equip the parameter estimation optimizations with the capability to ensure

wider adherence to prior knowledge derived from non-visual cues and better coherence

among the parts of the scenes.

Requirements of success. A system, that is more successful than any existing

baseline method at analyzing scenes in 3D based on data captured from at most a

few viewpoints should fulfill a number of basic requirements. It should be able to

model the directly observable regions of a scene at least as accurately as any existing

baseline method, it has to clearly define the additional modality of information to

which it extends its reasoning, it should define a model that is capable of efficiently

and concisely capturing the important aspects of the additional information, it should

verifiably estimate consistent or even accurate parameterizations of the directly not

observable parts of the scenes, and the quality of its outputs should degrade gracefully

when encountering increasing amounts of uncertainty.

Challenges. The most important challenges when aiming to acquire real environ-

ments with high accuracy in 3D is sensor noise, occlusion and ambiguity due to partial

observations. The effect of the first might be mitigated by employing multiple types of

sensors, multiple capture sessions or increasing the number of viewpoints. For example,

one can get closer to the objects in a scene to align the sensors’ spatial resolution focal
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point with the missing details in question. The naı̈ve solution of increasing the number

of captures might also resolve a fraction of the second problem, occlusion. However,

the strategy of increasing the number of viewpoints has many drawbacks: it might

not be possible to access the scene in a non-disruptive way over the longer period of

time required, the scene might be so rapidly changing that assumptions about temporal

consistency will be violated, or the resulting method of acquisition simply will not

respect the requirements for energy efficiency.

In real life scenarios the scenes of interest are often so cluttered and complicated

that large fractions simply cannot be fully observed because they are not accessible

given the size of the capture device or other limitations arising due to human factors, e.g.,

close-ups could be considered invasive and even destructive with regard to the observed

environment in question. It is therefore an important objective of the work conducted in

this thesis to address the problems arising from occlusion by explicitly modeling the not

directly observable parts of the scenes.

Ambiguity is another important challenge to address when optimizing for as few

viewpoints as possible in order to maximize the utility of a designed system. The

challenge of ambiguity arises due to the fact that our observations of the scene are

partial, the entirety of the scene has not been observed. The unobserved sections of

the scene may thus have multiple explanations, all allowed for by the observations

that were possible to gather, i.e., the space of valid solutions is under-constrained. A

prevailing approach to resolve such ambiguity is to carefully choose widely-applicable,

non-restrictive pieces of prior cues and expand the designed models to include the

parameterizations derived from such pieces of prior knowledge. The discussed models

in this thesis clearly describe the additional assumptions that grant the methods the

capability to resolve some of the ambiguity in the individual problem settings. Each of

the following chapters presents a case, where surprisingly simple pieces of information

or laws from well-established research areas of physics allow the design of methods that

are capable of resolving ambiguity with previously unseen power.

Figure 1.1 shows an example of a scene from a real scenario that well represents

the above mentioned challenges. We expect a 3D scene analysis algorithm, when given

the information that parallel and right-angle relations represent special value to us, to

be able to infer that there is a main coordinate frame in the scene shared by the floor,
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Figure 1.1: Challenges arising due to occlusion in scene analysis. (A) We expect the plane of
the nearby table-top to be exactly parallel to the plane of the floor when the room is scanned
with a depth sensor. (B) Even when relatively sparsely sampled, the couch back should retain
its orientation and not be regularized to one of the main wall or floor orientations in the scene.
(C) There should exist a physically stable explanation of the scene, where the microwave is not
‘glued’ to the wall but is supported by the kitchen bench standing on the floor. (D) Wall lamps
should be assumed to be ‘fixed’ to the walls. (E) The 3D trajectory of the ball thrown observed
in a monocular video from a fixed viewpoint should be physically valid, obeying Newtonian
dynamics. (F) The occluded knee and ankle joints of the person should not intersect any of the
furniture in a hypothesized scene layout. Image source: Friends©.

ceiling, and the walls of the room. We also expect that the 3D representation of a few

pieces of furniture, such as the glass table in the front or the kitchen counter on the right

should be in a perfectly “parallel” relationship with the aforementioned floor and ceiling

orientations. Simultaneously, other objects, such as the sofas and statues should not be

aligned to the main orientations in the scenes and their shape and orientation should be

analyzed and processed by methods outside the scope of this thesis.

We also expect a parameterized model of such a scene to obey the laws of physics.

Firstly, in terms of statics representations of objects that are not moving should be

directly or indirectly supported by the floor, the walls, or the ceiling. When attempting to

come up with an accurate explanation in the form of a network of support relationships,

one often needs to consider the objects in their non-local context. E.g., the microwave

on the right can only be supported by the kitchen counter if the kitchen counter is also

supported by the floor. Similarly, the mug on the glass table between the two brown
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sofas should be supported by the glass table. This glass table with the occluded leg

either has to stand on an occluded object or its leg has to extend down to the floor.

Secondly, in terms of dynamics we expect the flying ball to obey the relevant

conservation laws and have a perfect parabola trajectory. Even if the motion blur in

Figure 1.1 (E) can be significantly reduced by using capture devices as common as

smartphones, without adding the knowledge of the gravitational acceleration constant

on Earth, an infinite number of 3D parabolas exist that would reproject to the 2D track

computable from the ball projections.

Lastly, we expect the motion of the humans to be realistic, i.e., not intersect the

objects in the scene in 3D even around strong occlusion Figure 1.1 (F). Furthermore,

where relevant the 3D motion of the humans in the scene should to resemble the typical

ways people interact with the types of objects in the scene. It’s worth noting that in

the scene, where this specific footage was captured, no new acquisition sessions can

be initiated anymore. Information for all new purposes, such as digital renovation,

conversion to 3D cinematography, or physical animations in derived games have to be

inferred from the existing, monocular video footage.

1.1 Overview
A common trait shared by the methods to be presented is that they model spatially,

temporally or spatiotemporally non-local relations between different parts of the scenes.

With the proliferation of acquisition devices, gathering massive volumes of 3D data

has become increasingly easy. Processing such large masses of pointclouds, however,

remains a challenge. Large pointclouds are particularly a problem for raw 3D scans with

missing data, noise, and varying sampling density. In Chapter 3, we present a simple,

scalable, yet powerful data reconstruction algorithm as a first example of utilizing

cues that are not directly observable. The work focuses on reconstruction of man-made

scenes as regular arrangements of planes (RAP), thereby selecting both local plane-based

abstractions along with their non-local inter-primitive relations. The work proposes a

novel selection formulation to directly balance between data fitting and the simplicity

of the resulting arrangement of extracted planes. The main technical contribution

is a formulation that allows less dominant orientations to still retain their internal

regularity and not become overwhelmed and regularized by oversampled, dominant
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scene orientations. The approach is evaluated on a variety of complex 2D and 3D

pointclouds demonstrating the advantages over previous methods. Our system takes

a list of preferred, pairwise relations, a raw 3D pointcloud, a regularization weight,

and a minimum spatial feature scale as input. The preferred relations are defined as

a function of two planar primitives in 2D or 3D. The function is required to return a

continuous scalar measure of how imperfect the relation is between the two primitives,

and is expected to be zero if and only if the relation between two primitives is perfect.

We show examples, where the input perfect relations are parallelity, perpendicularity

and have relative angles being multiples of π/3. The output of the method is a collection

of primitives, i.e., lines or planes with no extent, the identified regular relations and the

association of points in the input pointcloud to the fit primitives. Regularity, i.e., the

assignment of special importance to certain pairwise relations is the non-visual cue that

is added to the modeling in a novel manner in Chapter 3. The work was published as

[107].

Missing data due to occlusion is a key challenge in 3D scene analysis, particularly

in cluttered man-made scenes. Such partial information about the scenes limits our

ability to analyze and understand them. The work presented in Chapter 4 abstracts

such environments as collections of cuboids and hallucinates geometry in the occluded

regions by non-locally analyzing the physical stability of the resultant arrangements of

the cuboids. The algorithm extrapolates the cuboids into the unseen regions to infer

both their corresponding geometric attributes (i.e., size and orientation) and how the

cuboids topologically interact with each other (i.e., are touching or fixed to each other).

The resultant arrangement provides an abstraction for the underlying structure of the

scene that can then be used for a range of common 3D scene analysis tasks. The

algorithm is evaluated on a large number of test scenes with varying complexity, results

are validated on existing benchmark datasets, and we demonstrate the usefulness of the

recovered cuboid-based structures with respect to object retrieval, scene completion,

and scene editing tasks. In addition to an RGBD image the method takes as input the

cuboid primitives in the scene that have infinite mass, i.e., the floor, ceiling and walls.

Optionally, the user may also provide 2D strokes as annotations of the input image,

which are then used to construct the initial cuboids of the scene. The output of the

method is a physically stable collection of cuboids including the types of relations.
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Physical stability represents the non-local, non-visual cue added to the modeling process

in Chapter 4. The work shows how one has to extend modeling beyond pairwise relations

in order to achieve enough representational power to be able to model realistic indoor

environments. The work was published as [146].

Collision sequences are commonly used in games and entertainment to add drama

and excitement. Staging even two body collisions in the real world can be difficult, as one

has to get timing and the object trajectories to be correctly synchronized. After tedious

trial-and-error iterations, when objects can actually be made to collide, they remain

being difficult to capture in 3D. In contrast, synthetically generating realistic collisions

is difficult as it requires adjusting different collision parameters (e.g., object mass ratio

or coefficients of restitution) and appropriate initial parameters. Chapter 5 presents

SMASH to directly read off appropriate collision parameters from raw, monocular input

video recordings. Technically, this is enabled by utilizing laws of rigid body collision to

regularize the problem of lifting 2D trajectories to a physically valid 3D reconstruction

of a collision. The reconstructed sequences can then be modified and combined to easily

stage novel and consistent collisions. The system is evaluated on a range of synthetic

scenes and the effectiveness of the method is demonstrated by accurately reconstructing

several complex real world collision events. The key insight resides in the fact that the

motion states of objects in free-fall before and after a collision together well describe

the interaction itself. We make the simplifying assumption not to model air-drag in

Chapter 5 and thus use “free-fall” as it is defined in Newtonian physics to refer to the

projectile motion of objects having only gravity as sole force acting on them1. There

is a spatio-temporally non-local relationship between the dynamic parameters of the

objects before and after collision. Whilst it is often difficult to accurately observe an

interaction between two objects due to the arising self-occlusion and naturally high

speed of events, it is less difficult to collect multiple measurements of the motion of

objects when they are well separated in space. An indispensable enabler of performing

such estimations without specialized lab equipment is smartphones’ recently arisen

capability of capturing videos at high frame rates. The input to the system is

i) a high-framerate (240 FPS) RGB video of two free-form, 3D objects colliding

with each other exactly once, recorded from a static viewpoint,

1http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_fall

http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_fall
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ii) textured 3D scans of the 3D objects acquired separately, and

iii) at least two annotations of both objects’ 3D orientation before and after collision

(totaling eight annotations).

The orientation annotations are expected to be within a few degrees of error and we

assume that the objects have undergone less than a full turn between the two annotations.

The scans of the objects are only used to enable the annotation of the orientations and

to approximately compute the inertia tensor of the objects. The output of the method

is a physically accurate, analytic parameterization of the 6 DoF motion of both objects

and an estimate of the mass ratio and coefficient of restitution between the two objects.

In Chapter 5 dynamically accurate motion and internal physical properties are the non-

visual cues employed in a novel manner. The work was published as [108], and further

lead to contribution to [30] and [31].

Next generation smart and augmented reality systems demand a computational

understanding of monocular footage that captures humans in physical spaces to reveal

consistent object arrangements and human-object interactions. Despite recent advances,

both in scene layout and human motion analysis, the above setting remains challenging

to analyze due to regular occlusions that occur between objects and human motions. The

key observation is that interactions between object arrangements and human actions is

often strongly correlated and hence can be used to help recover from these occlusions.

Chapter 6 presents iMAPPER, a data-driven method to identify such human-object

interactions and utilize them to infer layouts of occluded objects. Starting from a

monocular video with detected 2D human joint positions that are potentially noisy

and occluded, iMAPPER first introduces the notion of interaction-saliency as space-

time snapshots where informative human-object interactions happen. Then, the work

proposes a non-local optimization to retrieve and fit interactions from a pre-computed

database to the detected salient interactions in order to best explain the input video.

The approach is extensively evaluated, both quantitatively against manually annotated

ground truth and through a user study and we demonstrate that iMAPPER produces

consistent scene layouts for scenes with medium to heavy occlusion. The input to the

system at test time is

i) an RGB video of one or more actors interacting with their environment recorded

from a single viewpoint and
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ii) the output of a monocular 3D human pose estimation method that emits 2D joint

detections, their detection confidence, and pelvis-centered 3D poses.

The input set of 3D poses may be sparse in time, i.e., 3D poses may only exist for video

frames with no occlusion, not all video frames with 2D detections are required to have a

3D pose associated with them. Additional input to the system before test time, subject

to a pre-processing step is a collection of recordings of 3D skeletons interacting with

their environment and annotations of the objects of that environment containing oriented

3D bounding boxes of the objects and their category labels. The output of the system

are 3D skeleton poses for every frame with 2D detections and a consistent arrangement

of oriented bounding boxes of 3D objects with category labels that represent a scene

that is compatible with the human motion appearing in the video. The object categories

and placements are not primed to match the visual appearance of the scene in the video

as iMAPPER solely relies on human pose detections derivable from the input video.

The non-visual cues employed in a novel manner in Chapter 6 are the typical ways of

interaction between humans and the objects surrounding them. The work was published

as [106].

1.2 List of Contributions

The specific, novel contributions presented in this thesis are:

i) The concept of representative, higher-order graph nodes, that allow for easier

balancing between regularization and data-fidelity when abstracting large 3D pointclouds

with planar primitives (Chapter 3).

ii) Stability as a non-local property and modeled on the scene level (see Figure 2.2).

Doing so allows us to gain physical understanding of static 3D scenes from single-shot

RGBD images (Chapter 4).

iii) Newtonian physics has analytical parameterizations of motion that can represent

physically accurate collisions in 3D. Using such compact parameterizations, collisions

can be realistically reconstructed from high framerate RGB videos (Chapter 5).

iv) Typical interactions between humans and objects in their environments are so

distinct, that a few 2D joint detections over some time are enough to successfully

lookup realistic interaction snippets from a pre-computed database of 3D human-object
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interactions. Such snippets can then be combined to consistent 3D scenes and realistic

3D human motion.

The work presented in Chapter 3 was developed and written in a collaboration with

multiple parties and published as [107]. Specifically, Nicolas Mellado developed the

method for merging nearby, co-planar primitives and the visualizations of the output 3D

pointclouds.

Similarly, the work presented in Chapter 4 was developed and written in a collabo-

ration with multiple parties, and published as [146]. “Image-guided cuboid improvement

of initial cuboids” in Section 4.3.1, Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, and Section 4.5 i)-ii) were

implemented by joint first author Tianjia Shao, Section 4.5 iii) was implemented by

Youyi Zheng.

Furthermore, the work presented in Chapter 5 was developed and written in a

collaboration with multiple parties, and published as [108]. Nils Thuerey provided the

example implementation of the impulse collision model used to verify the correctness

of the optimization in the case of synthetic outputs.

Finally, the work presented in Chapter 6 was developed and written in a collab-

oration with multiple parties, and published as [106]. Paul Guerrero designed and

developed the motion, object, and scenelet descriptors described in Section 6.2. Paul

also designed and implemented the differentiable loss function for the occlusion term

defined in Equation (6.3), developed the baseline method presented as ‘GT+MD’ in

Table 6.1, and designed and conducted the user study in Section 6.7.4. Duygu Ceylan

developed the baseline action-recognition method re-trained from Luvizon et al. [97]

and compared to in Table 6.3.



Chapter 2

Related work

In the following, I summarize, how other projects have attempted to use additional

prior information, such as abstraction by geometric primitives or knowledge about the

physical processes shaping the captured surroundings, to advance towards an in-depth

understanding of the observed environment including its actors and their relations.

I cover existing solutions aiming to abstract large datasets of raw 3D pointclouds in

order to compress and repair noisy captures before being passed to higher-level scene

understanding methods, physical stability based 3D scene understanding methods as

well as physics- and humans-oriented analysis of dynamic scenes.

2.1 Analysis of static scenes
Analysis of raw pointclouds. With the growth of easy to use acquisition devices (e.g.,

Kinectr) scene understanding involving object segmentation and labeling of indoor

scenes has received much attention in recent years. The size and volume of recorded

pointclouds continue to evolve rapidly ([117, 116]). In order to distill such vast amounts

of raw data to useful knowledge, researchers have looked beyond surface reconstruction

towards data abstraction and analysis. Various solutions have been proposed, both in

supervised and unsupervised settings [4, 84, 150].

Urban reconstruction. Many man-made scenes tend to explicitly conform to

the axes of one or a few coordinate frames by design. Buildings and rooms typically

come with such canonical reference frames. This observation is often exploited in the

‘Manhattan assumption’, wherein planes are fitted, but are restricted to particular frame

directions. Such regularities manifest as redundancy in data, which can be exploited to

denoise and consolidate measurements. Based on this observation, Gallup et al. [43]
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presented a multi-view plane-sweep-based stereo algorithm to recover planar surfaces,

potentially slanted, using a GPU-assisted real-time approach. They rely on finding a

single ground plane, projecting points from upright objects onto that plane, and then

finding the orientation that minimizes the entropy of those points onto an L-frame. The

‘Manhattan assumption‘ based approach was also successfully demonstrated to improve

dense, plane-based reconstructions on multi-view stereo data [42] and LiDAR scans

(see Zheng et al. [192]). In another attempt, Straub et al. [154] proposed a probabilistic

framework customized to describe scenes as a superposition of Manhattan frames and

use hybrid Gibbs sampling with gradient-based optimization to abstract urban scenes. To

better cope with clutter that would induce large numbers of frames, they only consider

frames supported by more than 15% of all normals in the scene, effectively narrowing

the method to work best for scenes with six or fewer dominant frames.

Boulch et al. [13] proposed an interesting discrete optimization method, that ex-

presses edges and corners as high-order selection potentials on voxel grids to better

abstract man-made environments, such as buildings. The approach, however, assumes

dominant voxel directions similar to Manhattan frames, and is not easy to extend to

scenes with multiple clusters of relations (e.g., Figure 2.1). Xiao and Furukawa [179]

proposed a CSG based method that models free space using 3D cuboids. Similarly to

our method, they also first propose a super-set of possible orientation candidates. They

then use a greedy algorithm to incrementally expand their encompassment of free space.

The method takes an important step towards modeling non-local relations between

planar primitives by being able to traverse continuous free space with the primitives.

One of their main contributions relies in the observation that a point sample made by a

laser scanner also yields information about the occlusion-free nature of the light path

connecting the sensor and the sampled surface. In smaller environments and cluttered

real world scenes the light paths are much more frequently interrupted and thus their

incrementally built collection of primitives fractures into multiple orientations the same

way as other methods assuming local continuity of surfaces. The main challenge is to

balance between data fit and scene regularity, while still allowing small characteristic

directions to retain their identity. Chapter 3 specifically targets such cluttered scenes,

where all the points should be explained, and many relationships between primitives can

be switched on or off, depending on the situation (e.g., modeling pentagons).
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Figure 2.1: Regularization of primitive approximation of raw pointclouds by reasoning about
regularity of orientations in man-made scenes. I converted a rasterized image of a floorplan
to create a 2d pointcloud (shown in Figure 3.4). Images show extracted lines from the input
pointcloud and the angular distributions of their orientations. Similar colors mean near-perfect
relationships, where the set of sought after relations was specified in terms of their relative angles
as {0,π/2}. Only a fraction of inter-line regularities are found in the noisy data using existing
methods.

Indoor scene analysis. Acquiring and understanding indoor scenes are valuable

for various applications. A common approach is to design a classifier to label scene

objects [141, 181]. Silberman et al. [150, 151] reported good accuracy performance

in indoor scene labeling using learned probabilistic discriminative models for data

and compatibility terms from an RGBD image dataset and by considering support

relationships. In another research thread, interactive methods have been developed for

3D modeling and content-aware image editing. Shao et al. [145] segmented RGBD

images with semantic labels, and retrieve 3D models corresponding to the labels from

a database using a random regression forest for the depth data. In concurrent efforts,

Kim et al. [81] developed a model-based algorithm to group the extracted geometric

primitives from depth data into individual models, while Nan et al. [111] interleaved

segmentation and classification in region growing to extract objects from depth data.

The idea about exploiting intra-scene regularity in man-made scenes has also been

applied specifically to office environments [82]. Chen et al. [19] exploited scene context

to recognize objects in an attempt to rapidly consolidate large scale interior RGBD
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images. More recently Mattausch et al. [100] proposed an unsupervised algorithm to

identify and consolidate repeated objects across large office scenes.

Abstraction, local fitting. Many shape analysis algorithms attempt to cope with

noisy input data by robustly fitting simple and approximate primitives to raw pointclouds,

e.g., planes or cylinders. The most popular approach involves progressively fitting

primitives using RANSAC [142] and its many variants (for example [21, 115]). While

these methods are often robust to noise, recovering inter-primitive relations is not the

goal of such local statistical methods (see Figure 2.1). In the context of 3D meshes,

Mehra et al. [102] proposed to abstract man-made objects by arrangement of feature

curves. The work was later generalized to co-analyze collections of shapes to produce

mutually consistent abstractions across shape collections [187]. In the context of

urban modeling, strategies involve integrating information from multiple acquisition

modes [192], combining images and scans [91], or allowing user interaction to indicate

symmetry structures from 3D data (e.g., SmartBoxes [110]). Lin et al. [93] proposed

a hierarchy-tree based system to perform semantic decomposition and large-scale,

progressive reconstruction of urban LiDAR scans. In a very interesting effort, Sharf

et al. [148] proposed so called mobility-trees to capture high-level functional information

in man-made scenes. The extracted information encoded scene-level object information

along with their part-level motion attributes. Very recently, a novel proactive scanning

algorithm [184] was proposed to allow interaction with the scanned objects in order to

acquire and combine recordings of visible and less easily visible object parts.

Ataer-Cansizoglu et al. [7] proposed an RGBD based SLAM method for utilizing

the compact representational power of planes to render real-time localization algorithms

even more computationally efficient. They incrementally build their planes by assigning

new observed points to previously identified planes and iteratively refitting the parameter

estimates. Due to the construction process being an online method, points belonging

to the same planar primitive are required to be spatially continuously distributed, there

is no option of identifying non-local relations between planar primitives. In follow-up

work, Salas-Moreno et al. [135] presented a method that identifies the shared orientation

of spatially proximate surfels and achieves impressive representation compression ratios,

resilience towards discontinuities in sampling due to the hierarchical nature of their

representation consisting of planes and surfels, and high regularity among densely
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sampled surfaces. Despite the hierarchical nature of their formulation, the method does

not target to identify non-local relations between planar surfaces, which would grant

them additional robustness to sampling noise and tracking errors. Similarly to our

formulation, they also dedicate special attention to non-planar surfels, which allows

them to not over-regularize their scenes.

Constrained data fitting. As an alternative, the GlobFit framework [90] detects

a set of relations from an initial set of primitives (obtained by RANSAC), and then

performs data fitting in a constrained optimization setup. However, in such a two stage

approach, if the initial set of extracted primitives is corrupted, erroneous relations are

easily introduced, and worse ‘conformed’ to in the fitting stage. In another attempt,

Lafarge et al. [87] introduced point-set structuring for first consolidating raw inputs and

resampling extracted planar components. They then propose a Delaunay triangulation

based hybrid reconstruction to produce high-quality reconstructions. The method clev-

erly combines canonical parts from extracted (planar) primitives and free-form parts of

the inferred shapes. More recently, Oesau et al. [118] propose a graph-cut based formu-

lation for abstracting primitives in indoor scenes. Ramalingam et al. [128] proposed an

efficient method for extracting an arrangement of 3D lines from a single facade image

using vanishing points and orthogonal structures via an interesting LP-based optimiza-

tion. Such methods, however, decouple primitive extraction from relation detection,

which is what the method described in Chapter 3 is trying to avoid. In more interactive

contexts, Sinha et al. [152] allowed users to interactively model buildings by annotating

over images. Arikan et al. [5] allowed the user to interactively specify relations and

connections among the set of initial primitives extracted by RANSAC, with the system

simultaneously fitting to the input point cloud and ensuring planarity of the polygons.

In a more general data analysis context, the PEARL setup [71] formulated model-

fitting as a labeling problem using a global energy formulation. However, the global

coupling involved a smoothness prior across neighboring primitives and hence, did not

consider broader inter-primitive relations, which are dominant in man-made scenes (see

Figure 2.1b).

Pham et al. [122] extended this framework to pairwise non-spatial relations. To

preserve diversity in already medium-scale scenes remains difficult using their method

due to the exponential explosion of conformity suggesting relations. In comparison, the
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solution presented in Chapter 3 focuses on simultaneously extracting the primitives and

non-local relations in a coupled, global and robust formulation.

Rother et al. [131] presented an efficient optimization technique to discrete labeling

problems containing higher-order energy functions often used to model relations between

groups of represented entities. Their regularization through cliques concept inspired

our proposed method in Chapter 3. In follow-up work, Ladicky et al. [86] show how

higher order potential fields can be interpreted as encodings of co-occurrence statistics.

Optimizing for regularity of orientations in a reconstructed scene can be interpreted

as optimizing for a type of co-occurrence, where exactly matching orientations are

designed to much more likely appear in the output reconstructions.

Shape completion. Occlusion naturally results in missed data. Various approaches

have been proposed to plausibly complete such missing regions: diffusion-based

smooth surface completion [25]; example-based completion based on existing database

models [147, 121] and local context-based completion [56]. Since finding an appropri-

ate shape from model repositories is often ill-posed especially in absence of sufficient

data, Shen et al. [149] introduce a structure-based approach to extract suitable model

parts and fuse them together to form high-quality models. Note that in these cases

the resultant model, retrieved as a whole or as an assembly of parts, remains plausibly

connected based on the connectivity inherited from the source models. Such methods

tend to fail in presence of significant clutter and occlusion.

Proxy-based scene analysis. Instead of assuming access to all possible scene

objects, an alternative approach is to explain the input in terms of ensembles of simple

proxies. The recovered network of relations among the proxies can be considered as

a form of 3D scene understanding. Popular approaches beyond the aforementioned

methods [90, 87, 5] involve encoding input scenes as collections of planes, boxes

or cylinders, and studying their spatial layout [53, 88, 58]. In the context of image

manipulation of indoor man-made environments, Zheng et al. [193] abstract scenes

with cuboid primitives to facilitate simple yet intuitive edits. These methods, however,

do not yield information about the occluded scene parts, which is the focus of the

work presented in Chapter 4. Gupta et al. [55] reason about object layouts based on

human interactions in typical workspaces. In order to improve accuracy of cuboid

proxy detection, Fidler et al. [33] learn a statistical deformable cuboid model, whilst
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Xiao et al. [180] learn a cuboid corner point model to better detect corners in images,

eventually leading to better cuboid models. Hedau et al. [61] design a set of image space

contrast-based features to better fit proxy boxes to explain scenes from single views.

Physical constraints, such as penetration-free, are also adopted when reasoning

about the position of proxies in an indoor scene [62], while Umetani et al. [165] use

physical stability and torque limits for guided furniture design in a modeling and

synthesis setting. In parallel efforts, Kim et al. [78] jointly estimate a voxel-based 3D

reconstruction along with voxel labelings using a voxel-CRF formulation. Physical

validity constraints [73, 74, 191] have also been used for voxel-based scene parsing.

The methods mostly focus on the physics of static scenes and use local reasoning on

physical stability, which by itself is not sufficient to ensure global stability (e.g., all three

blocks in Figure 2.2a have to be simultaneously optimized to produce a stable stack).

ground
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Figure 2.2: In order to evaluate physical stability, simply investigating pairwise proxy inter-
actions is insufficient. (Left) Although each pair of touching boxes is by itself unstable, the
arrangement of all the boxes is stable. (Right) Although each pair of touching boxes is stable,
the arrangement of all the boxes is unstable.

Chapter 4 also focuses on proxy-based scene understanding, particularly consider-

ing global physical stability to reason about large scale missing geometry, but without

access to rule-based priors or any training data.

With further advances in acquisition technologies, several large-scale indoor

reconstruction datasets have been created [18, 23]. Starting from similar 3D

scene collections, several previous works focus on analyzing inter-object relation-

ships [35, 190, 64, 63, 182] and hierarchical grammars [94]. Another line of work

recovers layouts from single images [137, 125, 72, 162, 69] by matching individual 3D

objects. Relationships between the matched objects have been used to further regularize

the recovered layout [143], or a collection of primitives to reconstruct accurate room ge-

ometry from images [26]. While the goal in Chapter 6 is to also recover an approximate
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3D scene layout of a partially observed scene, the method relies on detected human

interactions to reason about occluded objects.

2.2 Analysis of dynamic scenes
Human-centric shape analysis. Earlier work that uses observations of how humans

interact with objects focuses on tasks such as object and event recognition [54, 27, 173]

and action detection [185]. Kim et al. [79] propose a shape analysis tool based on a

human-object affordance model that can be used for many applications including corre-

spondence estimation, shape retrieval, and view selection. Subsequently, Fu et al. [40]

utilize a similar model to generate new objects by combining functional parts of existing

objects, while Pirk et al. [124, 123] introduce the concept of interaction landscapes as

a descriptor of an object based on the type of interactions it can be involved in. More

recently, Gkioxari et al. [47] predict human-verb-object instances from a single image

to characterize human-object interactions. These methods focus on individual objects

and their (potential) interactions. In comparison, the goal of the method in Chapter 6 is

to use partially observed human motion to recover a full scene and a consistent human

performance.

Dynamic geometry acquisition. In case of dynamic scenes, even state-of-the-art

RGBD based systems [105, 113, 28] struggle with highly dynamic motion and occlusion.

Capturing 3D geometry of dynamic scenes remains very challenging. For dynamic

scenarios, inverse methods with physics priors have also been used to capture other

phenomena such as liquids [169] or smokes [49].

The seminal system RAPID [57] represents a milestone for model-based tracking.

First, edges are detected in the input image and the rendered model to increase robustness

to view-dependent appearance features. Then, correspondences of point samples of the

edges are sought and finally, the new parameters of the motion model are computed to

estimate the updated state of the tracked object. Zisserman [195] renders the method

more robust by adding a RANSAC step before the parameter estimation step, which

enables the method to ignore falsely detected edgels. Pan et al. [120] proposed a model-

based tracking method ProFORMA extending the above to apply incremental Delaunay

tetrahedralisation to build the model of the tracked object in an online fashion. We

are much looking forward to the further improvement of accessible ultra high-speed
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capture devices that will allow the blur-free capture of appearance features that will

enable methods to build their 3D reconstructions in our setting literally “on-the-fly”.

While impressive results have been demonstrated in case of template-based solu-

tions for human faces [44, 2, 197], hair [183] and body [133], they focus on application

specific contexts where object behavior and dynamics can be captured and learned in a

training phase. In contrast, the work presented in Chapter 5 focuses on reconstructing

3D geometry of collisions directly from raw videos. Note that due to the nature of the

problem, collisions happen prohibitively fast for accurate capture. Furthermore, object

parts are severely occluded near the actual collision. Results demonstrate, that motion

states of the objects as well as internal physical properties can be estimated by analyzing

the objects’ pre- and post-collision trajectories away from the time of collision.

Rigid body simulation. Rigid body simulation has a long and successful history

within computer graphics. Starting with the early works in animation [6, 9], it is now

widely used in all forms of computer simulation. A good overview can be found in the

book by Eberly [29]. While the forward simulation problem is far from trivial, it is well

studied. 3D scene analysis of dynamic scenes targets the inverse problem, and in the

following I restrict the discussion to the relevant works.

The first approaches to edit or modify simulations proposed spacetime methods

to compute optimal motions in constrained systems [178, 95]. Variants with neural

networks [50] and genetic algorithms were proposed [156] to reduce the complexity or

synthesize directable motions. A randomized approach to re-construct motions for target

configurations of rigid bodies was proposed by Chenney et al. [20], while an interactive

variant was developed by Popović et al. [126]. O’Sullivan et al. [119] proposed metrics

to measure the visual fidelity of animations acknowledging the necessity for accurate

dynamics in animation. Others have used the complexity of collision events to randomize

the solution space, in this way giving control over the outcome of a simulation [164].

Recently, Smith et al. [153] investigated the even tougher case of multiple, simultaneous

collisions. While I focus on the two body case, these works highlight the complexities

of collisions, which are only amplified for imperfect real-world objects. A good general

survey of collision modeling is the report by Gilardi and Sharf [46]. While the above

algorithms offer varying levels of control and parameter estimation for rigid bodies, they

focus on virtual situations in a simulator. The method proposed in Chapter 5 on the
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other hand, works robustly with only sparse, unreliable data from a real world input

source. Areas that would be highly interesting, but which I have currently not taken into

account are deformable objects [159, 99] and fracture [109, 155]. In the following, I

assume that the observed objects do not deform or change topology.

An interesting general direction of research investigates the retrieval of modeling

equations from data by employing learning techniques [12]. While the proposed method

in Chapter 5 is not directly using machine learning, it represents a data-driven approach

to recover complex real-world phenomena. In this context, it demonstrates how suitable

physical models are powerful regularizers for such underdetermined problems.

Conotter et al. [22] analyze the kinematics of the ballistic motion of a single object

in videos in the digital forensics context. Salzmann and Urtasun [136] explain the

change in the linear motion of objects by solving for a sparse set of forces, applying

their dynamics motivated regularization in video based tracking. The work presented in

Chapter 5 focuses on acquiring the intrinsic physical properties of the objects to guide

the motion estimates taking both linear and angular motion into account.

Human pose estimation. With the recent success of deep learning, we have seen

advances both in 2D [161, 114, 70, 174, 16] and 3D pose estimation [65, 194, 158, 160,

130]. In particular, the recent VNect system [104] demonstrates impressive world-space

pose estimation from monocular video. Many of these approaches, however, do not

specifically tackle the occlusion problem and fail under moderate to heavy occlusion.

Only a few pieces of existing work focus on predicting human pose, either 2D [39] or

3D [66, 176], in the presence of slight occlusions from static input images. For example,

Wei et al. [175] leverage user assistance to handle moderate occlusions. Such methods

do not reason explicitly about occlusions arising due to human-object interactions, nor

use interaction priors to recover occluded interactions. In contrast, the work in Chapter 6

utilizes the initial human pose estimates from state-of-the-art human pose detectors to

jointly reason about scene layout and human pose to synthesize both consistent scenes

and human motion even in scenes with moderate to heavy occlusions.

Human-centric scene synthesis. Inter-object relationships discovered during the

aforementioned human-centric scene analysis can then be used to synthesize new scene

variations, e.g., by replacing objects or scene parts with those in different scenes such
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that existing relationships are maintained [189, 67], using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo

based approach [186], or using a probabilistic graphical model [34]. More recently, deep

learning methods have been proposed to progressively synthesize consistent scenes [171].

These methods, however, require full knowledge of the 3D scene layouts instead of

attempting to recover them from images or video footage. Recent efforts in scene

synthesis incorporate human actions into scene analysis. Datasets of typical human

actions have been used to infer where specific actions can take place in a scene [138], to

regularize scene synthesis [98, 41], or to regularize reconstruction of a scene layout from

incomplete 3D scans [36, 75]. Although these methods use models of typical human

actions as priors, they do not explicitly use action or motion cues as input, and thus fail

to recover occluded objects.

The work in Chapter 6 is inspired by methods that use human action or motion

cues to reason about the scene geometry. Fouhey et al. [37] combine human pose

estimates with appearance and other geometric cues to estimate the room cuboid and

free (walkable) space inside the room from a single image or a time-lapse video. Frank

et al. [38] recover an object layout from a manually defined set of human actions. Object

types and shapes are inferred from specific motions that the human performs, like

tracing the edges of a table with the hands. Objects are recovered by observing human

motion during interactions, however, the types of motion that the actor needs to perform

preclude working with natural videos.

The recent work of Savva et al. [139] analyzes interaction snapshots, i.e., action and

pose labeled RGBD sequences to learn prototypical interaction graphs (PiGraphs) to

link attributes of the human pose to the surrounding objects. They show how PiGraphs

can be utilized to generate scenes that correspond to static interaction snapshots (e.g., lie

on bed). Kang et al. [76] focus on a similar goal of scene synthesis that explores motion

cues. However, their input is an occlusion-free 3D human motion sequence in contrast

to my target scenes with moderate to severe occlusions.

Alayrac et al. [3] proposed a method to automatically identify actions and the range

of possible object states in connection to those actions from input videos of those actions

being performed. Starting from pre-trained object detectors, the analysis is performed

in a joint fashion. They simultaneously look for the times the actions are performed

and localize the target objects of the actions in space-time. Similarly to our method in
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Chapter 6, the key insight is that the state change of the object aids the discrimination

between, on one hand, the relevant action, and on the other hand, motion occurring

uncorrelatedly. Simultaneously, the identification mutually aids the detection of the

target object and the identification of its different states.

Li et al. [92] proposed a method to estimate the pose of a human interacting with an

object from RGB video. They first detect the 2D joint positions, then solve an elaborate

optimization problem to automatically compute the parameters of the necessary contact

forces and the 3D motion of the human and the object. Similarly to the above referred

solutions, the method does not handle medium and heavy occlusions.

I presented an overview of competing methods performing 3D scene analysis with

the help of auxiliary prior knowledge at complexity levels ranging from abstraction by

planar primitives through physical plausibility to human interactions. I now continue

to present the proposed solutions that employ novel, not directly observable cues to

improve model fitting estimates.



Chapter 3

Regularity in raw scans as non-visual

cue

(a) (b) (c)

input pointcloud (interior zooms)

input projected on extracted planes

input pointcloud (exterior)

input projected on extracted planes

normal distribution
cross-sectional views

Figure 3.1: We present a novel approach to extract Regular Arrangements of Planes (RAP)
from an unstructured and noisy raw scan (shown in gold). (a) In this example, our algorithm
generates an abstraction of the raw pointcloud, pre-assembled from multiple laser scans. (b) The
distribution of the initial normals is very noisy, which makes any greedy arrangement of planes
error-prone. Instead, we propose a global algorithm to simultaneously select both the planes
along with their sparse inter-relations. (c) Cross-sectional views reveal the discovered regularity
of the extracted arrangements at multiple scales, e.g., walls, stairways, and chairs. Parallel planes
have same color.
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3.1 Introduction

Pointclouds are now easy to acquire. They can be recordings of both indoor and

outdoor environments, and can easily contain millions of samples. Such data volumes

often retain interesting information about the captured scenes, and hence are keenly

investigated in the context of scene understanding. These analyses generate valuable

scene priors for various computer graphics applications. For example, they can reveal

typical object arrangements in scenes [82, 100, 19], provide non-local priors for scene

completion [192], deliver workspace affordance metrics [148, 184], or aid autonomous

navigation by providing scene maps [4]. A grand goal is to abstract such massive data

volumes [117, 116] to eventually produce semantic understanding of the scenes [13].

In the context of data analysis, one interpretation of abstraction [187, 87, 118]

is to reveal interesting high-level global scene characteristics, rather than focus on

local details, for example obtained via a full surface reconstruction. In the context

of man-made scenes, we observe that scene characteristics are often encoded in the

form of inter-part relations, inside and across objects. As many objects primarily

comprise of planar faces, man-made scenes can be well abstracted as collections of

planes, more importantly, planes along with their inter-relations. In this chapter, we

focus on the problem of reconstructing raw pointclouds as regular arrangements of

planes. The resultant abstractions provide compact and simplified representations, and

expose high-level structures hidden in the raw data.

In the case of noisy, incomplete, outlier-ridden data, the challenge is to balance

between compliance with data, and reliance on relations to regularize the extracted

planes. However, one source of difficulty is that configurations of inter-plane relations

are often scene-specific due to sensitivity to the primitives’ local and global environments,

and hence are not known a priori. They can easily be missed, or even worse, wrongly

identified. The same set of 3D points can be scans of two parallel walls, or a wall and an

ajar door depending on the context. Specifically, it can be particularly difficult to retain

non-dominant plane orientations as they can easily be masked and falsely ‘regularized’.

E.g., Figure 3.1 shows a scan of an entire building consisting of few million points and

having details ranging from exterior walls, interior features such as staircases or rooms

with scattered chairs, thus exhibiting a range of different relations in various parts of the
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scene. The challenge is to detect these multiple interesting scene features in a unified

setting.

The most popular pointcloud reconstruction approach is to progressively extract

best fitting primitives using RANSAC, or its variants [142]. The method is attractive

given its simplicity, scalability, and probabilistic guarantees. However, such a local

and incremental analysis easily misses global scene-level structures (see Figure 2.1).

Various refinements have been proposed including allowing users to explicitly annotate

[5] and greedily identify inter-primitive relations [90]. The challenge is to bootstrap the

algorithms, which all heavily depend on the initial set of primitives. As an extreme case,

the initial inter-primitive relations in Figure 3.1 being extremely noisy, it is very easy

for a greedy approach to make erroneous early commitments, resulting in significant

overall degradation (see Figure 3.7).

In this chapter, we propose a non-local approach to simultaneously select a set of

planes along with their relations. We make the key observation that global relations

between planes persist over long distances in man-made scenes, counteracting some of

the harm caused by noisy data. Hence, instead of extracting individual primitives, we

extract sets of primitives, and in the process favor specific arrangements of primitives

over less regular ones. We seek out regular arrangements with regularity being measured

by aggregating agreements between primitive pairs in the extracted set. We enable the

user to specify for a given task a certain family of sought relations, and our output

allows the user to infer further relations. For example, in Figure 3.1, we extract a

regular arrangement of planes (RAP) with mutually parallel/orthogonal primitive pairs

(walls, chairs, and staircases), even at the expense of the resultant data fitting error being

marginally higher. By working directly in the space of relations, the algorithm provides

non-local coupling and allows reliable planes extracted in less noisy regions to influence

and regularize the corrupted regions of the scans.

The algorithm starts by producing an initial set of candidate primitives using local

analysis. Then, we generate a larger set of candidate primitives based on potential

inter-primitive relations. This step effectively hypothesizes possible relations and allows

reliable primitives to create potentially good candidates in less reliable parts of the data.

Finally, in a key selection step, we extract a regular arrangement of planes by balancing

between explaining the pointcloud and producing a simple and compact arrangement
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Figure 3.2: Algorithm overview. We present RAPTER to abstract a raw pointcloud by extracting
a globally-coupled regular set of planar primitives (line segments in 2D) along with the inter-
primitive relations. The method works in three main stages: (i) initialization, (ii) candidate
generation; and (iii) regular arrangements of planes (RAP) selection. As an outer loop, we repeat
this following a coarse-to-fine strategy with primitives at bigger scales regularizing extraction in
regions of low confidence at smaller scales. Insets show the distribution of angles among normals
of pairs of oriented points using the initial and final line segments and point-to-line assignments.
Our method discovers the regularity among the lines, and enables weakly supported orientations
retain their independence. Input angles: Θ = {0,π/3,π/2,2π/3}.

of planes. The main insight is to defer the final selection to the end, and extract the

simplest globally consistent arrangement of planes that best explains the raw input.

Thus, expanding the candidate set eventually simplifies the problem. As an important

technical contribution, we formulate the RAP extraction problem as a mixed-integer

program that allows multiple orientation relations to coexist, even when significantly

unbalanced in corresponding number of witnesses. For example, in Figure 3.1, the

chairs are still abstracted as sets of extracted planes, and not unduly regularized by big

exterior building walls, i.e., the chairs are not ‘snapped’ to align with the walls.

We evaluated our algorithm on a range of 2D and 3D datasets and found the method

to be robust under noise, sampling variations, and missing data. The extracted primitive

arrangements directly provide an abstraction of the input and significantly out-performed

specialized structure analysis alternatives. In summary, our main contributions are

formulating the problem of pointcloud abstraction as an instance of coupled selection

among candidate plane primitives; and proposing a simple, robust, scalable algorithm to

extract such a globally coupled RAP directly from raw pointclouds.

3.2 Overview
Our goal is to convert a raw pointcloud from a scanned scene into regular arrangements

of planes (RAP), where regularity refers to a prescribed list of favored inter-plane

relations. As output, we produce arrangements of planes, with associations to their

respective raw points. See Figure 3.2 for an overview.
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We observe that man-made environments primarily consist of planar parts that

are mutually related. Typical inter-plane relations include parallelism, coplanarity,

orthogonality, and symmetry. Hence, we give preference to such regular arrangements,

to reconstruct the input pointclouds (e.g., LiDAR and Kinectr scans). We measure

goodness of fit as a balance between two factors: (i) data cost: the data-fit residual for

approximating a set of points by its planar primitive, and critically, (ii) irregularity cost:

the irregularity of the mutual arrangement of the output planes. A conventional spatial

term ensures segmentation smoothness.

To achieve this, one simple approach is to first fit a set of planes to approximate

the input data, then try to discover potential inter-plane relations, and finally, conform

to the extracted relations using a constrained-fitting approach. This, however, assumes

that the extracted relations are mutually consistent (i.e., do not contradict each other).

Alternatively, one can progressively build a set of consistent (potential) relations by

selectively adding relations one at a time. Such a greedy selection strategy can easily

result in a catastrophic failure by committing to an erroneous relation early on. Instead,

we formulate a global optimization to simultaneously extract a set of primitives along

with their relations. Our main observation is that instead of committing to any solution

in the early stage, and hence introducing a bias, it is better to defer decisions to a later

stage.

Actual inter-plane relations in the real-world are often concealed by flaws and

bias in the acquisition stage. Hence, we first hypothesize possible relations and create

additional primitive planes as speculative explanations for the raw points. In other

words, we first expand the set of candidate primitives by adding hypothesized planes,

and then repose the RAP extraction problem as a selection problem. Surprisingly, first

significantly expanding the candidate set of planes and then formulating a constrained

optimization to extract the RAP results in a simple, robust, and scalable algorithm.

The algorithm proceeds in three simple stages: First, starting from a point set S , as

initialization we generate a set of primitive planes P := {Pi} by locally fitting planes to

the input. Then, in the candidate generation stage, each pair of planar primitives creates

additional candidate planes that are added to the primitive set P to form the enriched

set P̃ . Finally, in the key RAP selection stage, we formulate an energy minimization to

select the RAP from the enriched set P̃ as the final abstraction of the input data S .
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This results in the simultaneous extraction of primitives along with their inter-

relations. We run the algorithm over coarse-to-fine scales, allowing the primitive

arrangements selected in the coarse scales to influence and regularize the solution at

finer scales. We describe the core algorithm next.

3.3 Algorithm
Starting from a pointcloud S of a man-made scene, our goal is to abstract the scene

as regular arrangements of planes. As part of the input, we expect to know a priori

whether certain inter-plane relations, such as 45◦, contribute to a user-specified definition

of “regular”. The proposed algorithm runs in three main stages: (i) initialization,

(ii) candidate generation, and (iii) RAP selection. RAP selection optimizes the balance

between explaining S , and imposing inter-plane regularity. We now describe these

steps of the algorithm, and give more specific implementation details.

3.3.1 Initialization

We oversegment the point set S through simple region growing. The aim is to group

nearby points, with consistent normals into patches. If needed, S is first turned into

a set of oriented points by using local PCA analysis. The complete oversegmentation

of S into a set of patches {Si} proceeds from the bottom up. Each point j within a

Euclidean distance ρ of point i is grouped into patch Si if its orientation differs from Si’s

by less than τ . This process repeats, expanding the search-area to within ρ of any new

point in the group. At each iteration, we compute the least-squares fit of a “local” plane

Pi. These planes have finite extent, clipped to a bounding box based on the projection of

points in Si. We thus obtain our initial set of candidate primitive planes P := {Pi}, see

Figure 3.3a.

3.3.2 Candidate generation

The planar patches detected in the initialization stage are based on local fitting, and

hence can easily be biased by noise and outliers (see Figure 3.3a). Robustly detecting

relations and regularity among such noisy shape fragments is difficult, especially since

bias may occur gradually over long distances. Instead, we explicitly generate additional

planes as speculative “cousins”, arranged relative to the initial set, according to the

expected inter-plane relations. Most of these speculative patches will ultimately be
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(a) (b)

(c)(d) Pi

Pi→ j

Figure 3.3: We oversegment an input pointcloud into (a) point patches Si along with their planar
approximations Pi. (b) Each such primitive generates candidate primitives at the centroid of
other patches, i.e., Pi generates Pi→ j at the centroid of any other primitive Pj, creating (c) a
set of enriched candidates P̃ . (d) Finally, via a selection formulation, we extract a set of
regularly arranged planes (RAP), i.e., a set of planes along with their relation graph (shown
inset) by balancing between global regularity and faithfulness to the local data. Input angles:
θ = {0,π/2}.

rejected, but they help to recover some planes that were undersampled or noisy. Together

with the initial planes, this expanded set of candidates allows us to pose the search for a

good global RAP as a selection problem.

To be specific, each plane Pj in the initial set P was created to explain one patch

of oriented points S j. However, S j may be better explained, in a global sense, by an

alternative plane that comes from, e.g., rotating plane Pi by 90◦ and translating it to S j.

We denote such a new plane as Pi→ j, and it serves as a candidate alternative to the initial

Pj ≡ Pj→ j. Thus, each patch S j is now associated with a set of candidate primitives

{P1→ j,P2→ j, ..}, where Pj→ j is an alias for Pj. We re-estimate the finite extents of
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the other clones Pi→ j based on the points in S j. In practice, the number of possible

inter-plane relations (i.e., Θ = {0,π/2}) further multiplies the number of ways each

Pi can be rotated onto S j, but we keep the one with the best fit. The whole purpose of

the candidate generation step is to ensure that the sought RAP configuration exists as a

subset of the generated enriched candidate set P̃ := {Pi→ j}.

As an example, we visualize all the candidate subsets in Figure 3.3c, where the sides

of the rectangles have proposed new candidates for all the patches in both rectangles.

Figure 3.3b shows the generated candidates {Pi→ j, j = 1,2, . . .} from just one plane Pi.

Details of how a user-selected family of plane relations is used to generate the enriched

candidate set in a scalable way, are given in Section 3.4.

3.3.3 RAP selection

We are now ready to formulate the RAP extraction problem as a subset selection problem

from the enriched candidate set P̃ . We represent the selection of any one candidate

Pi→ j ∈ P̃ by a corresponding binary indicator variable χi→ j ∈ {0,1}. The binary vector

[χi→ j, . . . ] corresponds to a selection of candidate planes, a RAP.

Formulation. We pose the RAP extraction problem as an energy minimization

using these binary selection variables. We want to balance simultaneously explaining

the scene in a data-faithful way, and selecting an as-regular-as-possible arrangement of

planes.

We encode this as a weighted combination of three terms:

{χi→ j}= argmin
{χi→ j}

E := λ Edata +(1−λ ) Eirr +Espat , (3.1)

where λ ∈ [0,1]. To ensure that we assign each patch S j at least one primitive candidate

Pi→ j to explain its data points, we require ∑i χi→ j ≥ 1 ∀ j. For example, with λ = 1, all

χ j→ j = 1, j = 1,2, . . . , and the rest of the variables are 0, i.e., only the original locally

fit candidate planes get selected.

Data cost. Potentially, many planar candidates can be indicated as trying to explain

each patch. We compute the total data fitting error as the sum of the individual data

fitting residuals. With Ed(Pi→ j,S j) denoting the residual cost of abstracting patch S j by

Pi→ j, hence Edata := ∑ j ∑i χi→ jEd(Pi→ j,S j), see Eq. (3.6).
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Figure 3.4: Starting from a pointcloud obtained by digitizing a floorplan our algorithm takes
the initial line candidates to extract regular arrangements. Corresponding angular plots show
the normal distribution of output points. Regularity is masked in the noisy initial plot (spread
distribution), but is visible in the final extracted RAP (clustered distribution). Final line segments
are colored based on their corresponding orientation frames, same color denotes lines mutually
parallel or orthogonal (compare to Figure 2.1). Input angles θ = {0,π/2}.

Irregularity cost. Even a bad choice of arrangements of planes may satisfy the

constraints and have a low data cost. To also encourage regularity in the arrangement of

planes, it seems natural to construct an undirected irregularity measure Irr (·, ·) between

every pair of planes present in the proposed RAP. Similarly to Pham et al. [122], we

formulated this as Eirr := ∑ j,i,l,k χi→ jχk→lIrr(Pi→ j,Pk→l), measuring the irregularity of

any selected arrangement encoded by the indicator variables. By construction, certain

pairs are perfectly compatible, for example, Irr(Pi→ j,Pi→i) = 0, since both are generated

from Pi using an a priori known inter-plane relation, hence these are automatically

favored for selection.

Figure 3.3d shows an example of the selected RAP that prefer a perfectly regular

arrangement, even at the expense of a slightly higher data cost (λ = 0.5 in this example).

This is a desired behavior in such a balanced setting. Once regularized, a RAP can be

visualized as a simple graph, with selected planes Pi→ j as nodes. The non-zero indicator

variables encode which inter-plane relations are part of the regularized RAP, as shown

by the graphs in Figure 3.3d.

The scene in Figure 3.5a has its RAP depicted in Figure 3.5c, where the irregularity

term has generated such pairwise potentials, that all 12 planes were interconnected

perfectly. As a consequence, we see in Figure 3.5a that the data of the rotated square

(data potentials not pictured) has been overruled by the axis-aligned majority. This is a

common problem in scenes with large relative differences in the number of witnesses for

the underlying orientations. The construed normalization variable in [122] is an attempt
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to resolve this problem. However, even moderately complex scenes like Fig. 3.2 require

more control and respect for diversity than this allows for.

3.3.4 Irregularity revisited

In Figure 3.5a, we have just seen that the naı̈ve irregularity term Eirr can be too aggressive

in encouraging all planes to be related to each other. Similar unaligned objects in a

Manhattan-world drove the work of Straub et al. [154], which translates to RAPTER

with input angles Θ = {0,π/2}. We refer to a set of orientations that, given the input

relations, are internally perfectly regular as a frame.

Here, we redesign the Eirr cost to tolerate diversity. Obviously, the clusters of

planes or objects that should be regularized separately are not known in advance. So we
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Figure 3.5: The direct pairwise formulation leads to an undesired over-regularization (a) as
non-dominant orientation frames easily get masked by dominant ones. A single frame inspired
by P0→0 gets selected (c), because the number of corresponding pairwise costs for across-frame
connections relate exponentially to clique sizes. Our irregularity term (Section 3.3.4) can preserve
distinct frames that represent only a minority of the points (b) in the pointcloud by introducing
intermediate metanodes (hexagons) as shown in (d). Dashed lines and colors denote shared
frames, the solid line denotes non-zero irregularity costs. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.
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introduce a second level of indicator variables. For each internally-regular coordinate

frame, we add a binary auxiliary variable in the optimization χi ∈ [0,1].

Tolerable irregularities. The irregularity cost is intended to encourage abstrac-

tions that cope with low quality data and to align even distant patches. The regularization

can, however, result in undesired simplification in areas with high data fidelity. All

cross-cluster plane pairs contribute to Eirr, so a sole rotated table in a room is literally

punished from all sides. If we fail to distinguish between irregular arrangements vs.

clusters of regular arrangements, we end up penalizing both. Instead, we desire a recon-

struction like Figure 3.5b. The new auxiliary variables {χi} signpost groups of planes

that are regular among themselves, i.e., where one χi represents its own frame. Note

that even distant objects may be part of the same frame. We reformulate the irregularity

energy so that the optimized RAP for Figure 3.5a looks like Figure 3.5b. With the new

irregularity, we observe that the energy of each frame encourages mutual regularity

internally, but different frames only pay the price for being misaligned once; see the

bold edge connecting the indicator variables’ hexagonal “metanodes.” We redesign the

irregularity term:

Eirr? := ∑
i,k

χiχkIrr(Pi→i,Pk→k). (3.2)

The original indicator variables χi→ j reveal which planes are selected as frames, so

χi = max j χi→ j. Essentially, in the new irregularity measure Eirr? , the cost for choosing

a new frame becomes less dependent on the number of similarly oriented primitives in

the solution. If any of the candidate planes created from an initial locally-fitted plane in

the candidate generation step is chosen, the corresponding auxiliary variable should get

activated. We encode this behavior with the following constraints.

Constraints. An auxiliary node χi representing frame i contributes to the irregular-

ity cost if any of the candidates {Pi→ j} generated by the initial plane primitive Pi→i is

selected. For each initial (plane) orientation i, we encode the max-condition as a single

quadratic constraint of the form

∑
j

(
χi→ jχi−χi→ j

)
≥ 0 ∀i. (3.3)
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Thus, we arrive at the final updated formulation as

{χi},{χi→ j}= argmin
{χi},{χi→ j}

E := λ Edata +(1−λ ) Eirr? +Espat , (3.4)

where λ ∈ [0,1], subject to the constraints ∑i χi→ j ≥ 1 ∀ j, and Equation 3.3. Note that

the minimization produces the RAP abstraction, i.e., both the selected set of planes and

their inter-relations.

Spatial smoothness. Our main contribution comes from the global regularity

of frames, where spatially distant objects are able to influence the regularity of the

approximation. Since we start from an over-segmentation, we use a spatial smoothness

term to encourage neighboring patches to pick the same plane orientation. We increment

the energy with a fixed penalty for non-smoothness,

Espat := ∑
j,i,l,k; j 6=l

χi→ jχk→lneigh(S j,Sl)Cspat , (3.5)

where the fixed spatial penalty Cspat = (1−λ )/10 is related to the irregularity weight.

See Section 3.4 for estimation of patch proximity.

We need no additional term to limit the complexity of the arrangement (e.g., number

of selected planes ∑ χi→ j) as superfluous candidates get penalized by the total energy

cost E. We proceed with details of the implementation and optimization.

3.4 Implementation Details
In this section, we provide various implementation details, comment on the optimization,

and discuss necessary modifications to transition to 3D and for handling very large

scenes. Although we detail the specific functions used, they could likely be replaced by

comparable functions or cost measures leading to similar performance.

Initialization. For the initial oversegmentation of the input pointcloud, we pro-

gressively gather points if they are neighboring and have comparable orientations. We

use the approach proposed in Yan et al. [184]. As angle threshold we use τ =±15◦

and a point distance of ρ . Apart from the list of possible plane relations, ρ is the main

user-selected parameter of the system, and represents measurement-tolerance. Each

new scene is scaled to fit the unit cube. Then ρ is set so that structures with size above
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this threshold will be preserved, whilst other, smaller variations will be simplified. The

resolution of the RAP can thus be modified according to the scene characteristics and

application context.

Data term. We measure the data cost in terms of the total residual error of abstract-

ing all patch S j’s points {ph} by the primitive plane Pi→ j, as shown in Equation (3.6).

Each candidate plane has a fixed cost determined by its assignment to a patch. Our plane

primitives are finite, its bounding box encloses all points ph within ρ distance from the

infinite plane. This means that when the point ph, projected onto the plane, falls inside

the patch’s bounding box, the distance d() is the typical point to infinite-plane distance.

When ph falls outside the bounding box, d() is the Euclidean distance to the nearest

point inside. Therefore, our data cost is

Edata := ∑
j
∑

i
χi→ jEd(Pi→ j,S j) where, (3.6)

Ed(Pi→ j,S j) =
1

|{ph ∈ S j}| ∑
ph∈S j

d
(

ph,Pi→ j
)2
. (3.7)

We normalize the per-patch residual error because patches have different numbers of

points ph. Point to finite plane distance provides robustness towards the smoothing

effect of this normalization.

Irregularity. The most basic, yet surprisingly common regularity in an arrange-

ment of planes is parallelism. We define irregularity as a function of the unsigned angle

between the normals of two planes Irr(Pi,Pj) := f (∠(ni,n j)), with f () defined below.

Regular arrangements contain planes with low irregularity, i.e., the angle between their

normals is close to 0. When the angle is 0, we think of this as a perfect relation. By

construction, generated candidates are perfectly related with their generators.

Candidate generation. For each pair of planes Pi→i and Pj→ j, we generate two

new planes. Pi→ j comes from translating Pi→i to the centroid of S j and rotating by one

of the allowed relations (see Possible relations below), and similarly for Pj→i from Pj→ j.

The coarse-to-fine iterations (see Scalability and Algorithm 1) mean that the output of a

selection step serves as input for successive generation steps, i.e., Pi→ j can spawn Pi→k

at patch Sk.
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Pairwise term. Our main goal is to discover perfect relationships in the form of

extracted RAP. In our implementation, we used f (x) := 1− exp(−δx) with δ = 3, to

ensure that perfect regularity is encouraged, while still respecting minority frames.

Spatial smoothness. We use a spatial smoothness term to encourage neighbor-

ing patches to pick the same orientations allowing co-planar patches to be identified.

Specifically, we check if the minimum distance between a pair of patches is small by

estimating the minimum distance between their points, and if they have comparable

orientation up to τ (angle tolerance), e.g.,

neigh(S j,Sl) := 1
(

min
pg∈S j;ph∈Sl

‖pg−ph‖< 2ρ

)
1
(
∠
(
n(S j),n(Sl)

)
< τ

)
. (3.8)

Quadratic programming. The RAP extraction problem amounts to a quadratic

optimization problem with quadratic constraints. Note that the quadratic constraints are

critical, as explained in Section 3.3.4 and Figure 3.5. We used a mixed integer nonlinear

program solver [11] that relies internally on a modified (for nonlinear problems) branch-

and-cut algorithm, and an interior-point based LP solver [168] for the relaxed sub-

problems. We provided the solver with analytically computed second-order derivatives

for the objective and constraint matrices. Note that the formulated constraints (and

objectives) are non-convex, so the retrieved solutions are not guaranteed to be optimal.

However, the quality of our output relies crucially on robustly retrieving a RAP, and we

have not had problems with convergence in practice. Typically, for smaller problems,

we ended up with 500 variables, while for larger problems, we had many more variables

that we tackled by splitting the problem into groups of approximately 2300 variables,

see Algorithm 1. We also used [134, 140] in our implementation.

Possible relations. Supporting other relations in RAPTER is relatively easy. In

short, for any such relation one has to appropriately adapt the definition of regularity (ir-

regularity in our case), and adjust the candidate generation step. In our implementation,

the system supports planes that are

(i) Parallel: These are the default relation, require translation, and no further modifica-

tions to the energy terms.

(ii) Orthogonal: For irregularity, we simply measure the difference of angles between

the planes from target angle π/2. For candidate generation in 2D, we translate the planes
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to their target location (as before), and rotate by π/2. In 3D, it is a bit more involved.

Given two planes Pi and Pj with respective normals ni and n j, we create ni j = ni×n j.

Then, we set the direction of Pi→ j as ni×ni j, and Pj→i as n j×ni j. The rest of the setup

is unchanged.

(iii) Other angles: For other generator angles Θ∗, we proceed just as above, but use

multiples of Θ∗, instead of π/2. As a result, we get the set of input angles Θ = {kΘ∗},

k = 1,2, . . . ; s.t. kΘ∗ < π . We adapt Irr to be Irr(Pi,Pj) := mink f (
∣∣Θk−∠(ni,n j)

∣∣).
(iv) Coplanar: To model coplanarity, for any two planes Pi,Pj with the same (unsigned)

orientation ni = n j, we set Irr(Pi,Pj) := f (d(Pi,Pj)) based on the offset distance d()

between the planes. Planes are simply mutually copied across in the candidate gener-

ation stage. In practice, other relations are explored together to optimize a RAP, that

then seeds a coplanarity-only RAP, where we simplify (i.e., merge) adjoining coplanar

planes.

Scalability. For better efficiency, we make following modifications:

(i) In the candidate generation stage, we restrict candidate generation to pairs of planes

with low to medium irregularity. Essentially, we put a threshold on the angle (or offset

difference) to reduce the number of generated candidates. The same parameters are

used, as for the initialization (τ =±15◦, see Table 3.1 for ρ).

(ii) We propose a coarse-to-fine RAP extraction workflow. First, at a coarse level,

we only consider the larger initial planes (based on their area). Once we extract a

corresponding RAP, we freeze these relations, i.e., they are not allowed to change further.

Then, we bring in the next level of patches, proceed as before, but allow the earlier

RAP to also contribute in the candidate generation step and during selection. Note that

we keep the older frame metanodes in place for the new patches. Essentially, relations

detected at the coarse level can influence the ones lower down. However, the lower levels

have no influence on the higher (i.e., coarser) levels. This has proven to be effective

because larger planes are more well-sampled. We go down in scale by factors of 2 as

detailed in Algorithm 1. In line 16, we show one strategy to control the number of

variables in the quadratic program by gradually introducing generated candidates. A

strategy, that directly controls the number of metanodes (~quadratic terms) might be

even more useful in practice.
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Algorithm 1: RAP extraction by RAPTER

Input: Oriented points grouped into patches {S j} ∈S , Local fits
{Pj→ j ∈P}, relation generators Θ∗

Output: RAP P∗ = {Pi→ j}, Regular relations {〈Pi→ j,Pi→k,rels〉}, Point
assignments {ph→ Pi→ j}

/// (1) Initialization

1 P0 := {Pj→ j} ∈P // Sort initial fits by ↓ area

2 P∗ := /0 // Initialize set of selected candidates

3 θ := areamax
areamin

ρ // Estimate area threshold

4 while P0 6= /0 do
/// (2) Candidate generation

// Select sufficiently large initial fits

5 Pθ := {Pj→ j,s.t. ∀ j area(Pj→ j)> θ} ∈P0

6 P0 := P0 \Pθ

// Enrich from coarser and same scale

7 P̃ := Pθ∪ Enrich(Pθ , P∗) ∪ Enrich(Pθ , Pθ)

/// (3) Selection from enriched set

8 P∗ := P∗∪{P∗′ ⊆ P̃} // Minimize Equation (3.4)

9 Simplify nearby co-planar patches
/// (4) Iterate

10 if No break in Enrich then decrease area threshold θ := θ

2
11 return P∗

12 Function Enrich(P , P f ixed ,|P̃|max = 2300)
13 for Each pair 〈Pj→ j ∈P, Pk→l ∈P f ixed〉 do
14 if minr

(∣∣Θr−∠(n j,nk)
∣∣) < τ // Min angle

15 then P̃ := P̃ ∪{Pk→ j} // Create new candidate

16 if |P̃|> |P̃|max then break // Limit #variables
17 return P̃ // End of function Enrich ()

a) b) c) d) e) f)

Figure 3.6: Starting from acquired pointclouds (a), our algorithm extracts Regular Arrangements
of Planes (RAP). The extracted planes are used to reproject the associated points (b), or approxi-
mate the input by a set of planar polygons (c) (zoom shown in (d)). The normal distributions
(Cartesian projection) of the input cloud (e) are very noisy. In contrast, the extracted RAP have
clean normal distributions showing the extracted regularity (f). Circles denote normal locations
and their support is indicated by the color of the circles, going from white (few samples) to blue
(many samples). Parallel planes are shown with the same color (figures (b)-(d)), and input angles
were Θ = {0,π/2}.
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3.5 Evaluation
Datasets. We performed our experiments on various 2D and 3D input scenes. We

synthetically generated the input of Figure 3.2 and the Blensor ([51]) laser scan “L-

house ”. “Stairs” (see Figure 3.7) was acquired using Kinectr. “Nola ” (LiDAR)

is from [192], “Empire” and “Lans” are courtesy of [87], and “Euler” is from [118].

“Euler-Cut” is a section of the larger scene. Refer to Table 3.1 for scene sizes, and the

paper’s supplementary material1 for high-resolution figures.

Scene #points #initial #prims #χi #rels ρ

L-house 5k 67 13 2 61 0.02
Stairs 261k 300 99 2 8281 0.01
Nola 740k 15.8k 847 1 358k 0.004

Empire 1.2M 4.7k 163 17 7025 0.0025
Lans 1.3M 7.4k 490 9 22.1k 0.005

Euler-Cut 586k 4k 965 17 103k 0.004
Euler-Full 3.9M 28.7k 548 5 49.5k 0.002

Table 3.1: Statistics of processed scenes (#points, #initial), and of the RAP retrieved by our
method: the number of primitives #prims, representative orientations #χi, and perfect relations
discovered amongst primitives in the orientation frames #rels. ρ shows the input feature size
given a scene scaled to the unit cube.

3.5.1 Comparisons

We compared our results to an advanced, RANSAC-based method [142], constrained

data fitting GlobFit [90], discrete labeling based PEARL [71], and point set structur-

ing [87].

We used available implementations of the algorithms, except for the latter, where

we asked the authors for comparison. RANSAC uses a probabilistic framework that is

least sensitive to the notion of finite planes.

We reimplemented the propose, expand, and refit steps of PEARL with finite plane

segments using the published α-expansion library. We defined the data points to assign

labels to as the 2D or 3D points in the input. The set of labels represent the individual,

finite line segments or planar patches. The data term is defined as the distance between

the point and the finite primitive. Point to finite planar patch distance is computed

as the distance of the point to the minimum area rectangle fitted to the reprojections

1http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2015/regular-arrangements-of-planes/

paper_docs/MonszpartEtAl_RAPter_SIGG15_SupplementaryMaterial.pdf

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2015/regular-arrangements-of-planes/paper_docs/MonszpartEtAl_RAPter_SIGG15_SupplementaryMaterial.pdf
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2015/regular-arrangements-of-planes/paper_docs/MonszpartEtAl_RAPter_SIGG15_SupplementaryMaterial.pdf
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Input segments GlobFit Ours

Figure 3.7: Comparison to [90] on a Kinectr scan. The moderate number of input planes (300)
prohibitively increases the likelihood that GlobFit will commit early to an irrelevant relation in
the scene yielding over-regularization. There, stair steps were aligned to a single plane spanning
the whole staircase, and risers were rotated orthogonally. In contrast, our approach correctly
reconstructs the stairs, handlebars, and the wall, initialized with these 300 or all 1500 input
planes. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.

of the points already assigned to the primitive. The smoothness term is non-zero,

when neighbouring points within ρ distance are assigned to different primitives. The

complexity cost is defined as a function of the number of primitives with non-zero

number of points assigned to them. This formulation based on iteratively expanding

finite primitives produced more visually pleasing results than the naı̈ve formulation with

infinite primitives, with the added benefit of the parameterization being more easily

tunable. PEARL’s dense formulation frequently made it necessary to downscale the

input point clouds.

Point set structuring takes an arrangement of planes as input, and benefits more

from our regularization as preprocessing. Using their full pipeline on our input still

yields unregularized outputs (c.f., Figure 3.9, Table 3.2). Except GlobFit, other methods

have no notion of global relations, and hence are out-performed very easily by our

method.

GlobFit. We used an improved version of the published implementation of [90]

to perform extensive experiments on our scenes. We found that: i) GlobFit heavily

relies on the quality of relations it first commits to; ii) memory demands quickly rise

beyond practical magnitudes. We had to sort the primitives from our initialization in

decreasing order w.r.t. assigned numbers of points to achieve any output. In Stairs,

Nola, and Lans we observed a degradation of the quality of the output related to the

number of input planes. E.g. in the Stairs (Figure 3.7) scene, given the 15 largest
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planes as input, we both were successful at reconstruction with perfectly oriented planes

gathered in a single frame. Using a richer set of 300 planes (of 560) GlobFit had a

much lower chance of initially picking the right relations and could not recover from

such mistakes. Similar problems arose in Nola (> 120 planes, Figure 3.10), and Lans

(> 300 planes, Figure 3.11). Empire is heavily polluted with outliers, which required us

to provide GlobFit with the 13 largest planes only (see Figure 3.9). Otherwise, output

was a meaningless series of well-distributed, parallel planes.

3.5.2 Results

We evaluated our approach by reconstructing scenes with varying noise levels, sampling,

complexity and regularity, both in 2D and 3D. The numbers of input planar segments

are reported in Table 3.1, as well as the input scale parameter ρ , the number of output

primitives, identified representative orientations (frames), and discovered pairwise

perfect relations: #rels = ∑i
(

∑ j χi→ j
2

)
.

Generally, RAPTER produced more accurate segmentations of the input point-

clouds, and critically, arrangements with higher regularity. Most importantly, we simul-

taneously preserved independent orientations for smaller groups of planes. We reorient

points in the input pointcloud using the normals of the assigned planes in our output seg-

mentation. To visualize the distribution of point normals in a scene, we create histogram

plots by mapping them to a rectangle using HEALPix’s2 Cartesian mapping. A saturated

circle shows high concentration of normals, a white circle denotes less populated, but

concentrated orientations, well preserved by our method. Matching colors in the outputs

indicate parallel normals (< 0.01◦).

2D. We prepared a rasterized image to demonstrate vectorization, shown in Fig-

ure 3.4. The input was created from an RGB image by thresholding at 40% luminosity.

Despite the differences in sampling density and variations in feature scale (thick and thin

walls), we obtain a good reconstruction of the main layout of the room, and also manage

to recover the spatial layout in ill-sampled locations, while respecting sudden local

orientation changes and preserving important details. Also note the significant reduction

in the uncertainty of the orientations in the image. The extracted RAP capture the

2http://healpix.sourceforge.net/

http://healpix.sourceforge.net/
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different orientation frames (denoted by same color) across multiple feature scales. Due

to PEARL’s spatially regularized formulation, it managed to recover the well-sampled,

principal directions in the drawing. In contrast, RANSAC used more primitives to

explain the hatched areas than the more meaningful borders (see Figure 2.1).

We created the simulated scan of a room in Figure 3.2 to demonstrate the impor-

tance of regularization and preservation of details. We used the input angle generators

Θ∗ = {π/3,π/2} to solve the scene. Despite the apparent simplicity of the solution,

note, that there are four different orientation frames in the scene, therefore the challenge

really is to preserve their independence. Although some triangle edges are almost

parallel to rectangle edges with overwhelming popularity, we preserve the more accurate

data fit due to enough evidence for existence of that orientation and the spatial regularity

cost detailed in Equation (3.5). Our method is especially useful, when biased noise

and occlusions would distract other methods bound to spatial reasoning. The resulting

RAP managed to capture scene diversity without over-committing to any particular

orientation, i.e., room walls (red) or dining table (green).

L-house. We evaluated performance on a synthetic scan corrupted by non-uniform,

sparse sampling (Figure 3.8). According to our output normal distribution, the six main

directions were detected accurately, even small clusters in the corner were correctly

oriented. In comparison, the roof planes returned by RANSAC are not perfectly aligned.

PEARL performs well on this example due to spatial regularization and reliable data.

GlobFit can correctly identify the reliable relations amongst the small number of input

planes (91).

Empire. We illustrate how our approach can be used to reconstruct data corrupted

by outliers on Empire (Figure 3.9). In addition to the recognised regularity of the building

with three main directions, we properly detected small tilted components around edges.

Note the cylinder on the top of the building, approximated by planes favoring the

global arrangement orientations. RANSAC over-simplified the geometry, because of the

excessive presence of outliers. PEARL managed to produce an arrangement of planes

with a more compact normal distribution, however the regular structure of the building

was lost during the process (see top view). Many details were missed due to the delicate

balance between complexity and spatial smoothness. GlobFit did well given the largest

13 planes as input (out of 4693). Given more, it could not deal with the amount of
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Figure 3.8: Comparison to other methods on “L-house” (a). We show points reprojected to
associated planes (b), and approximated by a set of planar polygons (c). Input (a-top) and output
(d) normal distributions are mapped to 2D. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.

outliers, hence orientations corresponding to the smaller details at the top of the building

are missing from the normal distribution.

Nola. Nola is a good example for our approach (see Figure 3.10). The building is

exclusively composed of planar components acquired using a long-range scanner, which

lead to large, occluded and ill-sampled regions. The regularity of the geometry is well

exploited by our approach, balconies are properly detected and perfectly aligned. Note

that all planes are either vertical (walls) or horizontal (floors). RANSAC discovered the

main directions, but completely failed with smaller structures and large, slanted planes.

PEARL managed to extract several horizontal planes (green balconies in top view) but

failed to properly segment the geometry due to data quality. GlobFit could not recover

from early commitment to some relations in its input, 120 (out of 15685) most sampled

patches.

Lans. In Figure 3.11 our approach faithfully reconstructs various shapes including

a cone, an octagonal pyramid, and small non-symmetric tetrahedrons (top of the tower).

The relations needed for the cone were not prescribed, hence our approach did not
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regularize there. The simultaneous extraction of relations and primitives allowed us

to preserve small structures, such as the alcove or the windows in the wall, despite

strong variations in sampling. Some relations were recoverable by only relying on the
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Figure 3.9: Comparison to other methods on “Empire” (a). We show points reprojected to
associated planes (b), and approximated by a set of planar polygons (c) (zooms in (d)). Input
(a-top) and output (e) normal distributions are mapped to 2D. Main difficulty here is detecting
and segmenting structures of very different sizes whilst disregarding outliers. GlobFit only had
the 13 (of ~4700) most supported planes as input. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison to other methods on “Nola” (a). We show points reprojected to
associated planes (b) and approximated by a set of planar polygons (c) (zooms in (d)). Input
(a-top) and output (e) normal distributions are mapped to 2D. GlobFit had the largest 120 (of
15865) input planes. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.

data (RANSAC, PEARL). RANSAC failed to differentiate small and nearby similar

structures due to the conflict between low complexity and attention to detail (tower wall

and roof). PEARL worked with a subsampled pointcloud (10%) due to performance

reasons. GlobFit repeatedly over-regularizes the scene by enforcing relations (roof,

tower top) even given just a moderate part of our input (out 300 of 7441).

Euler. The power of our multi-scale design is illustrated by the scenes ”Euler”

and ”Euler-Cut” (Figures 3.1 and 3.6), containing large (walls), medium (tables), and

small structures (stairs, risers, and table feet). Due to the simultaneous identification of
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Figure 3.11: Comparison to other methods on “Lans” (a). (b) Points reprojected to associated
planes and zooms in (c). Input (a-top) and output (c) normal distributions are mapped to 2D.
GlobFit had 300 (of 7441) input planes. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.

primitives and relations, our approach easily outperforms RANSAC when segmenting

the geometry. For example, at the stairs landing, where corrupted data is over-merged (by

RANSAC), mixing the floor and the three first stairs. Also note the robust repeatability

of our approach over cluttered geometry (conference room): where many chairs are

segmented similarly (brown front legs, green back legs, seats in dark green, backs two-

colored). We could not run other methods (PEARL, GlobFit) on these scenes (500k-4M

points).

Generally, well sampled scene parts can allow other methods to recognize some

relations. However, RAPTER is robust towards sampling density and low local contrast

of features, whilst capable of solving large scale scenes. Most importantly it can correctly

identify non-dominant directions besides main scene orientations.
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3.5.3 Quantitative evaluation

We evaluated our method quantitatively (Table 3.2) and also show the range of control

offered by the regularization parameter (Figure 3.12). In Figure 3.13 we investigated

robustness to initialization.

Ground truth. We retrieved ground truth triangle meshes for three scenes, face

normals serve as ground truth orientation for points. We only used faces with edges > ρ ,

and ground truth points, where there is a single face within ρ distance due to lack of

assignments.

Error metrics. We target to evaluate the successfully identified relationships in

the scene through the relative angle of normals assigned to points by different methods

(Table 3.2). Specifically, we compare the angle of normals of pairs of points to the angle

of corresponding ground truth normals. We report the mean and standard deviation of

absolute difference of relative angles: ∀g,h
∣∣∠(n(pg),n(ph))−∠

(
n(pGT

g ),n(pGT
h )
)∣∣.

We considered only points, that were plausibly reconstructed by their assigned planes,

i.e., their reprojection was close (< ρ) to their reprojection to the ground truth mesh. We

were especially interested in how relative relations were successfully recovered perfectly,

i.e., up to 0.1◦ compared to the ground truth relative angle of a point pair. In addition

to our scalability and ability to respect diversity, numbers show a clear advantage over

other methods.

Regularization. We show the amount of control and power the user has through

the parameter λ , see Figure 3.12. When large diversity is expected in the input, or

the input scans have been preprocessed, one can choose to respect the data and not

enforce regularity (left side of the figure). Given prior knowledge about relations in the

underlying scene, one can choose not to trust the possibly moderately or very noisy data

containing biased sampling and registration mistakes. In most scenarios, the middle

column would be the sought outcome. However, especially given registration errors,

outcomes towards the right side show the true power of our method.

Robustness to initialization. In Figure 3.13 we evaluated the robustness of the

algorithm to the quality of the initialization. Note, that the fragmentation of the initial-

ization depends on the spatial threshold ρ and is only loosely coupled with the threshold

parameter τ . We show, how we recover from a wide range of settings and degrade

gracefully, when the the parameters were obviously ill-chosen.
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Scene (#pts) Method Mean (SD) < 0.1◦ Recall
L-house RANSAC 10.6◦ (3.6◦) 35.1% 100.0%

(5k) PEARL 12.4◦ (3.9◦) 34.2% 100.0%
GlobFit 11.5◦ (3.8◦) 73.9% 99.4%

RAPTER (ours) 10.1◦ (3.6◦) 75.4% 99.8%
Stairs RANSAC 7.7◦(2.2◦) 13.3% 84.7%
(261k) PEARL 17.6◦ (4.0◦) 16.4% 84.5%

GlobFit 13.3◦ (2.9◦) 8.1% 99.6%
RAPTER (ours) 9.4◦ (3.5◦) 65.7% 98.2%

Empire RANSAC 2.8◦(0.4◦) 20.5% 21.7%
(1.2M) PEARL 20.8◦ (4.3◦) 9.6% 35.4%

GlobFit 6.3◦ (3.0◦) 80.5% 65.8%
[Lafarge&Alliez ’13] 4.6◦(2.5◦) 89.8% 93.7%

RAPTER (ours) 4.1◦ ( 2.0◦) 94.6% 99.1%

Table 3.2: We compare the relative angles of normals of point pairs in the output clouds and
normals from ground truth triangle meshes. A point is considered recalled, if its reprojection
on its assigned plane is at most at < ρ distance from its reprojection on the ground truth mesh,
higher is better. RANSAC achieves a lower mean deviation (lower is better) between the angles
of normals by fitting to many well-sampled planes, some false positive primitives fit to outliers.
Our high recall scores show that our precision comes with plausibly located output planes. We
are especially interested in how well perfect relations were discovered, we therefore estimate
precision (higher is better) of identified, perfect pairwise relative relations.

Limitations. Our novel formulation with meta-nodes equipped the algorithm to

become robust to the pointcloud size, the number of primitives, and to be able to process

large scale scenes as shown in Figure 3.1. However, this comes at the cost of quadratic

noise λ

SD 1.0 - 0.89 0.65 - 0.63 0.62 - 0.57 0.54 - 0.43 0.42 - 0.0

0.02

0.05

1.0 - 0.93 0.92 - 0.8 0.65 - 0.57 0.54 - 0.45 0.44 - 0.0

Figure 3.12: Effect of regularization parameter λ given two levels of normally distributed noise.
Data was captured from a point scanner in the center of each sub-image, with biased sampling
and registration errors. The regularization parameter λ spans between the extremes of allowing
a user to either let the data guide the reconstruction, or to enforce a set of orientations on the
whole scene. Intervals of λ lead to the same results. For really noisy scenes, higher λ values are
appropriate. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.
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Figure 3.13: Robustness to initialization. Our method is capable of producing consistent outputs
given a wide quality variation of the initialization. We performed the initial segmentation
using different angular (τinit) and spatial (ρinit) thresholds (top row). We then optimized using
τ = 30◦,ρ = 0.03 to retrieve the bottom row. Despite challenges presented by erroneously
under-segmented point patches, our output performance degrades gracefully. Situations, where
the parameters were set too high (top-right) are easily recognized. Hence, one should choose to
initialize by conservatively setting the thresholds to lower values. Input angles Θ = {0,π/2}.

constraints, which requires more computation time during the optimization stage. With

our current implementation, runtimes vary from seconds (L-house) to a couple of hours

for massive scenes (Euler) on a quad-core Intel i7-4700MQ (2.40GHz, 16GB RAM).

Our solution solves a selection problem iteratively inspired by Isack and

Boykov [71], allowing generation of primitives not only from the data but also previously

computed approximations. Despite RAPTER’s shown efficiency, advancing to very

large scale datasets might be difficult. Due to global constraints, concurrent access to a

very large database of points is required, which complicates optimisation on distributed

systems. However, large scale scenes (e.g., building-scale) can be processed without

further optimizations.

3.6 Conclusions
The algorithm in this chapter was designed to abstract raw scans by regular arrangements

of primitive planes by simultaneously extracting a set of primitives along with their

inter-primitive relations. The proposed formulation favors globally consistent RAP,

even at the cost of an increased data fitting error. The main novelty in the proposed

formulation is to allow less represented orientation groups not to be suppressed by

more dominant scene orientations. Algorithmically, RAPTER first expands the solution

space by generating potential candidate primitives, and then reposes the scan abstraction
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problem as an instance of globally coupled primitive selection problem. The resultant

algorithm runs from a coarse-to-fine scale, leading to a robust and scalable algorithm as

demonstrated on many test scenarios.

An obvious next step is to add support for other primitive types (e.g., cylinders,

cones). More interestingly, in the future, we would like to support other relations

including equal spacing and equal length in the global formulation. One possibility

is to model such second order relations by using pair of primitive pairs (i.e., quartet

of primitives) in the candidate generation stage. However, the resultant candidate

blowup will require rethinking the optimization formulation without sacrificing the

global selection criteria.



Chapter 4

Physical stability as non-visual cue

4.1 Introduction
Acquisition devices for 3D geometry are now ubiquitous. While this has vastly simplified

the data gathering process, the raw data still remains difficult to use. A fundamental

problem for single view acquisition and even for multi-view consolidated scans is

missing observations due to scene occlusion. This problem is particularly acute in busy

and cluttered scenes (e.g., indoor environments). This limits how such raw scans can

actually be used as existing shape analysis tools fail due to missing information.

Various approaches have been proposed to address the ill-posed problem of hy-

pothesizing data in the occluded scene regions. For isolated objects, one can use

local context [147, 56] or deform class-specific template shapes to recover the missing

parts [121, 8]; for multiple objects, one can employ search-and-classify approaches [111],

require multi-view acquisition [80, 100], or interactively capture template models using

targeted acquisition [81] or modeling sessions [5]. Such methods, however, assume

access to suitable database models, or rely on much more detailed and complete scene

data to reliably perform geometric matching.

In this chapter, we use physical stability considerations of static scene objects to

hallucinate missing structure information from incomplete 3D acquisitions. Moreover,

by considering possible geometry in the unseen part, we can better reason about the

visible parts of the scans (e.g., if two objects just touch, or are fused to each other).

This is similar to how we as humans regularly extrapolate seen object parts to reason

about the unseen scene regions based on the physical plausibility of the resultant object

stack, for example see Figure 4.2. Note that by avoiding the surface reconstruction or
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input scan
(side view)

extracted cuboid arrangement + structure
(side view)

consolidated input using scene information
(side view)

Figure 4.1: Starting from a heavily occluded single view RGBD image (left), we extract a coarse
scene structure as an arrangement of cuboids along with their inter-cuboid relations (middle)
using physical stability considerations to hypothesize the missing regions/relations. The coarse
structure can then be used for scene understanding and manipulation. This result was generated
in the automatic mode.

partial shape matching problems, our algorithm does not reply on availability of model

templates or predefined priors (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.2: Even for scenes with significant
occlusion, we as humans, can reason about the
actual arrangement (image source: [45]). We
develop an algorithm to mimic this based on
physical stability of the inferred arrangement
(see also Figure 4.15).

Starting from raw scans, our goal is

to abstract indoor scenes as a collection

of simple cuboids. We abstract indoor

scenes as collections of cuboids as the

‘box world’ well captures the intra- and

inter-object constraints common in man-

made environments (c.f., [10, 53, 193]).

Creating such an abstraction requires ad-

dressing the following: (i) segmenting the

scan into groups of points; (ii) fitting a

cuboid to each such group; (iii) hypoth-

esizing missing cuboid geometry in the

occluded regions; and (iv) determining how the cuboids are mutually arranged and

connected to each other. Essentially, our goal is to determine what the cuboids are, what

their spatial and geometric parameters are, and how they are relatively arranged (e.g.,

stacked or fixed to each other) such that they best explain the (incomplete) input data.

The algorithm starts by creating a set of initial cuboids. Based on their pairwise

configurations, we extrapolate the initial cuboids to spawn a set of candidate cuboid

extensions to hypothesize possible completions in the occluded regions. The algorithm

then proceeds in two stages: a discrete stage to extract inter-cuboid connections by

selecting the cuboid arrangement from a subset of candidate cuboids arrangements that

best explains the input; and a continuous stage to refine the cuboid parameters to improve
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Figure 4.3: Based on incomplete scene observation (left), we can imagine multiple completions.
Top-right shows invalid completions: an unstable stack of three cuboids, or a stable stack of three
cuboids that violates the visibility constraint. Bottom-right shows valid completions: two fused
cuboids and a small cuboid, or a stack of three cuboids consistent with the visibility constraint.

the stability of the current arrangement, while preserving the current cuboid connections

to obtain a final cuboid arrangement. Goodness of any cuboid arrangement is assessed

based on the physical stability of the configuration and how well the arrangement agrees

with the input observation.

We evaluated our algorithm on synthetically scanned scenes with known

groundtruth data, on typical indoor scenes obtained from benchmark datasets (about

700+ scenes from the NYU depth dataset with available groundtruth structure data),

and on complex office environments with significant occlusions. The tests demonstrate

that our algorithm produces high quality structure abstractions of the occluded regions.

Moreover, the improvements are significant even in case of scans consolidated using

multiple acquisitions (e.g., KinectFusion). Finally, we demonstrate the use of the

recovered coarse structure in object retrieval and scene completion.

4.2 Overview
Our goal is to create an arrangement of cuboids as a structural proxy for an incomplete

scan of a cluttered scene. By arrangement of cuboids, we refer to a set of cuboids with

their explicit pairwise contact relations, e.g., two cuboids touch, or are fused to each

other, along with geometric attributes for each cuboid.

Starting from the raw data (e.g., single view e.g., data, or KinectFusion data), we

first create a set of initial cuboids (see Section 4.3.1). These initial cuboids, however,

provide little information about the occluded scene regions. We make the important

observation that pairs of such cuboids that intersect when extrapolated into the occluded
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regions provide potential geometry hypotheses for the occluded regions (see Figure 4.3).

Hence, we generate multiple hypotheses for missing geometry by extending the initial

cuboids into the occluded regions. We refer to such extrapolations as cuboid extensions.

Note that each cuboid can have multiple potential extensions based on its contact types

to the other cuboids. In this work, we consider no-contact, fixed contact, and touching as

contact type relations. In Section 4.3.2, we describe how we enumerate possible cuboid

arrangements {A1,A2, . . .} where, each arrangement Ai := {B1,B2, . . .} consists of a set

of (extended) cuboids.

Working under the assumption that the scanned scenes consist of static objects, we

expect any valid cuboid arrangement to be physically stable, or nearly-stable to account

for errors due to coarseness of the initial cuboid estimates. Hence, we measure stability

of any candidate cuboid arrangement Ai under the respective inter-cuboid contact types

and discard the unstable arrangements (see Figure 4.3). We propose a branch-and-

bound algorithm to avoid explicitly checking the exponential set of possible cuboid

arrangements.

Finally, we refine the cuboid parameters of the stable arrangement(s) while re-

taining current contact constraints using a quadratic programming formulation (see

Section 4.3.3). We prefer the physically stable cuboid arrangement that requires fewer

fixed joints and necessitate minimal volume extension as the simplest solution in terms

of geometry that is hypothesized. In the end, we recover a physically valid arrange-

ment of cuboids with both the inter-cuboids interaction types and the respective cuboid

parameters.

4.3 Algorithm

Our goal is to infer a physically valid arrangement of cuboids to hypothesize geometry in

the missing-data regions in an incomplete 3D point cloud P (e.g., a single view RGB-D

image). By physical stability, we require the cuboid arrangement to be globally stable.

This is achieved by creating arrangements of cuboids with suitable cuboid geometry and

inter-cuboid contact relations (see Figure 4.4).
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+ recovered structure

Figure 4.4: Starting from incomplete scans (left), our algorithm starts by creating a set of initial
cuboids (middle) that are optimized, both in their geometric parameters and the inter-cuboid
contact types to propose a physically-valid arrangement of cuboids (right) that is consistent with
the input data.

4.3.1 Generating Initial Cuboids

We detect and remove the points in P associated with the ground and wall planes, group

the remaining points into separate clusters of point sets, and create initial cuboids for

each such point cluster. For simple scenes, the initialization proceeds automatically,

while for more complex scenes, user assistance is required. The generated cuboids are

then refined to better align with the image space edges, where available. We now provide

further details.

Ground/wall planes. We scale the input point set P to fit inside a unit sphere and

align the z-axis to the input up-direction. We use RANSAC to detect the dominant

planes [142] in the input scene and sort the planes based on their size (i.e., area of extent).

We mark the planar segment with upward normal and lowest z-value as the ground

plane, and the other significant (based on an area threshold) planes that are orthogonal

to the ground as walls (see [81]). Optionally, the user can mark the ground and wall

planes. We remove the points associated with the ground and the wall planes, and group
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Figure 4.5: (Top) In the automatic mode, cuboids are progressively fitted to an object cluster Ci

using a greedy approach. (Bottom) Based on user scribbles, a mask is produced from the RGBD
data using depth-augmented grab-cut, and a cuboid is fitted to the corresponding points.

the remaining ones using a connected component analysis (using spatial proximity) as

object clusters, say {C1,C2, . . .}. Note that each object cluster Ci denotes a set of points.

Notation. We fit initial cuboids to each object cluster Ci. First we introduce some

notations. A cuboid is an oriented box associated with a local coordinate frame. We

represent a cuboid B by its center c, a local coordinate frame F, and (sx,sy,sz) as the

three size parameters along the three local coordinate axes. Note that along any axis a

cuboid can be extended differently in the positive and/or the negative directions.

Automatic cuboid creation. For each object cluster Ci, we fit a bounding box

aligned to the ground plane (see Figure 4.5-top). We orient the bounding box based on

the best fitting rectangle to the points p j ∈Ci projected to the ground plane. We voxelize

(using 0.005 as cell size) and identify the occupied cells. Our goal is to fuse these

voxels to form a set of non-overlapping rectangular slabs, each of which is nearly fully

occupied. We take a greedy approach by fusing the occupied cells to form rectangular

slabs if they contain more than 70% occupied cells (w.r.t. to the respective slab volumes).

In the figure, the cuboids are marked as 1,2, . . . based on their order of appearance. In

case of multiple candidates we prefer the one with the highest occupancy, and recurse

over the remaining cells. In the end we have a set of cuboids for each object cluster.
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User interaction. Optionally, the user can scribble strokes on the input image to

guide segmentation (see Figure 4.5-bottom). This mode is used in scenes where objects

come too close and fail to be separated using connected component analysis. Based

on the strokes, we use a depth-augmented version of the original grab-cut segmenta-

tion [132] to select a group of points or mask. We run RANSAC on the selected points

to generate candidate planes. The largest of the planes is selected as the primary plane,

and the second largest plane is made orthogonal to the primary one. We extract the

bounding box determined by these orthogonal directions (third direction is the cross

product of the two plane normals). In our tests, such interactions were only necessary in

regions of clutter and/or with slanted objects.

Figure 4.6: The initial cuboids (middle) are adjusted to better align the original image edges in
the RGDB data (left) to produce refined cuboid candidates (right).

Image-guided cuboid improvement of initial cuboids. The cuboids generated,

either automatically or semi-automatically, are based on the noisy point sets and hence

are often misaligned to the image space edges. We refine the cuboids based on available

image edge information (see Figure 4.6). Visible corner edges of the cuboids are mapped

to the sufficiently close image edges, which are detected using Canny edge-detector

(small edges and outliers are discarded). Given a group of cuboids {B1,B2, . . .}, we

minimize:

min
{Bi,Ti}

∑
i

∑
j
‖P(Ti(vs

j))− t j‖2, (4.1)

where P is the known camera projection, vs
j is a sampled point on the visible corner

edges, t j is the closest point of vs
j on the corresponding image edge, and Ti is the

unknown rigid transformation applied to the cuboid Bi. We update the closest points t j

at each iteration and use Matlab fmincon function to solve the non-linear optimization in
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extended cuboid

extension
original cuboid

no extension touch
(horizontal contact force)

touch
(verical contact force)

fixed

Figure 4.7: 2D Illustration of candidate cuboids generation cases for different contact types.
Starting from the initial cuboids (a), we generate different candidate extensions: no extension (a),
touching cuboids (b,c), and fused cuboids (d).

Equation (4.1). Note that if the offsets between cuboids and the point cluster degrade

after refinement (due to spurious edges), we abandon the refinement.

4.3.2 Inferring Inter-cuboid Contact Types

The initial cuboids do not occupy the occluded regions. In the key stage of the algo-

rithm, we extend these cuboids into the occluded regions with the constraint that the

arrangement (configuration) of the extended cuboids is physically stable. However,

there are many ways of extending the cuboids into the occluded region. We first create

candidate extensions and then pose the problem of selecting extensions such that the

resultant arrangement of extended cuboids is physically stable. We use the formulation

by Whiting et al. [177] to assess physical stability in terms of the (unknown) cuboid

dimensions. We now explain the individual steps (see Algorithm 2).

Representing contact types. We encode the discrete interaction among the

cuboids as a contact graph G := (V,E), where each cuboid Bi becomes a node in

V and each pair of cuboids (Bi,B j) forms multiple candidate edges in E, one for each

possible contact type (e.g., touch, fixed).

We make an important observation that the rough geometry of the cuboids is largely

determined by how they interact with each other and provide good extension candidates

for the respective cuboid parameters. Each candidate cuboid pair amounts to possible

contacts corresponding to different extensions for no-contact (i.e., disjoint), touching,

or fixed (i.e., cuboids are fused together). Each such contact edge implicitly suggests

cuboid geometries based on the respective cuboid extensions (see Figure 4.7). Say, any

pair of cuboids (Bi,B j) is extended to be (Bi j,k
i ,Bi j,k

j ), where k indicates the joint type.

For example, edge type with no extension (k = 0) amounts to retaining the original
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Algorithm 2: Inferring Inter-cuboid Contact Types
1 Input: N initial cuboids (B1, ...,BN)
2 Output: N optimized cuboids (B∗1, ...,B

∗
N) and their

3 contact relations (J∗1 , ...,J
∗
M)

// Initialization of interaction graph G := (V,E)
G←∅
for i = 1 to N do

Vi← Bi

end for
for each node pair (Vi,Vj) do

// build multi-edges ek
i j

e0
i j← (Bi,B j) // edge corresponding to initial geometry of Bi and B j

if Bi,B j can potentially touch then
for k = 1 to 3 do

ek
i j← (Bi j,k

i ,Bi j,k
j ) //different extensions as in Figure 4.7

end for
end if

end for

// Optimization of cuboid geometry and their relation types
N f ← N2 // fixed joint number
δV ← π // extended volume
while 1 do

Gather a new combination of potential cuboid extensions (ek
i j, ...,e

l
mn)

if no more edge combination then
break

end if
Update cuboids (B′1, ...,B

′
N) based on the extensions on potential edges

if cuboids penetrate then
continue

end if
Calculate current relations (J′1, ...,J

′
M), count of fixed joints N′f , and volume extension δV ′

after interaction type pruning based on physics stablity
if unstable according to Equation 4.3 then

continue
end if
if N′f ≤ N f and δV ′ < δV, then

N f ← N′f
δV ← δV ′

(B∗1, ...,B
∗
N)← (B′1, ...,B

′
N)

(J∗1 , ...,JM∗)← (J′1, ...,J
′
M)

end if
end while

cuboids, i.e., Bi j,0
i = Bi. Note that a cuboid Bi can have multiple extensions proposed by

different cuboids.
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Potential contact-based cuboid extensions. For any candidate pair (Bi,B j), we

extend the cuboids. Without loss of generality, assume Bi is extended to be in contact

with B j. We first determine the extension direction through space partition. The

extension length is initialized with the largest corner point to plane distance, i.e., the

corner points of B j to the cube plane of Bi attached to the overlapped half space.

Figure 4.7 shows the different extension cases. Note that the type of extension also

determines the force bearing faces, when applicable, which is later used during evaluating

physical stability.

Optimization formulation. Let χ
i j,k
i = 1 denote the corresponding extensions are

selected (χ i j,k
i = 0 otherwise), which means, the k-th contact type for the cuboid pair

(Bi,B j). A trivial solution is to select fixed contact types for all the cuboid pair relations

to propose a physically stable solution. However, this is overly conservative. Instead, our

goal is to propose a physically stable arrangement of (extended) cuboids with minimal

number of fixed contacts, i.e., min∑i, j,k #(χ i j,k
i = fixed joint).

Further, the selected edges should also respect the following conditions: (i) χ
i j,k
i =

χ
i j,k
j and (ii) ∑k χ

i j,k
i = 1 for all the edges in ek

i j ∈ E. The first constraint ensures that

compatible cuboids are extended, while the second one ensures that only one type of

interaction is selected for each cuboid pair relation.

The combination of all possible contact relation candidates is very large. An

exhaustive search can take a prohibitive large amount of time to find the optimal

solution, which is not acceptable in interactive applications. First, we prune the possible

pairs of cuboids if their extensions violate the visibility constraint, i.e., if the extended

proxies fall in the visible regions as informed by the source depth data. Then, we prune

extensions using a branch-and-bound approach as described next.

Pruning the solution space. We prune contact relation types based on an important

observation: If a candidate cuboid arrangement is unstable even with some of its contact

relations marked as fixed, it cannot be made stable by changing the marked fixed

type relations to touching or no-contact. Therefore, starting with root node where

all the interaction types are set to be fixed, we expand the node as a search tree by

changing relations at one edge from fixed to other types. If an expansion results in an

unstable arrangement, the whole subtree is pruned to save unnecessary computation (see

Figure 4.9).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: A single view RGBD scan (top-left) can result in a physically unrealistic arrangement
of initial cuboids (top-right), which can have multiple explanations in terms of arrangements
of extended cuboids (bottom). Our formulation favors the one with the fewest number of fixed
joints; and the smallest overall extension volume (c).

Assessing global stability. Note that we cannot assess physical validity simply

based on local reasoning. For example, in Figure 2.2a, all the pairs of touching cuboids

by themselves are physically unstable, but the arrangement as a whole is still stable;

while in Figure 2.2b, it is the other way round. Such scenes were common in the complex

scenarios scanned and analyzed in Section 4.4.3. See also, Figure 4.14. Hence, in order

Expand Prune

stable unstable unstable 

Prune

Fixed
Touching

Figure 4.9: Branch-and-bound approach to prune infeasible contact relation type assignments.
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to evenly quantify stability for such arrangements, we have to simultaneously consider

the effects of all the cuboids.

Assessing physical stability. The stability of a cuboid arrangement is judged

through its static equilibrium. This amounts to the set of contact forces between the

cuboids to balance the arrangement under self load. Similar to [177], we treat each

cuboid as a rigid block, and position a contact force at each contact point on the interface.

The number of contact points on the interface can vary according to the contact cases (1

for point contact, 2 for edge contact, and 4 for face contact). The contact forces are then

parameterized at each interface face between two touching cuboids as the normal force

fn, and the friction forces fu and fv (aligned to the normalized face directions en,eu,ev,

respectively). Since the interface forces are encoded in the local coordinate system, only

3 scalars are required in the final computation to capture their respective magnitudes.

If two cuboids are fused to each other, we treat them as a single rigid body and ignore

their contact forces.

w

sy

sz

sx

en

ev
eu

Figure 4.10: For physical stability an arrangement of cuboids should satisfy zero force and
zero torque conditions. The condition can be expressed in terms of the (unknown) forces at the
interface faces and the weight w of each cuboid expressed in terms of its (unknown) dimensions.
In this figure, we highlight one interface face in blue. Note that the cuboid weight at its center of
mass is given by w = ρsxsysz for a fixed density ρ .

In static equilibrium, the net force and torque acting on the assembly should be

zero. Gathering the constraints at each cuboid yields a linear system of the form,

Df+w = 0, (4.2)

where w captures the self weights of the cuboids (no external force is considered), D

captures the coefficients of the force/torque equilibrium equations, and f captures the

stack of (unknown) forces at the interface faces (see Figure 4.10).
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In order for a cuboid arrangement A to be physically stable, each i-th interface

face forces fi
n should be non-zero to act as compression force, and fi

u, fi
v should satisfy

the static friction law (c.f., Section 3 in [177]). Note that the cuboid weights are

parameterized in terms of the cuboid dimensions. In order to account for inaccuracies,

we seek a least norm solution to Equation (4.2) as:

Es(A) := min
f
‖Df+w‖2 s.t. fi

n ≥ 0 and |fi
u|, |fi

v|< µfi
n, (4.3)

where fi
n ≥ 0 indicates the compression force constraint, and µ is the static friction

coefficient, default 0.7 in our system. If the minimized energy Es of Equation (4.3) is

below a certain threshold (10−3 in our tests), we deem the cuboid arrangement with

the assigned interaction type information to be potentially stable, and further refine the

cuboid dimensions as described next.

4.3.3 Refining Cuboid Parameters under Contact Constraints

Finally, we refine the cuboid parameters to improve the stability score of the arrangement

A, while preserving the connectivity information encoded by the contact graph extracted

in the Section 4.3.2. We improve the current stability score using gradient descent.

We numerically estimate gradient of the energy with respect to each current cuboid Bi,

and greedily select the direction with the maximum norm, i.e., argmaxi ‖∇Es(A)|γBi
‖

evaluated at the current configuration γBi of the cuboids Bi. Note that we only vary

parameters for one cuboid at a time. We take a small step along the negative of the

normalized direction with all the refinements for the other cuboid parameters set to zero.

We denote this full configuration vector as ΓA. We project the solution to preserve the

active interactions as specified by the corresponding contact graph. Specifically,

α
∗ := argmin

α

‖Es(A−αΓA)‖2 s.t. fi(X) = 0 ∀ei ∈ Ẽ, (4.4)

where Ẽ denotes the active edge set in the current contact graph G, and fi denotes

the contact constraints (e.g., the corresponding cuboids touch) as indicated by the

corresponding contact type thus resulting in a QP formulation. For example, if two

cuboids touch, we add a constraint to ensure that the corresponding interface faces

remain touching. At the end of each iteration, we update the cuboid parameters as
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A←A−α∗ΓA. We refine the parameters for each plausibly stable arrangement. In case

of multiple solutions having same number of fixed contacts, we pick the one with the

smallest overall extension volume. For example, in Figure 4.8 the bottom-right solution

is selected.

4.4 Evaluation and Results

We processed synthetic and real scenes from recorded and public datasets in order

to measure the quality of the optimized proxy approximation. Both the connectivity

and geometry of their arrangements were evaluated (when suitable groundtruth was

available). We calculated precision, recall, and f-measure for the connectivity validation,

and used an L1 norm based metric to evaluate the improvement of the proxy dimensions.

Datasets: We tested our algorithm on four categories of scenes: (i) synthetic scan

simulations allowed us to evaluate robustness against sampling variations, initialization

quality, and increasing amount of occlusion due to changing view-points; (ii) 700+

scenes (with available groundtruth) were evaluated from the NYU2 dataset [151];

(iii) a variety of indoor scenes with different levels of occlusion and complexity were

recorded to evaluate retrieval capabilities in increasingly occluded environments; and

(iv) KinectFusion type scenes were recorded to show the increasing importance of our

solution when the scene complexity increases. We also assessed the suitability of the

recovered cuboid-based structures for scene completion and manipulation tasks (see

Section 4.5).

Evaluation metrics and ground truth. We evaluated how well we can recover

the structure information in the scenes, and how much this improves the approximation

accuracy of the recorded objects. The structure information was encoded in a support

graph similar to [151]. We compared the initial and optimized structure graph to a ground

truth graph. Our optimized graph, as described in Algorithm 2, contains edges between

two proxies labelled “touch” and “fixed.” The ground truth graph was created manually

(or automatically in case of scenes from NYU2) to encode the correct relationships

using these labels. Walls, floors, ceilings were assumed to be objects with zero mass.

Hanging relationships were labelled “fixed.” The initial graph was assumed to contain

solely “touching” edges. Finally, we calculated initial and optimized precision-recall
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INITIAL OPTIMIZED
TYPE #Scenes PR (%) F1 PR (%) F1

Synthetic 12 42.1 / 26.7 32.2 96.2 / 84.7 87.2
NYU2 700 34.7 / 47.3 40.0 55.3 / 70.8 60.5
Recorded 20 70.1 / 49.5 56.5 95.7 / 96.6 95.9
Kinfu 2 37.2 / 28.2 32.1 96.4 / 84.0 89.7

Table 4.1: Quality evaluation for structure graphs.

(PR) ratios, and converted them to f-measure (F1 =
200PR
P+R ). A summary of our results

can be found in Table 4.1.

For those scenes where we have access in the real world (to perform measurements

by removing occlusion), we evaluated the accuracy gain of the proxy approximation.

We compared the L1 norms of the proxy extents compared to the ground truth both in

the initial and optimized scenes (Equation (4.6)). The threshold ε = 5% was used to

filter changes that could have been induced by sensor noise. The error improvements

were summed weighted by the ground truth proxies’ proportion in the scene as:

ei =
|si− s(GT )

i |
s(GT )

i

; ci =


s(GT )

i , if |einit
i − eoptimized

i |> ε.

0, otherwise.
(4.5)

Error(scenek) =
∑

#proxies
j=1 ∑

3
i=1 ci |einit

i − eoptimized
i |

∑
3 j
i=1 ci

. (4.6)

To collect the ground truth, we imagined the smallest bounding proxy of the real

world objects and physically measured the three side lengths using measuring tape. We

denoted these s(GT )
i and compared them to the measured side lengths in each setting

(init, optimized), denoted by si in Equation (4.5).

4.4.1 Synthetic Data

We modeled scenes (chair, stacking boxes, table with chairs) to evaluate the stability of

the solution regarding the quality of initialization, arrangement complexity and change

of viewpoint. The models were then virtually scanned using Kim et al. [81] and then

initial cuboids estimated as described in Section 4.3.1. We evaluated the quality of the

structure graph compared to the ground truth using F1 score (best being 100%).

(i) Robustness to initialization. In order to evaluate the robustness of our approach

towards the quality of initialization, we synthetically perturbed the parameters of the

initial cuboids (within ±5% of original size, and within 15◦ of original orientation).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 4.11: Synthetic scenes created and sampled to evaluate stability. Robustness to pertur-
bation of initialization (a,b), arrangement complexity (c) and change of view-point (d) were
measured.

We discard any perturbation if it results in intersecting cuboids. We then used such

arrangements as input to our core algorithm and got consistent results with respect to

ground truth structure graphs over several runs (about 20) for each of the bookshelf and

chair scenes (Table 4.2).

We also tested the robustness towards random perturbation of proxy densities. We

changed the densities of up to 20% of the cuboids selected randomly, each up to ±5x.

We found the desks and sofas to be more fragile allowing 2-3x changes, while other

scenes (aligned box stacks) to be more robust (5-7x variations) over 20 runs. Note that

we switched off image-based refinement for these experiments as due to the perturbation

the recovered proxies might not be containing their generating points.
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(ii) Robustness to change of viewpoint. We evaluated the effect of varying occlu-

sion due to different view-points by re-sampling the top-right scene in Figure 4.11 from

different views. The most significant challenge was due to the lack of an initial proxy

when no corresponding point samples was recorded. This occurs when an object part

is entirely occluded in the scene. Some errors are inherited from the decaying sensor

accuracy when targeting surfaces from skew view-angles.

In total we simulated 5 different viewpoints, the best F1 score improvement was

25.5→ 90. Our method has two solutions to resolve inconsistencies. If enough redun-

dancies were present, some proxies (legs of chairs and tables) can be hallucinated based

on symmetry. In other cases an existing proxy is extended to make the scene stable

(Figure 4.8). This minimally resulted in one false positive and two false negative edges

in the structure graph.

(iii) Robustness to arrangement complexity. We evaluated how well our method

handles densely connected structure graphs. Synthetic scenes with 6, 9 and 18 stacking

boxes were scanned and optimized. Additionally the connectivity of real recordings

(Figures 4.13 and 4.15) were also compared in Table 4.3. The 90+ F1 scores show that

our method can successfully handle both densely connected structure graphs (median

valence 5 in Figure 4.12) and large number of proxies (56 in Figure 4.13).

4.4.2 Performance on NYU2 Dataset

We tested our algorithm on a wide range of scenes (700+) from the NYU2 dataset.

For initialization, we split each depth image into components based on the available

segmentation masks, and fitted initial cuboids as described in Section 4.3.1 aligned to

the ground plane. A large fraction of the scenes contain simple relationship hierarchies,

such as object-on-floor or object-on-object-on-floor. A small ratio of these objects have

incorrect structure due to occlusion. Stacked objects, when present, were vertically

aligned, making the cuboid-based completion rather simple. We left out scenes with

transparent objects.

scene 0◦ 5◦ 10◦ 15◦

chair 01 20.0→100 20.51→100 20.51→97.8 17.14→87.8
chair 02 21.43→100 20.69→100 14.29→97.5 14.29→94.7

Table 4.2: F1 scores (initial→ optimized) of optimization after perturbation of initialization.
The initialized proxies were randomly rotated around their centroids.
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Fig. 4.12 Fig. 4.15 Fig. 4.13
# proxies 18 17 56
# contacts 41 29 64

max valence 6 11 11
median valence 5 2 2
average valence 4.55 3.35 2.32

min valence 1 1 1
PR(%) init. 85.19 / 56.10 58.82 / 34.48 15.56 / 10.77

PR(%) optim. 90.24 / 90.24 100.0 / 89.66 98.33 / 90.77
F1 init. 67.65 43.48 12.73

F1 optim. 90.24 94.55 94.40

Table 4.3: Robustness to arrangement complexity.

Ground truth structure graph. We evaluated the correctness of our scene analysis

by comparing the optimized scene graphs to the ground truth support graphs using

updated versions of [52]. These graphs are manually created, and contain semantic

information (some proxies are much larger then their pointclouds, since a certain type

of furniture and its size is assumed). Some of the proxies come with the labels “floor”,

“wall”, or “ceiling”. Further, several scenes have multiple floor regions (from NYU2)

but only one floor proxy. This produces ambiguous correspondence. For the remaining

scenes we extracted the support graph from the NYU2 dataset and matched it to the

ground truth proxies. We used the resulting support graphs as ground truth.

Automatic evaluation. The ground truth graphs automatically retrievable with

the method above contained 40%-85% of the edges a manual annotator would insert,

influencing the scores reported in Table 4.1. Our algorithm was designed to resolve

initial graph optimized graph groundtruth graph

Figure 4.12: Robustness to arrangement complexity. A scene with 18 proxies was reconstructed
with F1 score 90.24. The structure graph has 41 edges, median valence is 5. Some of the edges
are missed because of the minimal extension principle in areas of occlusion.
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initial cuboids optimized cuboids + structure

scene #1

scene #2

Figure 4.13: Initial and optimized cuboids with extracted structure for two multi-view recordings
of cluttered scenes (see the paper’s supplementary material for details).

proxy intersections, which assumes a constant approximation scale and no “inclusive”

relationships. We pruned those “touching” edges both from the initial and optimized

structure graphs before evaluation, resulting in higher precision but lower recall scores.

(All the results are provided as part of the project’s supplementary material1 for visual

inspection.)

4.4.3 Cluttered Indoor Scenes

We obtained single view Microsoft Kinect® scans of several (20+) test scenes with

increasing complexity. These scenes were focused on situations with larger amount of

missing information compared to the NYU2 dataset. Due to occlusion, recovering the

structure graph and geometry posed a significantly higher challenge. The objects in

these scenes are often locally unstable, but globally stable requiring a global analysis.

For example, see the multiple cuboids in case of the sofa objects. Recorded scenes

contained: vertically stacked box arrangements, slanted boxes, non-cuboid objects,

1http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/

imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
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single/multiple pieces of office furniture; and scenes with significant clutter and cyclic

support relationships (Figure 4.15). The scenes had 2 . . .23 (average 8) objects and

2 . . .29 (average 10) touching and fixed contacts. In addition to estimating the validity of

the structure graphs (Table 4.1) we evaluated the correctness of the geometric information

recovered by physically examining the scenes and comparing them to the optimized

outputs. The comparison showed that our method improved the proxy approximation

from 65% to 97% averaged over all the recorded scenes of varying complexity. This

means that where our method made significant (> 5%) changes to the scene geometry,

we reduced the approximation error by 32% on average (see Figure 4.16 and the paper’s

supplementary2 materials for details).

4.4.4 Multi-view Recordings

In order to investigate, whether the addressed problems of occlusion can be resolved

by easily accessible 3D reconstruction systems, we captured 2 scenes (∼1000 RGBD

frames each) from as many viewpoints as accessible. We used PCL’s Kinfu LargeScale

implementation. The experiments show that even when such an involved reconstruction

system is at hand, the main problems persist. Parts of a convoluted scene can be occluded

from every view-point or it can be hard, impractical or impossible to make a recording

from view-points that would reveal the necessary structure details of the scene. Creating

the ground truth support graph for a scene containing 50+ objects takes ∼1 hour by

2http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/

imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf

Figure 4.14: Output of Jia et al. [73] on a scene with severe occlusion. Stable cuboids are
shown in blue and unstable ones are shown in red. Given the ground truth segmentation, initial
boxes are fitted after adjusting their orientation based on the supporting relations (left). In
order to reach the physical stability, the algorithm merges neighboring segments during the
optimization (middle). The optimized result is to merge all the regions to be stable (right).

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
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scene #1 initial cuboids (#1)

optimized cuboids (#1)with cuboids removed (#1)
+ scene #2 points

with cuboids removed (#1)
+ scene #2 points scene #2

(for reference)

Figure 4.15: Initial cuboids obtained from scene #1 are optimized to produce a physically stable
cuboid arrangement. To show clearly how well the optimized boxes are aligned to groundtruth,
we progressively remove some cuboids from the optimized cuboid arrangement (virtually) and
compare with groundtruth obtained by physically removing the corresponding wooden blocks
from the real world scene (scene #2). Last row shows how well the hypothesized cuboids follow
the groundtruth in occluded parts.

disassembling the scene for physical measurements. Our algorithm converged in 20

seconds up to 98.3% precision and 90.8% recall (F1 : 94.4) (Figure 4.13).

4.4.5 Comparison

In a related approach, Jia et al. [73] proposed a 3D volumetric reasoning algorithm

for parsing RGBD images with 3D block units. At a high level, we both use stability

considerations, but with different goals: we for reasoning about unseen parts, and they
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.16: Algorithm results on various scenes with occlusion and stacking. Ground planes
(or desktop) are shown in gray. Scribbles were used for the slanted objects; rest of the algorithm
runs automatically. Left-to-right: Input RGBD scan; initial cuboids and optimized cuboids along
with extracted contact graphs (back view).

for image segmentation and interaction (support and stability). Hence, under severe

occlusions as for heavily occluded parts, their algorithm does not perform very well. For

example, see Figure 4.14. One interesting future direction is to take their output as an

initialization to our system and hypothesize the missing parts of the scene.

4.4.6 Performance

User interaction. While for simple scenes automatic cuboid generation is sufficient,

for more complex scenes the user may be required to delete spurious boxes or annotate

scribbles to guide the initial cuboid generation. When necessary, user interaction took

10-30 secs, and proved to be simpler than annotating in 3D.

Timing. We tested our algorithm on single view RGBD images captured by a

Microsoft Kinect camera. Once the initial cuboids were generated, the algorithm took
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10-20 seconds to converge depending on the scene complexity (for scenes with < 30

cuboids). All the results are included in the related paper’s supplementary material3.

4.5 Applications
(i) Structure-guided completion. Once we have good-quality scan of a particular type

object and its complete cuboid structure in a single view RGBD image, the structure-

guided completion can help transfer the scan guided by its structure to complete the

missing information of partial scans of same type objects.

The completion is done by registering the good-quality scan to partial scans assisted

by the cuboid structure. Let A1 = {B1
i , i = 1, . . .n} denote the cuboid structure of the

good-quality scan and A2 = {B2
j , j = 1, . . .m} the extracted cuboids for the partial scan.

We established a correspondence between the two cuboid arrangements using a spectral

matching approach proposed in [89] by comparing cuboid dimensions in part-level

comparisons. Assuming all the objects are on the ground plane, we prune the edge pairs

when their height and length differences are larger than 0.05m and 0.1m, respectively.

Afterwards, for two candidate corresponding cube edges, we project them to the ground

plane and solve for the aligning rigid transform by assuming the correspondence of the

projected end points of the two edges. The computed transformation is then refined via

ICP using the 3D points. Figure 4.1-right shows an example of scan completion using

the sofa scan along with its extracted cuboids-based structure.

(ii) Model retrieval. Completed cuboid structures can also be used to retrieve

high-quality 3D models for the corresponding low-quality point clouds. Instead of

learning a mapping between local depth patches and 3D model labels [145], we directly

employ the completed structure as a global context to assist shape matching. The model

with highest matching score is selected as the most similar model. We first get an

initial alignment between repository models, retrieved using object keyword search, and

the target structure by aligning their upright orientation [149]. We assume repository

models to be upright oriented. For the cuboid structure, the up direction is the same as

the ground normal, and the right direction is selected from any horizontal edges of a

randomly picked cuboid. The model is then translated and scaled to fit into the bounding

3http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/

imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2014/imagining-the-unseen/paper_docs/imaginingTheUnseen_supplementary_compressed.pdf
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box of the structure. Finally we sample rotation angles about the up axis of the scene to

roughly estimate an alignment. Matching score is estimated based on model vertices that

are covered by the cuboid structure. Specifically, matching score is defined as the sum

of the matching ratio of covered vertices and the uniformly sampled points inside the

cuboid structure, and the matching ratio of covered vertices and all the model vertices.

We refine the alignment between the point clouds and the 3D model using ICP, and use

the model with the best alignment score. Figure 4.17-right shows three retrieval results.

(iii) Image manipulation. RGB images corresponding to the original depth scans

can be edited using the abstracted structure (i.e., ground, wall planes and physically

stable cuboid arrangement). In each case, we created a background image by identifying

and deleting image pixels corresponding to the points in P (in 3D) that fall inside or

are close to the completed cuboids. We ray-cast the retrieved object models, which are

interactively re-positioned (by moving on the ground plane), to create the foreground

layer including the shadow map on the ground plane (default light from above). Holes

in the background layer were completed using PatchMatch and composited with the

rendered foreground layer. Note that the original camera view is used for such edits.

Figure 4.17-bottom row shows few examples.

4.6 Conclusion
I presented an algorithm to discover the coarse structure from partial scans of cluttered

scenes with significant occlusion. The structure is captured in the form of abstracted

cuboids and how they are mutually arranged. Starting from an initial set of cuboids,

semi-automatically created, the algorithm proposes several possible extensions into

the occluded regions and selects the one that is physically stable and requires minimal

extension. The framework was evaluated on scenarios involving cluttered scenes with

stacked and piled objects, and the recovered structure was shown to be useful for

applications including scan completion and scene understanding.

Limitations and future work. Due to the fixed density assumption, the algorithm

can fail when this assumption is violated by large imbalance among object densities.

One possibility would be to assign different densities based on image-based attribute

classification. A natural extension of this work would be to consider other types

of primitives (e.g., cylinders, spheres). Finally, the output of our algorithm being
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Figure 4.17: Based on single view RGBD scans (left), our algorithm extracts a set of stable
arrangement of cuboids (middle). The arrangement is then used to retrieve matching 3D meshes
with cuboid decomposition and used for scene modeling (right). (Bottom row) Retrieved
models can be repositioned, rendered, and combined with the original RGB to synthesize novel
manipulated images.

physically realistic can directly be integrated with physics-aware image manipulation

and simulation systems resulting in interesting and non-trivial mixes of real and virtual

objects and their interactions.



Chapter 5

Accurate dynamics as non-visual cue

5.1 Introduction
Collisions capture suspense, build anticipation, and pack drama. Naturally, they remain

an integral part of movies, games, and entertainment. Creating a good real-world

collision sequence involving multiple objects, however, is difficult. While the act of

smashing two objects into each other so that they collide in a certain way is already

non-trivial, the setup quickly becomes unmanageable when additional colliding objects

are to be collided, or adjustments are required to the object trajectories. Such changes

can easily require many further iterations and recordings, and become a tedious trial-

and-error process. Moreover, trying out multiple collision iterations with expensive or

fragile objects may not even be a realistic option.

Accurately capturing real-world collision sequences poses further challenges. On

one hand, such sequences necessitate high to very high framerate capture, thus making

state-of-the-art methods such as KinectFusion, unsuitable candidates for 3D acquisition.

On the other hand, even high-framerate video data only provides partial 2D information,

both in space and in time (see Figure 5.2). A fundamental problem arises due to

unavoidable occlusions near collision instances, which prevents direct observation of

the actual collision processes in any acquisition setup.

While the physics of object collisions is a challenging problem in itself, well-

developed high-level models exist to reduce its complexity. One widely used assumption

is that of infinite object stiffness, i.e., ideally rigid motions. Whereas such rigid body

simulations are widely used in games and movies, the task of setting up a collision

with the right initial conditions remains tough: many parameters, such as velocities,
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Figure 5.1: Starting from an input video of a collision sequence behind a curtain (top), SMASH
reconstructs an accurate physically valid collision (bottom) using laws of rigid body physics for
regularization. Note the reconstructed spin (i.e., , angular velocity) of the objects.

mass ratios, and coefficient of restitution, have to be correctly guessed and adjusted.

Given the nonlinear nature of the underlying physics, such a rigging up of a desirable

sequence is problematic and typically requires extensive prior experience. Further,

physical parameters (e.g., coefficient of restitution) may not be readily available for the

object pair at hand. Finally, such an approach only enables forward simulations.

In this work, we propose to marry the benefits of the above setups. The user

records collisions between pairs of objects simply using a high framerate video (a

smartphone in our setup). The video data, however, lacks depth information and is

noisy. We first automatically extract a set of candidate 3D positions from the video,

and semi-automatically initialize a sparse set of orientations. We then formulate an

optimization using regularization derived from conservation laws of rigid body collisions

to reconstruct space-time trajectories of the participating objects. This step utilizes the

original 3D models of the colliding objects, assumed to be captured beforehand. As

output, we can directly read off physical collision parameters from the reconstruction

that can readily be incorporated into existing physics engines to recreate and reauthor

modifications of the recorded collisions. For example, in Figure 5.1, we show the replay

of the reconstructed collision sequence happening behind the curtain. Note that we

obtain high-quality reconstruction results even when the most relevant section (in time)

of the original collision remains fully occluded in the input video.

We evaluate our method both on a range of synthetic evaluation setups and complex

real-world collision examples, and generate new collision sequences using an easy
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Figure 5.2: Accurate acquisition of collision sequences is difficult as objects move fast and
are typically occluded around collision time: a video captured by a smartphone (left) showing
motion blur, and an RGBD scan using Kinect (right) that is noisy and partial.

authoring workflow. In summary, we propose an algorithm to reconstruct physically

valid collisions from an input video, and perform collision analysis without access to

exact object geometry. The estimated collision parameters can then be used to stage new

collisions sequences.

5.2 Formulation
Our goal is to acquire pairwise relevant parameters of object collisions simply based

on an input video and reconstruct a physically valid motion. As output we produce a

space-time recording of the collision event that can be re-used in a variety of ways: to

set up new collisions that behave faithfully to the original recording, to introduce new

objects, or even to stage complex interactions between objects by combining multiple

recordings.

We first briefly review rigid body dynamics (Section 5.2.1) as the governing equa-

tions provide important building blocks for our optimization. We then formulate the

problem (Section 5.2.2) and identify the appropriate conservation laws to constrain

solutions to the space of physically realistic ones (Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.6). We solve

the problem in an energy-minimization framework using the above components. In the

following, we use bold lower-case letters for 3D and 4D vectors (e.g., p), and reserve

bold upper case letters for matrices (e.g., R), see Table 5.1. All our measurements are in

world space units.

5.2.1 Rigid Bodies

By using a rigid body model we represent an object by its motion around its center of

mass p. In addition to p, each body has an orientation, represented as a unit quaternion
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q (we denote the equivalent rotation matrix by Rq). Due to rigidity, we only need to

consider linear and angular velocity (v and ω , respectively). A body further has a mass

and a moment of inertia (calculated for a reference orientation), denoted by m and I0,

respectively. While p,q,v, and ω change over time, m and I0 are assumed to be constant.

For notational simplicity, we keep the time dependence, e.g., p(t), as much as possible

implicit and simply write p. The instantaneous velocity of any point x on a rotating

body is given by v+ω× (x−p).

Frictionless collisions between two objects are typically modelled with a scalar

impulse j acting along a collision normal n. For two bodies a and b, we denote their

respective variables with a superscript, e.g., pa is the center of mass of object a. We

will use c for variables related to the collision event. The impulse changes pre-collision

velocities into a set of post-collision velocities (denoted with superscript pre and post,

respectively) such that the scalar relative velocity vr = vr ·n at the point of collision

satisfies vpost
r /vpre

r =−c. Here, c is the coefficient of restitution, which is related to the

amount of energy that is transferred into a reversal of the object’s motion. The remainder

is lost for the simulation and dissipated into heat, sound, or work to deform the internal

structure of the objects.

In rigid body solvers we typically use a chosen value for c to compute j, and

with it the post-collision velocities. The impulse acts anti-symmetrically to conserve

momentum, both linear:

vpost,a = vpre,a + jn/ma ,

vpost,b = vpre,b− jn/mb , (5.1)

and angular, where the instantaneous change of the angular momentum k = Iω is

kpost,a = kpre,a +((xc−pa)× jn) ,

kpost,b = kpre,b− ((xc−pb)× jn) . (5.2)
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inputs for each . . .

g gravitational acceleration global
ffps video frame rate recording
P camera projection matrix recording
qobs,a,qobs,b orientation inputs annotation

derived quantities for each . . .

pa,pb object position cont. time t
qa,qb object orientation cont. time t
va,vb linear velocity cont. time t
ωa,ωb angular velocity (world) cont. time t
Ia

0,I
b
0 inertia tensor (local) object

p2d,a,p2d,a image-space position frame (discr. time)
s2d bounding circle diameter frame (discr. time)
da,db approximate depth frame (discr. time)

unknowns (number)
βx,βy1 gravity rotation angles recording (2)
ba

3,b
b
3 parabola translation (collision pos.) object (2×3)

qc,a,qc,b orientation at collision time object (2×4)
kpre,a,kpre,b,kpost,a,kpost,b angular momentum segment (4×3)
bpre,a

1 ,bpre,b
1 ,bpost,a

1 ,bpost,b
1 parabola linear coefficients (x coord.) segment (4×1)

bpre,a
2 ,bpre,b

2 ,bpost,a
2 ,bpost,b

2 parabola linear coefficients (y coord.) segment (4×1)
β

pre,a
y0 ,β

pre,b
y0 ,β

post,a
y0 ,β

post,b
y0 parabola rotation angles segment (4×1)

xc collision point (world) collision (1x3)
jn impulse times collision normal collision (1x3)
tc collision time collision (1)
c coefficient of restitution collision (1)
mb,a mass ratio collision (1)

Table 5.1: Notation table.

5.2.2 Problem Statement

In contrast to the typical forward simulation above, our goal is to retrieve the physical

parameters directly from a real collision of two objects. This would normally involve a

large amount of tedious manual work or complicated capturing setups. We now explain

our inverse approach to retrieve the physical parameters based on observations of the

objects’ trajectories. It should be pointed out here that computing absolute quantities

(e.g., mass) is not possible without access to a reference measurement. We will not

be able to compute an absolute position of the objects on earth from a single video

input, and, correspondingly, we cannot compute their absolute masses. However, we

can retrieve relative quantities, i.e., the relative positions, and the relative mass of the
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objects. We neglect all other external effects (e.g., aerodynamic drag, friction) at work

except for a known gravitational acceleration with magnitude g = 9.81m/s2.

Interestingly, the actual shape of the objects does not play a direct role. Only a

related quantity, the distribution of mass is important in the form of the moment of

inertia. We diagonalize the moment of inertia for all objects by pre-aligning the initial

configuration along their principal axes. Thus, we represent an object’s moment of

inertia with three degrees of freedom along the diagonal of I0,

I0 =
1
m

diag
(

i0,0 i1,1 i2,2
)
, (5.3)

I =RqI0R−1
q . (5.4)

Starting from an input video, we first automatically extract a dense set of image-space

centroids with associated depth values and semi-automatically generate a sparse set of

orientations. While we formulate the problem in 3D, we will later on minimize the

projected error in screen space.

Our goal is to compute: a parametrization of the trajectories of the two bodies

a and b, their relative mass, their pre- and post-collision velocities (linear as well as

angular), the time of collision, the collision impulse, and the coefficient of restitution.

These quantities should match the observed data from the input video as well as possible.

We will describe our approach to incorporate these unknowns in our solution in this

order. As the image data is potentially unreliable and noisy, we do not rely purely on the

corresponding data-terms in our calculations, but use the physical laws as regularizers.

One of our central contributions is identifying and incorporating the relevant physical

constraints.

5.2.3 Center of Mass Trajectories

A well known fact is that the trajectory of the center of mass of an object experiencing

a constant acceleration is given by a parabola. This description becomes invalid at the

time of the collision tc, but it is an excellent model for the trajectories before and after,

as long as effects such as aerodynamic drag are negligible. For the two objects, with pre-

and post-collision trajectories, we thus parametrize and extract four 3D parabolas from
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Figure 5.3: Modeling two-body collisions: We extract dense position estimates from a video
input and augment it with sparse semi-automatically generated orientations. These observations
are linked with laws of physics: the individual trajectories should be parabolas as we assume the
bodies to have ballistic motion, and they are coupled at the (unknown) collision point based on
conservation laws.

the inputs. We parametrize each parabola in 3D space with

p(t) = R


b1(t− tc)

−g
2 (t− tc)2 +b2(t− tc)

0

+b3, (5.5)

where b1,b2 parametrize the curve over time, the vector b3 determines its offset, and the

rotation matrix R its orientation. We shift the curve in time by the collision time tc, so

that p(tc) = b3.

Moreover, the different parabolas can only rotate about the axis of gravity, which,

without loss of generality, we assume to be the y-axis in our formulation. We encode this

premise as a global rotation with two degrees of freedom shared by all four parabolas

and individual rotations around the gravity direction. As a consequence, we construct a

rotation matrix R as a sequence of Euler angle rotations. We chose the proper Euler angle

representation Y,X,Y, the angles of which we denote with βy0,βx, and βy1, respectively.

We denote the resulting rotation matrix by Rβy0,βx,βy1. Note that βy0 is different for

every parabola, while the other two are shared, rotating the common gravity vector.

Further, the two parabolas for an object coincide in one point at the time of collision,

allowing us to express both parabolas uniquely with a single b3 offset. In total, that

leaves us with two global angles, four individual angles, two offsets, and four times b1,b2

as unknowns. The geometric setup of the four parabolas is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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We directly estimate the linear velocity from these curves with the temporal deriva-

tive of Equation (5.5). The most important velocity in our setting is the velocity at

collision time tc:

v(tc) = R
(

b1 b2−gtc 0
)T

(5.6)

We now describe the angular aspects of our motion modeling.

5.2.4 Orientation and Angular Momentum

While the angular velocity of a rigid body can change without external forces, its angular

momentum remains constant (see [83]). Thus, for each of the four trajectories, we

calculate an angular momentum k that best explains the orientations observed over time.

Angular momentum and velocity relate to each other with:

ω(t) = I−1k(t) = Rq(t)I−1
0 R−1

q (t)k(t) (5.7)

Once we know the angular momentum at time t, we can compute the corresponding

angular velocity ω , and use it to integrate an orientation forward in time. With ω as the

imaginary part of a quaternion, an Euler step is given by:

q(t +∆t) = q(t)+
∆t
2

0

ω

⊗q(t) (5.8)

where ⊗ denotes the quaternion product, and we normalize q(t +∆ t) after each step.

Similar to the shared offset of the parabolas, we introduce an orientation qc for

each body at collision time that is shared by the two parabola segments. Our goal is not

to use one of the input orientations directly, due to their potential unreliability. Instead

we find an improved orientation that, together with an angular momentum k, explains

the observed orientations as well as possible. Starting with qc at collision time tc we

integrate this orientation backward or forward to time t with explicit integration. We

perform a series of integration steps with Equation (5.8) from tc to a given time t. This

yields the orientation of body a or b at any instance in time based on the estimated

orientation at collision time. We will later on use this step to calculate the estimated

orientation at different times, based on our current estimate for the collision orientation
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and object motion. Thus it will later on serve to guide the optimization towards the input

orientations.

5.2.5 Energy Limiting

When gravity is the only external force present, the sum of kinetic and potential energy

(for height h) remains constant as:

E = 1
2m vT v+ 1

2ωT Iω +mgh. (5.9)

Upon collision, a portion of this energy dissipates. This is typically modeled with the

aforementioned coefficient of restitution. As it is one of the central parameters that we

want to retrieve, we cannot directly impose constraints conserving the energy in our

system. However, assuming the collision is an instantaneous event, we can ensure that

the post-collision energy is less or equal to the pre-collision energy. As position and

orientation do not change at the time of collision, the potential energy remains the same.

Thus, our formulation focuses on the kinetic energy, and we will later on ensure that it

does not increase after the collision.

5.2.6 Conservation of Momentum

Throughout the objects’ trajectories, angular momentum is conserved in the absence

of external torques. Linear momentum is only conserved in the direction orthogonal

to gravity. Instantaneous rigid body collisions fully preserve both total linear and total

angular momentum of the objects involved. As such, the equations for an impulse-based

collision are ideal to couple the four separate trajectories at the time of collision. We

have already exploited the fact that the two parabolas for each object have to connect

in the respective collision positions, additionally, the conservation laws for momentum

enable the coupling of the two objects’ trajectories.

Conservation of linear momentum means that the sum of linear momenta before

and after collision has to be equal. Since we cannot recover the absolute mass, we set

the mass of body a to 1.0, and introduce a mass ratio mb,a= mb/ma, (we will revisit the

case of a potentially infinitely heavy object in Section 5.4.2). Formulating the equations
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in terms of mb,a yields

vpre,a(tc)+vpre,b(tc)mb,a = vpost,a(tc)+vpost,b(tc)mb,a . (5.10)

As the velocities are determined from the parabolas, this equation ensures that these

curves do not create or lose linear momentum, and effectively couple the planes of the

four parabolas.

We similarly ensure that the angular momentum we compute does not violate

conservation of angular momentum. For the angular momenta, we have to consider their

sum, and additionally the instantaneous angular momentum around the origin:

pa×vpre,a +kpre,a+mb,apb×vpre,b +kpre,b =

pa×vpost,a +kpost,a+mb,apb×vpost,b +kpost,b (5.11)

Note, that we use mb,a to compute Ib
0 and kb using Equation (5.3). All quantities in

Equation (5.11) are evaluated at collision time tc. The two equations (5.10) and (5.11)

constrain our solution space to a physically realistic one, and provide a first coupling

between objects a and b. We improve this coupling with the help of the impulse

equations from Section 5.2.1. The equations for linear impulse (Equation (5.1)) express

the exchange of momentum between the two bodies relative to their mass:

vpost,a(tc) = vpre,a(tc)+
jn
1

,

vpost,b(tc) = vpre,b(tc)− jn
mb,a . (5.12)

This equation turns out to be crucial for retrieving the mass ratio mb,a during the

combined optimization, which we will detail below.

The angular impulse equations allow us to enforce a shared collision point xc.

Equation (5.2) connects the angular momenta of the two bodies via the relative offset of

the collision point:

kpost,a = kpre,a +((xc−ba
3)× jn)

kpost,b = kpre,b− ((xc−bb
3)× jn) . (5.13)
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We complete the set of necessary equations by computing the relative velocities at the

collision point to compute the coefficient of restitution. We only need to consider the

velocity components along the collision normal direction:

c =−
(
v̂post,a− v̂post,b) ·n
(v̂pre,a− v̂pre,b) ·n

, (5.14)

with v̂ = v(tc)+ω(tc)× (xc−p(tc)) and ω(tc) = I−1(tc)k(tc). With these equations

at hand we now formulate an optimization problem to compute the unknown quantities

as described next.

5.3 Method

Our method proceeds in three stages: First, we estimate center of mass positions based

on the input video. Second, we initialize orientations using a differential raytracer, with

user input for ambiguous situations. Third, in the main step, we take these position

and orientation estimates to retrieve the physical parameters of the rigid body motion

and collision. For the initialization, we use a stripped-down version of our main

optimization step. We first explain the main step of the algorithm, before detailing the

two initialization stages.

5.3.1 Parameter Estimation

The quantities described in Section 5.2 can be divided into those related to the input

data and those related to the underlying physics. In terms of unknowns, we distinguish

between the parameters of the four trajectory segments of the two objects, which

determine position and velocities, and the unknowns of the collision event. We will use

a superscript ∗ to refer to the four trajectories, i.e., ∗ ∈ {pre-a,pre-b,post-a,post-b} and
� for objects, i.e., � ∈ {a,b}.

For each trajectory, we have the unknowns of each parabola. They are b∗1, b∗2, β ∗y0,

while b�3 exist once for each body. Also, we have the global angles βx, βy1, and

unknowns for angular momentum exist for each trajectory segment, k∗. Additionally,

the unknowns for the collision are: orientation for both objects at collision time qc,�,

location xc, impulse jn, and the mass ratio mb,a, as well as the coefficient of restitution

c and the time of the collision tc.
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Our optimization uses a dense set of 2D object centroids {p2d
i }N

i=1 with depth values

{di}N
i=1 at times {tobs

i }N
i=1, and a sparse set of orientations for both bodies {qobs

j }M
j=1

at times {tobs
j }M

j=1 from the input video. Later, in Section 5.3.2, we describe how to

extract this data from the video. We use between 200 and 350 video frames with position

information, and two semi-automatically annotated orientations per parabola segment,

thus eight orientations in total. Additionally, we require a bounding box estimate for

each body: s�. Finally, we have a set of additional equations from the conservation

laws, namely Equations (5.10-5.21) to tie the observations together according to the

physical model. They represent our physics-based regularization encoded as additional

equations.

As the number of equations from input data and physics is significantly larger

than the number of unknowns, we have an over-determined problem. As the equations

are non-linear, we compute a solution using non-linear least-squares. We summarize

the unknowns in the vector θ for this least-squares optimization, and reformulate the

equations to take the form

argmin
θ

∑
τ∈Terms

wτ f τ(θ) , (5.15)

where Terms= {mom,imp,g,ke,CoR,pxy,pz,ori} and wτ is weighting the correspond-

ing energy term f τ . We now describe these individual energy terms.

Respecting physics. We directly turn the physics constraints in Equations (5.10-

5.21) into energy terms by defining the least squares energy to be their residual. We

combine the equations for momentum conservation (5.10,5.11) into f mom:

f mom =
1
2
‖vpre,a +vpre,bmb,a−vpost,a−vpost,bmb,a‖2 (5.16)

+
1
2
‖pa×vpre,a +kpre,a +mb,apb×vpre,b +kpre,b−

pa×vpost,a−kpost,a−mb,apb×vpost,b−kpost,b‖2 ,
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and the impulse equations (5.12,5.13) into f imp:

f imp =
1
4

(
‖vpre,a +

jn
1
−vpost,a‖2 +‖vpre,b− jn

mb,a −vpost,b‖2

+ ‖kpre,a +((xc−ba
3)× jn)−kpost,a‖2

+ ‖kpre,b− ((xc−bb
3)× jn)−kpost,b‖2

)
. (5.17)

Both terms are evaluated at collision time tc, omitted for brevity. As our inputs are

typically hand-held videos, we do not fully constrain gravity to act along the y-axis, but

allow the optimization to slightly deviate, if necessary. For this we define the energy

term

f g =
(

g−
(

0 1 0
)

R0,βx,βy1

(
0 g 0

)T
)2

. (5.18)

Note that βy0 is zero here, as this value represents rotation around the axis of gravity.

We formulate the kinetic energy limiting term from Equation (5.9) as:

f ke =

(Epost
k −Epre

k )2 for Epost
k > Epre

k

0 otherwise,
(5.19)

where pre- and post-collision kinetic energies are evaluated in terms of velocities at the

time of collision:

∀× ∈ {pre,post} E×k = v×,a(tc)2 + ω
×,a(tc)T Ia(tc) ω

×,a(tc)

+ mb,av×,b(tc)2 + ω
×,b(tc)T Ib(tc) ω

×,b(tc) . (5.20)

Finally, to disallow energy creation, we directly constrain the c estimate to physical

range of zero to one. For this we include a term

f CoR =


c2 for c < 0

(c−1)2 for c > 1

0 otherwise ,

(5.21)

with c calculated using Equation (5.21).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: In order to automatically retrieve measurements of the object centroids, we first
post-process the input video (a) to subtract the background. This step yields approximate, and
noisy image regions for the objects (b).

Aligning to data. Next, we formulate the data terms. Based on Equation (5.5) we

add terms for position fidelity. The notation is slightly complicated by the fact that

we do not directly compute the difference of two 3D positions, but instead separately

consider screen space and depth, each of which we will detail below.

For the screen space positions p2d,∗
i (each at time tobs

i ) that were extracted from the

video, we add an energy term penalizing screen-space deviations of the corresponding

parabola with

∀ ∗ ∈ {pre-a,pre-b,post-a,post-b} p∗i (t
obs
i ) =


b∗1(t

obs
i − tc)

−g
2(t

obs
i − tc)2 +b∗2(t

obs
i − tc)

0

+b�3

s. t. �=

a if ∗ ∈ {pre-a,post-a}

b if ∗ ∈ {pre-b,post-b}
, and f pxy =

1
N

N

∑
i=1
‖P p∗i (t

obs
i )−p2d,∗

i ‖2 ,

(5.22)
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where P is the camera projection matrix and N = |{p2d,∗
i }∗∈{pre-a,pre-b,post-a,post-b}|. Note

that bpre,�
3 ≡ bpost,�

3 is shared among pre- and post-collision parabolas of the same object.

For the depth, we compute the energy terms with

f pz =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
‖
(

0 0 1
)

p∗i (t
obs
i )−di‖ε , (5.23)

where ‖·‖ε denotes a robust Huber [68] loss function to allow for well-supported changes

in depth. Specifically,

‖x‖ε =

x2/(2ε) if x2 ≤ ε

|x|− ε/2 otherwise.
(5.24)

The energy terms for the orientations are straight-forward to add based on Equation (5.8):

f orij =
1
M

M

∑
j=1
‖q∗(tobs

j )−qobs,∗
j ‖2 , (5.25)

where M = |{qobs,∗
j }∗∈{pre-a,pre-b,post-a,post-b}|, and q∗(tobs

j ) is expressed as a series of

explicit integration steps starting from qc,�,� ∈ {a, b}. We use the analytic equations

for cuboids to calculate the moment of inertia for our bodies. We pre-align their

principal moments with the coordinate axes using SVD on the scanned models during

a pre-computation step. We then scale it with the masses of the objects, i.e., 1.0 and

mb,a. For a specific instance in time, I0 is transformed with the orientation at this time

according to Equation (5.4).

Collision point. As our optimization has to navigate a highly non-linear energy

landscape, a good initialization is crucial (see Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). Additionally,

we found that our optimization profits from constraining the collision point at first. We

thus run our full optimization twice: first (Algorithm 3, line 25) with a collision point

xc = (ba
3+bb

3)/2, i.e., constrained to lie at the midpoint of the collision positions of both

objects. Removing these degrees of freedom at first increases robustness, especially for

cases with lower quality data.

For the second run, we release the collision point to compute the final parameters

of the collision (Algorithm 3, line 26). While mass ratio and c have been computed
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.5: The steps of our position initialization: (a) object region centroids; (b) initial labeling:
pre-collision in blue, post-collision in red, and discarded points in gray; (c) re-assignment, and
(d) final parabolas: object A in blue, object B in purple.

during the solve, we evaluate the final positions and orientations from our continuous,

analytical parametrization.

In the following, we explain how to obtain measurements of screen space object

centroids and 3D object orientations from the video.

5.3.2 Initializing Positions

We simultaneously estimate screen space object centroid measurements, assign them

to trajectory segments, and initialize the collision in 3D. We assume that both objects

are roughly equidistant to the camera at all times and that their 3D bounding box

estimates from the initial scans are available. Essentially, we use the known gravitational

acceleration and video frame rate to position the collision in 3D.

Outline. First, we calculate image region candidates for the reprojection of the

objects in each frame. Then, we perform a RANSAC labeling involving several,

modified parabola fits to compute temporally consistent assignments of the image region

centroids to the four trajectory segments (see line 9 in Algorithm 3) and to identify
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Algorithm 3: SMASH
1 INITIALIZEPOSITIONS () /* Sec. 5.3.2 */

2 INITIALIZEORIENTATIONS () /* Sec. 5.3.3 */

3 RECONSTRUCTCOLLISION () /* Sec. 5.3.1 */

4 Function INITIALIZEPOSITIONS /* Sec. 5.3.2 */

Input :video, s�, P, ffps, g
5 Assumption: β ∗y0 = 0, ba

3,z ≡ bb
3,z

6 t̃c← N/2
7 do
8 tc

init ← t̃c

9 for e=1 to 25 do /* RANSAC loop */

10 {p2d,∗
k }K=0.3N

k=1 ← ASSIGNRANDOM(SAMPLE({p2d
i },0.3), tc

init )
11 θ ← SOLVE({pxy,siz,g}, {}, {p2d,∗

k }K
k=1)

12 {p2d,∗
i }N

i=1← ASSIGNGREEDY({p2d
i }, θ )

13 θ ← SOLVE({pxy,siz,g}, {}, {p2d,∗
i }N

i=1)
14 θ̂ ← COMPARE(θ̂ , SCORE(θ , {p2d,∗

i }N
i=1))

15 while t̃c ≤ btc
initc or t̃c ≥ dtc

inite
Output :{p2d,∗

i }N
i=1,{d∗i }N

i=1,{tobs
i }N

i=1, t
c, b̃∗1, b̃

∗
2, b̃
�
3, β̃
∗
y0, β̃x, β̃y1

16 Function INITIALIZEORIENTATIONS /* Sec. 5.3.3 */

Input :video, {p2d,∗
j }M

j=1, {d∗j}M
j=1, {tobs

j }M
j=1, scan�

Output :{qobs,∗
j }M

j=1← OPENDR(Input )

17 Function RECONSTRUCTCOLLISION /* Sec. 5.3.1 */

Input :{p2d,∗
i },{z2d,∗

i }, {qobs,∗
j }, {tobs

i }, s�, P, ffps, g, tc, b̃∗1, b̃∗2, b̃�3, β̃ ∗y0, β̃x,

β̃y1
18 for � ∈ {a,b} do
19 { jpre,�, jpost,�}← j | tobs,�

j closest before/after tc

20 qc,�← SLERP(qobs,�
jpre,� ,qobs,�

jpost,�, t
obs,�
jpre,� , tc)

21 for j∗ ∈ { jpre,�, jpost,�} do
22

(
· ω̃

∗)T ←
(

2(qobs,∗
j∗ −qc,�)/(tobs

j∗ − tc)
)
⊗ (qc,�)−1

23 k∗← Rqc,�I0R−1
qc,�ω̃

∗

24 xc
init ← (b̃a

3 + b̃b
3)/2

25 θ ← SOLVE({mom,imp,g,ke,CoR,pxy,pz,ori},{xc})
26 θ ← SOLVE({mom,imp,g,ke,CoR,pxy,pz,ori},{})

Output :b∗1,b
∗
2,b
�
3,β
∗
y0,βx,βy1,qc,�,k∗

27 Function SOLVE (Terms, FixedVars, Data = All )
28 return θ = solve Eq. (5.15) | Terms, FixedVars, Data

false-positive image regions. Finally, we iterate this process in a loop to determine the

approximate time of collision.
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Image region calculation. We estimate candidate center of mass positions in

image space. We use a standard background subtraction pipeline consisting of Gaussian

mixture modeling [196] and connected contour detection [157]. Figure 5.4 shows the

output of the background subtraction step for three frames of a collision.

RANSAC labeling. We choose the middle of the video sequence as initial guess

for the collision time tc, more specifically, the midpoint in time between the two

consecutive images. We then assign a randomly chosen centroid position from each

video frame before and after tc to the pre- and post-collision parabolas respectively

(line 10 in Algorithm 3). We omit ffps/10 frames (24 at 240fps) around collision time,

as we found these to be particularly unreliable due to the merged silhouettes.

We perform a modified non-linear least squares fit to calculate the parabola param-

eters from Section 5.2.3 using the assigned screen space centroids, only considering the

2D position fidelity term (Equation (5.22)) and a new size penalty term:

f siz =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(
‖P(p∗(ti)+

d
2
)−P(p∗(ti)−

d
2
)‖− s2d

i

)2
, (5.26)

where p∗(t) is the position on a parabola at time t, d is the 3D diagonal of the scanned

object, s2d denotes the size of a circle fit to the image region corresponding to the

selected centroid for this frame. This term pushes a parabola position towards a depth

value so that the projected object diagonals match the image region sizes.

For this optimization, we share the z-coordinate of b3 between the two objects

to ensure the objects meet in space. We also fix the parabola rotations around y to 0

(β ∗y0 = 0) to stabilize the non-linear solve by constraining the space of solutions to be

parallel to the camera plane. The subsequent main optimization step will refine these

estimates.

The parabola fit allows us to greedily assign centroids to trajectory segments or label

them as outliers (line 12 in Algorithm 3).

To evaluate the quality of the obtained fit, we compute a score based on the

residual of the parabola fit optimization, in conjunction with a SIFT feature distance

f Im to measure the similarity of the selected image regions. For the former, we use the

screen-space, area-weighted centroid-to-parabola distances dpara from Equation (5.22),

multiplied with f inlier, the ratio of centroids correctly explained (with an inlier distance
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equal to the median size of the identified regions). The image content score is calculated

with a SIFT descriptor distance of the object regions between consecutive frames.

The final score is weighted sum of these terms: dpara f inlier +wIm f Im, see line 14 in

Algorithm 3. The fit with the lowest score is used to store the final set of screen-space

centroids {p2d,∗
i }N

i=1, which are passed on to the main optimization stage. In addition to

the 2D positions, we store the depth {d∗i }N
i=1 along each of the view rays for our depth

terms (Equation (5.23)), and their assignments to the trajectory segments. Figure 5.5

visually illustrates the steps of a single RANSAC iteration, typically converging in about

25 iterations.

Collision time refinement. Note that the optimization above computes an im-

proved value for tc based on the intersection of the parabolas in Equation (5.22). Initially,

tc is set to the midpoint of a pair of video frames. If tc shifts before the first image of the

pair, or to a point in time after the second one, we restart the calculation after selecting

the previous, or next pair of frames, respectively. Their midpoint is the new initial guess

for tc, and we re-run the outlier detection, as described above. As this optimization runs

very fast, we found that a sequential search for the correct collision time along the video

works very well. Alternatively, a bisection search could be easily implemented.

(a) image region

(b) image region

openDR #1 openDR #2 openDR #3

openDR #1 openDR #2 openDR #3

Figure 5.6: Two examples of the image content (left) and the resulting candidate orientations
(right). Green check marks highlight the selected orientations.
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(b)

(c)

top view top view

(a)

Figure 5.7: a) the result of our initialization: labeled centroids and approximate depth values
(green dots) together with the initialized orientations (green cuboids); b) 3D parabolas resulting
from our full optimization (red curves), and c) motion over time (colored cuboids).

5.3.3 Initializing Orientations

The previous initialization step yields a first set of 3D positions in time. We can render

the scanned objects over the video on these trajectories to initialize the orientations,

assuming that 3D scans of the filmed objects are available for this step. Using a

differential renderer [96] and the object scans, we perform a first alignment of each

object starting from 512 viewpoints uniformly sampled on a sphere. However, due to

illumination variations we found the video information to be typically too ambiguous

to automatically retrieve the correct orientations for all cases. Hence, we let a user

check, and if necessary correct these alignments for two points in time for each parabola

segment. This step takes less than a minute per collision sequence. An example of the

generated candidate orientations can be seen in Figure 5.6.

The labelled screen-space centroid positions {p2d,∗
i }N

i=1 with depths {d∗i }N
i=1, and the

M = 8 input orientations {qobs,∗
j }M

j=1 are the input data for our full parameter estimation

step (Section 5.3.1).
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Scene (#frames) BgFg IniPos IniOri Solve 1 Solve 2
box-1 (217) 5.68s 2m 6s 18m 46s 0.55s 0.08s
box-2 (191) 4.51s 1m 51s 17m 47s 0.23s 0.03s
box-3 (236) 8.12s 2m 0s 19m 2s 0.36s 0.05s
helmet-duck (316) 8.63s 1m 40s 24m 41s 0.98s 0.12s
duck-eleph. (204) 5.53s 1m 57s 25m 55s 3.08s 0.18s
duck-rugby (316) 11.86s 1m 43s 25m 11s 0.65s 0.36s

Table 5.2: Timings on a system with Intel i7-4700MQ and Nvidia Geforce GTX 770M. The
second and third columns describe Section 5.3.2, the fourth column Section 5.3.3. The rightmost
two columns reference lines 25 and 26 of Algorithm 3.

5.3.4 Implementation

We use CERES [1] for solving our non-linear least squares formulation, with sparse-

Cholesky as linear solver type, and energy derivatives from automatic differentiation.

Figure 5.7 shows an example result of the initialization, and the objects’ recovered 3D

positions and orientations.

Due to the non-linearity of the angular motion in Equation (5.8) we typically use

four integration steps per frame. Note that the sequence of integration steps is taken into

account during the automatic differentiation performed in the solver. While higher-order

integrators or even closed-form Poinsot solutions would be available to express a rigid

body orientation over time, we found that explicit integration yields stable solutions

in practice, and leave alternatives for future work. We use ffps to convert time t to be

measured in frames.

In our formulation above, we took care to minimize the number of free variables

and energy terms. It turned out to be crucial for a good solution to use a formulation

with shared variables, instead of enforcing equalities with highly weighted penalty terms.

For example, instead of adding a term to minimize bpre,a
3 −bpost,a

3 , we formulate the

parabolas with a shared variable, which inherently enforces the equality of the offsets.

Likewise, equivalent angles and orientations are implemented with shared variables

instead of additional penalty terms. See Table 5.2 for runtimes. We have made code and

data available online1.

1http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2016/smash/

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2016/smash/
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5.4 Evaluation

We tested the robustness of our method and quantitatively evaluated the accuracy of

the estimates. First, we report performance on synthetic data to test the system under

different perturbations (Section 5.4.1) and then evaluate the system on a range of real-

world sequences of increasing complexity (Section 5.4.2).

Accuracy measures. We evaluated the results as: (i) in a synthetic setup, we

compare c and mb,a estimates against ground truth values used to generate the test

sequences; (ii) in real-world setups, we either compare with estimates obtained via

other means (e.g., using potential energy), or by evaluating consistency of the estimates

across multiple collision sequences involving same object pairs. We use x̃ to denote our

estimated value for quantity x, thus an output of the optimization. E.g., c̃ for our estimate

of a coefficient of restitution c. Where applicable, ground truth values measured by

other means will be denoted with an m subscript, e.g., cm.

Weights. In all the following tests we used a fixed set of weights: wmom=wimp= 10,

wg = wke = wCoR = wori = wpxy = 1, wpz = 0.1, ε = 1, and for the initialization phase

wsiz = 0.1, wIm = 1/500.

5.4.1 Validation on Synthetic Data

We tested our system using synthetic data obtained from forward simulations using the

BULLET physics engine. We created a scene with two colliding cuboids under gravity

and rendered the simulation as input video for our algorithm.

(i) Robustness to initialization errors. We separately tested the effect of errors

in 2D centroid and orientation estimation in the initialization stage. We rendered the

synthetic sequence at 60fps, initialized position for each time frame (Section 5.3.2), and

added increasing amount of uniform noise to the retrieved 2D object centroids before

fitting the parabolas. The algorithm provided robust estimates for both c and mb,a up

to perturbation margins of 30% (Figure 5.8(a)) with the noise margin being compared

to the average screen-space size of the larger object. We ran 63 experiments with

different noise margins (0−30%) and found that our parabola fitting to be robust even

under moderate errors on centroid estimates. For perturbations involving orientation

annotations (Section 5.3.3), we added noise to each coordinate, and re-normalized the
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(a) Robustness to perturbations in positional estimates

(b) Robustness to perturbations in orientation estimates

Figure 5.8: Synthetic evaluation of robustness with increasing noise in the position and orienta-
tion estimates. Green lines denote ground truth, c = 0.49 and mb,a = 1.33.

resultant quaternions. We observed robustness in both c̃ and m̃b,a up to perturbation of

around 40◦ around actual orientation estimates (Figure 5.8(b)).

(ii) Effect of physics prior. Next, in an important test, we assessed the contribution

of the different physics-based priors in regularizing the optimization. We experimented

by activating a selection of the optimization terms and evaluating estimation accuracy

(see Figure 5.9). The impulse term has the single most important effect: while just based

on the input video, the estimates for c and mb,a deviate substantially, the impulse-based

physics formulation provides valuable regularization resulting in reliable estimates even

in the noisy setting. The secondary constraints in the form of bounds on c and kinetic

energy further improve the estimation accuracy.

(iii) Effect of annotation frequency. We measured the effect of fewer number

of orientation annotations across time on estimated mb,a and c. Figure 5.11 shows the

estimates for increasing annotation intervals. Note that even for the extreme case with

an interval of around 20, i.e., with only 4 annotations for a 90 frame sequence our
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation of the role of different terms. Impulse-based physics coupling is clearly
the essential ingredient, while the other terms act as secondary regularizer. Larger circles show
experiments with larger noise (positions and orientations). The input was a noise-free run of
our automatic parabola initialization and synthetic orientations at least five timesteps away from
collision time. Dashed lines denote ground truth, c = 0.49 and mb,a = 1.33.

solver computes reliable estimates. In all the other experiments, we used 2 orientation

annotations for each of the 4 parabolas for a pair of colliding objects.
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BLENDER’s Coulomb friction coefficient

Figure 5.10: Evaluation of the role of friction. We changed the friction coefficient and coefficient
of restitution in the input simulation, and ran our algorithm on the simulator’s output log (no
noise). The c value estimates decrease a bit, which is expected, since some energy is lost to
friction. Solid lines on left denote ground truth.
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Figure 5.11: Synthetic evaluation of robustness towards noise in the orientations. Gap (2, 4, 6,
8, 10) denotes the distance in time to the closest orientation around collision time. Dashed lines
denote ground truth, c = 0.49 and mb,a = 1.33.

(iv) Effect of friction. Recall that in our formulation, we ignored the effect of

friction. Hence, we evaluated the effect of ignoring friction on our estimates. In the

experiments, we changed the (static) friction coefficient and coefficient of restitution

of the simulator and re-ran the simulation. We then estimated c and mb,a using our

algorithm on the simulation output. As shown in Figure 5.10, we observed that while

the relative mass estimates continued to be good, the coefficient of restitution was

underestimated. This is explained by our model ignoring energy loss due to friction,

especially when the friction coefficient is (synthetically) increased.

5.4.2 Testing on Real Sequences

We captured the real-world sequences with 1280× 720 video with 120fps or 240fps

using a regular iPhone6 with known camera intrinsics. The colliding objects were

scanned in static positions using KinectFusion.

Potential energy comparison. One way to measure the coefficient of restitution

is based on the ratio of energy loss during a collision. However, this requires a very

controlled setting, where we can measure the change of energy using only the objects’

potential energy, i.e., when they have zero kinetic energy. We use different balls dropped

from a controlled height h, measuring the apex of their trajectories after they bounce

off the floor. When no energy is transferred into an angular motion, we can compute

c =
√

hafter/hbefore. We experimented using four different balls (ping-pong, tennis,

football, and rugby) and computed the resulting c values. We also used our algorithm to

independently estimate c. As this setup involves one static object (the floor), we remove
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all unknowns of the second object from our solve. We took 3 sets of measurements

for each object. Our estimates c̃ and the values measured with potential energy loss cm

are listed in the table in Figure 5.12. Note that for the examples without any spin, the

algorithm ran in an automatic mode as we do not require any orientation annotation.

Our method continues to consistently estimate c even when some energy is

stored/converted to kinetic energy throughout the recording, i.e., the ball is spinning, or

it starts off spinning (Figure 5.13). The simple estimation with potential energy is not

valid for this case, while our formulation is still able to compute an estimate very close

to the non-spinning case. Orientation annotations were provided for the scenes rug-1

and rug-2. Please refer to the paper’s supplementary video2 for comparison.

5.4.3 Real-world Cases

Collisions between box-like object pairs. We next focus on collisions between pairs

of freely moving objects. In contrast to the potential energy cases, there is no way to

measure a ground truth value cm and we only present the value calculated with our

method. We can however measure ground truth for the objects’ mass ratio.

2http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q

scene c̃ cm

pong-0 0.55
pong-1 0.57 0.54
pong-2 0.55
tennis-0 0.71
tennis-1 0.73 0.76
tennis-2 0.71
football-0 0.66
football-1 0.67 0.77
football-2 0.67
rug-0 0.80 0.82
rug-1 (spin) 0.80 -
rug-2 (spin) 0.78 -

Figure 5.12: Various c estimates obtained by our method as compared against cm obtained using
alternate potential energy-based estimation, which is valid only when the object has no angular
momentum. All the examples are instances of collision of a single object against an infinite mass
object (i.e., carpeted ground).

http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q
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Figure 5.13: Rotating rugby ball scene. Estimated c using our method is c̃ = 0.78, matching
no-spin measurement 0.8 as detailed in Fig. 5.12.

scene c̃ m̃b,a mb,a
m

box-1 0.28 0.91 1.0
box-2 0.39 1.21 1.0
box-3 0.20 1.0 1.0

Table 5.3: Results of different collisions of cardboard boxes.

Table 5.3 lists our estimates across three captured videos of the boxes colliding

in different situations. Note that in all these examples, the video sequences around

(estimated) collision times are ignored by our method as those frames did not provide

any reliable position/orientation estimates due to overlapping objects. While the mass

ratios are stable, and especially close to the ground truth for the last run, the c̃ vary

more strongly. We attribute this partially to the fact that the cardboard boxes exhibit

different stiffnesses depending on where they collide (based on the internal structure

of the glued paper), in addition to the noise of the centroids estimated from the video.

Figure 5.14(a)-(c) shows some frames from the box sequences.

Effect of direct keyframe-interpolation. We evaluate the effect of position and

orientation interpolation while ignoring the underlying physics of collision. For this test,

we used the initial position and orientation estimates obtained in our initialization stage

as keyframes. As shown in Figure 5.15-middle, such a direct interpolation without access

to physics-based constraints resulted in ‘missing’ the actual collision, i.e., the duck and

3http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q

http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q
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Figure 5.14: We tested our algorithm on multiple collision sequences. Here we show a selection
of images of input frames and corresponding reconstructed frames. Please refer to the paper’s
supplementary video3 .

elephant ‘separated’ without actually colliding. In comparison, Figure 5.15-bottom

shows that our method accurately reconstructs the collision.

Collisions between non-box objects. We next evaluate how our algorithm per-

forms on collision videos involving non-box objects. We present three sequences

of varying complexity: helmet-duck, duck-elephant, and duck-rugby. Table 5.4 lists

estimation results.
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BLENDER interpolated
position + orientation

SMASH 
reconstruction

input video

Figure 5.15: Direct keyframe interpolation (middle) versus our reconstructed result (bottom).
Note that the interpolated sequences completely miss the collision (middle row, third from left)
as it remains oblivious to any physics considerations.

Figure 5.14(d)-(e) show the first two results. As the frame-level comparison shows

the reconstructed motion, both in terms of position and orientation, is visually very

accurate. Although we validated the estimated mass ratios, we could not validate the

accuracy of the estimated c̃ values. Qualitatively the c̃ estimates seem realistic: for

example, the bike helmet gives a low estimate as it acts as a shock absorber; in contrast,

the elephant and the rugby are bouncy and give high c̃ estimates, with the rugby giving

the highest value.

scene c̃ m̃b,a mb,a
m

helmet-duck 0.17 0.81 1.0
duck-elephant 0.46 2.33 2.0
duck-rugby (Fig. 5.1) 0.72 1.43 1.65

Table 5.4: Estimates of internal physics properties (c̃ and m̃b,a) of complex objects. The helmet
clearly dissipates the most energy, whilst a sports ball is the most elastic by design.

The duck-rugby sequence as shown in Figure 5.1 is the most challenging example

as the objects remain hidden behind the curtain in the video for a large time interval.

Still the reconstruction results closely follow the recorded video. Note that this example

is particularly challenging since the duck is comparatively small and featureless, making

the initial orientation estimates noisy.

4http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q

http://youtu.be/rCZ-1yWJP2Q
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SMASH plugin

frame #20 frame #38 frame #43

Figure 5.16: Our SMASH plugin (top) can be used to stage and synchronize collisions using
the recovered parameters from our reconstruction. Trajectories, mass ratios and c values are read
in from the optimization automatically to produce a realistic collision sequence (bottom). Please
refer to the paper’s supplementary video4 .

5.4.4 Staging collisions

We developed a BLENDER plugin (see Figure 5.16) to help stage complex novel collision

sequences using our parameter estimates from real collisions. The plugin allows the

user to combine several observed collisions, time them to synchronize, or even stagger

the interactions (i.e., collisions). We used BULLET to obtain the object trajectories as

accurately as possible using our estimated collision parameters. Note that the user does

not have to guess physical parameters for objects (i.e., c and mb,a values). In Figure 5.16

we show the construction of a complex case of three pairs of rigid bodies colliding

in mid air and two of them colliding again afterwards on their downward trajectories.

Based on our reconstructed solutions, the new simulations behave naturally, and the

objects collide as we would expect them to do from their real-world counterparts.
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frame 27

frame 44

frame 34

Figure 5.17: Although designed for rigid collisions, we observed that our method still can
produce reasonable estimates for near rigid collisions as shown by the minion-rugby sequence.
However, the reconstruction is inaccurate around the collision time (frame #34).

5.4.5 Limitations and Discussion

A key limitation of our method is that it only applies to rigid body collisions. In case

of deformable bodies, the physical models we employ can be unsuitable. Empirically,

however, we observed that our estimates are still reasonable for near rigid collisions (see

Figure 5.17). Our algorithm in its current form can reconstruct real-world effects under

the assumption of zero friction, but including a friction model in our optimization could

potentially increase the accuracy of our reconstructions.

While our current pipeline still requires user input (2 orientations per parabola seg-

ment), it is worth pointing out that the user-annotated orientations represent only a small

part of the overall input data. All the 3D positions of the objects are reconstructed fully

automatically. The user input is typically only required to refine the orientations, which

are important for angular motions, and thus help to retrieve the physical parameters.

Also, as we only rely on a single input video, we need enough visual information

about the collision event to be visible. For example, if a collision is happening purely
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along a view direction ray, our method will most likely underestimate the objects’

velocities. Likewise, objects that move very quickly might not exhibit enough change of

direction from gravity. In such a case, our method requires more accurate centroids to

reliably recover a depth estimate from gravity.

Lastly, it is noticeable in some reconstructions (such as Figure 5.14a) that the

objects intersect each other at collision time. This can happen, as our optimization does

not include any explicit collision detection or resolution terms. While this might look

like a limitation at first, we believe the accurate contacts of the other scenes actually

point to a very high accuracy of the reconstructions, which was achieved without taking

the exact shapes of the objects into account.

5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I presented SMASH, a data-driven framework for capturing, recon-

structing, and staging collision sequences. The key idea is to regularize the problem of

reconstructing collisions of object pairs from videos using laws of rigid body physics. I

demonstrate how to reconstruct consistent collision sequences in 3D by observing ob-

jects in motion away from the collision instant. The method outputs physical parameters

that would otherwise be very difficult to acquire, e.g., the coefficient of restitution and

the mass ratio of the participating objects. The information can then be readily used to

stage new collision sequences.

While the presented is merely a first workflow for reconstructing collision se-

quences, many avenues for improvements remain. The assumptions, that the objects

interacting have to be in free-fall, i.e., no external forces except gravity are accounted for

can be considered limiting for real world scenarios. Natural next steps are to extend the

method to rolling motion where surface shape and friction has to be taken into account.

Furthermore, the current implementation still expects user guidance to disambiguate

the objects’ orientations, as despite knowing the 3D shape and appearance of an object

in beforehand, the accuracy of differentiable rendering methods limit the accuracy of

SMASH’s estimates.

Deep learning techniques have become so powerful in recent years, that the natural

direction to overcome the above limitations is to train neural networks to infer from

monocular video input the external physical states of observed objects interacting
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with their environments. In [31], we generated thousands of scenarios of rolling and

colliding balls on various geometric and irregularly shaped surfaces. Letting a carefully

designed neural network observe these scenarios lead to a system, that is capable to

learn an intuition, an implicit representation of how such physical scenarios work.
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Figure 5.18: Neural motion prediction from first four frames of a video using supervised
training. The networks interpret the appearance of the environment and predict the future states
of the objects at distant times in the future (7.5x . . .10x extrapolation). PosNet outputs absolute
screen space positions, DispNet and ProbNet relative displacements compared to detected first
positions. ProbNet performs best in position prediction because it also has the opportunity to
output uncertainty of its estimates as additional output. Please see the paper’s supplementary
videos5 for more examples.

Figure 5.18 shows example outputs of three different recurrent networks designed for

the aforementioned purpose. The input setup at test time is always the same, given the

first four frames of a monocular video sequence, the system has to predict the position

and orientation of one or more textured balls for the next 30 or 40 frames. PosNet was

trained to predict absolute position, DispNet to predict relative position and ProbNet to in

5http://youtu.be/bonx5RE1K2Y, http://youtu.be/TN5AFsZOLWs

http://youtu.be/bonx5RE1K2Y
http://youtu.be/TN5AFsZOLWs
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addition predict the uncertainty of the relative displacement. In all three cases, including

the task of predicting the object orientation improves the performance of predicting

position. The two main limitation of these networks are: i) they are not performing very

well on predicting the object orientation, and ii) they only work on synthetic data, where

ground truth external physical parameters are available as supervisory signals. The latter

means, that only such physical scenarios can be considered, where physical simulators

exist and that we have to trust the accuracy of these simulators. Both above limitations

mean, that further improvements are necessary before the networks can be prepended to

SMASH’s pipeline. In order to address the latter limitation of the networks in [31], in

[30] the first unsupervised predictor of physical states was created.

The key contribution is, that it doesn’t need any ground truth information about

physical states for training anymore granting follow-up works the opportunity to extend

the problem domain to physical processes that are difficult to model computationally.

The key idea behind the solution is to exploit the fact, that the evolution of physical

systems can be described by well-understood laws that are strongly dependent on time

as a changing variable. This dependence together with the fact, that the input to our

problem is a series of images strictly ordered in time, a video, allows us to create a

special form of self-supervision.

The key finding of [30] is that when one appends to a recurrent neural network a

classifier that has to solve an auxiliary task of deciding, whether a certain short sequence

of input images was ordered in time or not, the loss of this classification task propagated

through the classifier can train the recurrent part of the network to learn to focus on the

dynamic parts of the scene. Focusing on the dynamic objects will allow it to successfully

develop an internal representation of realistic physics, which at training time allows it to

answer the question, whether the input sequence was scrambled in time or not, and at

test time the intermediate representation of where it thinks the object(s) are in the images

can be plugged in to the previous system [31] to then perform physically realistic motion

extrapolation. The method composed in such a way never had to have any supervision

in the form of explicitly description of the environment’s physical properties, and thus

may be extendable to more complicated scenarios where simulators are computationally

impractical. Although it is very promising to see, that the neural network seemingly

learned to take cues from the visual appearance of the input images to decide the future
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Figure 5.19: Motion prediction from first four frames of a video trained without supervision
purely from real videos. The networks are capable of interpreting the appearance of the environ-
ment and the apparent initial displacement of the objects to output the position of the objects
far in the future in time. In the last row, the ground truth motion was a collision, whilst in the
output predictions, the objects miss each other and continue straight. In the heightfield cases,
the underlying surface is so uneven, that even a small misestimation of position results in large
long-term deviation of trajectories.
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trajectory of the objects, it is on follow-up work to prove, that there is a true separation

of objects and environment in the internal representation. Preliminary results are under

review [32]6.

Another main limitation of the above methods is, that they assume a perfectly static

environment and camera. Even minor movements of the background sometimes barely

visible to the human eye did manage to prevent the networks from being able to identify

the “physically salient” parts of the input footage.

In summary, the emergence of efficient methods to training deep neural networks

represent promising opportunities to continue to explore ways to add prior information

about our physical environment to our toolbox when performing scene analysis.

Finally, I believe SMASH and follow-up works only represent a small step towards

a tighter integration of video analysis, dynamic geometry acquisition, and physics

simulations. There are many other physical phenomena, such as deformable objects

or fluids, that could be included in order to on one hand better understand what is

happening in a recorded event, and on the other hand reconstruct the underlying physics

for computer animation purposes.

6https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10793

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10793


Chapter 6

Human interactions as non-visual cue

6.1 Introduction
Computational understanding of monocular videos that capture human-object inter-

actions in physical spaces is critical for many emerging fields such as virtual and

augmented reality, smart home systems, assisted living, and robotics. Such applications

require access to object arrangements embedded in the physical spaces along with the

common human-object interactions performed in such spaces. For example, our future

personal robot assistants should know our working habits along with the supporting

object arrangements in our living rooms or workspaces. Hence, a joint understanding of

scenes and human actions from the input feed is necessary.

While both scene understanding and human performance analysis are highly popu-

lar research areas, traditionally, researchers have tackled them as two separate problems.

On the one hand, scene estimation methods such as KinectFusion [101] and Bundle

Fusion [24] can produce high-quality static indoor reconstructions, while the likes of

DynamicFusion [113] can capture non-rigidly deforming scenes by fusing depth in-

formation across space and time. These methods, however, require the sensor to be

manually moved to see around occlusions making the capture process cumbersome. On

the other hand, human performance capture methods either use multiple sensors [167]

or monocular video [104, 130] but assume performances to be free from object-induced

occlusions. However, in monocular footage that capture human actions in physical

spaces, objects and human motions regularly occlude each other during interactions.

1http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2019/imapper/paper_docs/

MonszpartEtAl_iMapper_Siggraph_2019.mp4

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2019/imapper/paper_docs/MonszpartEtAl_iMapper_Siggraph_2019.mp4
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2019/imapper/paper_docs/MonszpartEtAl_iMapper_Siggraph_2019.mp4
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Figure 6.1: Interaction-guided scene mapping. We present iMAPPER that discovers potential
human-object interactions in an input monocular video and utilizes them to infer the object
layout of the recorded scene containing medium to heavy occlusion. We show the final generated
3D scene as well as recovered interactions (Scene13). Note that although only the 2D human
joint detection (left) is available to the algorithm, here we additionally show reference video
frames (corresponding to A, B, C) to help judge the original scene layout. Please refer to the
paper’s supplementary video1.

Filling in missing information due to such occlusions is ambiguous due to the diversity

of possible scene configurations and is handled poorly by current methods.

While indoor scene configurations can be extremely rich and diverse, we observe

that many of them are linked by a common thread — they are regularly inhabited by

humans. Moreover, in similar scene configurations, humans tend to perform similar

actions (c.f., [85]). Examples of such actions include sitting on sofas, picking up books

from shelves, or walking around obstacles. Instead of tackling scene estimation and

human performance capture separately, we propose to exploit the captured human

performance to better infer consistent scene layouts.

A fundamental challenge in reaching the above goal using monocular video in

natural surroundings is occlusion arising out of human-object interactions. A successful

solution needs to tackle two problems: first, hallucinating information about partially or

fully hidden objects; and second, recovering from noisy human performance estimates

from monocular videos, especially in regions of medium to high occlusion. It is

believed that, as humans, we focus on the interactions of the actors with the objects in a

scene (referred to as ‘anticipation’ in [112]), instead of separately identifying objects

and human performances. Detecting such interactions helps compensate for missing

information in both objects and performances. For example, in the video for the scene

shown in Figure 1, we can ‘see’ the person walking behind the desk and sitting down;

from that, we can imagine both the person’s sitting pose over time and the location of

the unseen chair/sofa. Similarly, for the person picking up an object from the shelf.
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In this chapter we propose iMAPPER, a data-driven method, that accomplishes a

similar feat by utilizing human motions to infer object placements. As a data-prior, we

leverage a database of interactions between humans and local objects over time, which

we call scenelets (extracted from the PiGraph dataset [139]). Our key observation is

that state-of-the-art methods (see Section 6.7) are now reliable for detecting visible

parts of the human performance, and hence the local objects being interacted with, even

if partially or fully occluded, in the scenelets matched to such human performance

detections can be used to provide good candidate object layouts associated with such

detected human-object interactions.

Starting from a monocular video, we use a state-of-the-art human pose detector

to identify initial joint estimates over time and analyze them to identify ‘informative’

space time snapshots representing potentially informative interactions. We then utilize

the snapshots to retrieve matching local scenelets and solve a global optimization to

extract a consistent subset of these scenelets, arrange them, and inherit their associated

objects and human actions to produce both static objects and a human performance that

are mutually consistent, and agree with the input video.

We extensively evaluated iMAPPER on a range of scenes of varying complexity. Our

quantitative evaluation against manually annotated ground truth data, and qualitative

evaluation through a user study demonstrate that iMAPPER produces realistic and

consistent object layout and human-object interaction estimation even for scenes with

significant amounts of occlusion.

In summary, our main contributions are:

(i) proposing the first method that discovers and utilizes human-object interactions to

produce a 3D scene layout from a monocular video showing human interactions

in natural settings;

(ii) extracting informative space-time human action snapshots and matching them to

a scenelet database; and

(iii) combining the matched candidate scenelets into a consistent 3D scene layout and

human performance by a novel global optimization, and evaluating the proposed

iMAPPER method on a range of challenging examples.
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6.2 Scenelets: Representation and Descriptors
iMAPPER heavily relies on identifying and utilizing human-object interactions for scene

layout and mapping. We start by describing how we represent the space of possible

interactions as a database of ‘scenelets’, introduce suitable descriptors to query into

this database, and the important notion of interaction-saliency to identify informative

scenelets with strongly correlated human-object interactions before presenting the

iMAPPER algorithm in the next section.

As our human-object interaction database, we use the PiGraphs dataset [139] that

contains a set of scenes captured by a commodity depth sensor, each containing a

human performance and a set of associated labeled objects (e.g., tables, sofas, chairs and

bookshelves). From this dataset, we extract short sequences representing interactions

between the human actor and scene objects. We call such short sequences of frames

scenelets.

6.2.1 Scenelet Representation

Each scenelet Sl = {{sl
k,t},O

l} consists of a short motion clip with known 3D joint

positions and a set of static objects. We denote with sl
k,t the location of skeleton joint k in

frame t of scenelet l. Objects Ol = {ol
1, . . .o

l
n} of scenelet l are defined by a placement

p, a rough approximation of their geometry κ , and a class label b; i.e., each object is

encoded as a triplet o = (p,κ,b). We assume objects can only rotate around the up

direction, leaving four degrees of freedom for the placement of an object: p = (x,z,θ),

where x and z are the location, and θ the orientation of the object. Similar to the original

dataset we approximate the geometry of objects by unions of cuboids, and the label bl
i

describes the object type (e.g., chair, table, bookshelf) from a predefined set of categories.

Both the motion clip and the objects are stored in the local coordinate frame of the

scenelet defined by the pelvis location and the forward-facing direction of the skeleton

in the center frame of the motion clip. Figure 6.3 shows some example scenelets.

6.2.1.1 Scenelet parameterization

When constructing scenelets, we make a design choice regarding the time-duration of

the motion clip used for each scenelet based on two factors. First, the speed at which an

interaction is performed should not affect the contents of a scenelet. For example, if a

scenelet captures a fast ‘sitting-down’ performance then a slower version of the same
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interaction should also be captured by a single scenelet. This property is necessary to

ensure that interactions captured by scenelets are comparable. Second, we assume that

interactions are local in space, i.e., the actor does not traverse a large distance during the

interaction.

We select the duration of scenelets such that the skeleton (i.e., the pelvis joint)

traverses a constant arc length as this satisfies both time invariance and locality re-

quirements. For increased robustness, we smooth the pelvis trajectory when computing

the arc length with 10 iterations of a moving average. We set the spatial extent of the

smoothing kernel to an arc length radius of 1 cm (the input skeletons were recorded at

30 Hz).

6.2.1.2 Scenelet construction

The PiGraphs dataset describes human performance with a set of 16 joint locations

per frame. We start by sampling the center of each scenelet’s motion clip at regularly

spaced intervals on the arc length of the pelvis joint’s trajectory. The start and end of the

motion clip in each scenelet is then defined as this center point ± half the scenelet arc

length. The objects of the scenelet are chosen as the subset of objects within roughly an

arm’s reach (within 1 m radius when projected to the ground plane) of the actor at any

point in the motion clip, i.e., the objects the actor can potentially interact with, manually

corrected where needed.

6.2.2 Scenelet Descriptors

In order to compare two scenelets S 1,S 2 and compute their distance d(S 1,S 2), we

define two descriptors for each scenelet: a motion descriptor Ψ and an object descriptor

Φ. As explained later in this section, we utilize these descriptors to identify informative

scenelets via their interaction-saliency scores.

6.2.2.1 Motion descriptor

The motion descriptor Ψ captures the human actor motion over the scenelet duration

and compactly describes the motion clip of a scenelet with a fixed-length vector as

the concatenation of a fixed number of static pose descriptors Ψ := (ψ1, . . . ,ψt), we

use t = 15 samples. Static pose descriptors are based on 14 robust joint-line distances

as proposed by Zhang et al. [188]. The distance between two motion descriptors is

defined using a weighted L2 distance between the corresponding static pose descriptors,
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assigning more weight to center frames. The descriptors ψi should evenly cover the

motion and be invariant to the speed of the motion. Thus, we evenly distribute these

samples along the trajectory of the motion clip in a 17D space of the combined pose

descriptor and global skeleton location (taken to be the 3D location of the pelvis).

6.2.2.2 Object descriptor

The object descriptor Φ encodes statistics of relative object layouts with respect to the

actor and is defined as a set of histograms with one histogram per object category. The

histograms capture the 2D placement of objects, projected to the ground plane. Our

histograms are 5× 5 square grids (in a coordinate frame with the center pose facing

the forward direction) and each bin Φ j describes to what extent any object of the same

category in the scenelet is located in this bin. We define the value in a bin as the

maximum coverage of the bin by any object. To handle both objects smaller and larger

than the bin, we normalize by the smaller of either the bin area or the object area as,

Φ j = max
i

{
A
(
Λ(oi)∩φ j

)
/min

(
A(Λ(oi)) , A(φ j)

)}
,

where Λ(oi) is the projection of object oi to the ground plane, φi is the part of the ground

plane covered by bin i, and A(x) is the area of x. Figure 6.2 shows an example of an

object descriptor.

scenelet table couch

...

0

1

bi
n 

va
lu

e

Figure 6.2: Object descriptor Φ. Object descriptors compactly represent the object arrange-
ment of a scenelet. One 5×5 histogram per category stores the layout of objects of this category
relative to the scenelet center.

6.2.3 Interaction-saliency for Scenelets

In order to identify informative human-object interactions, we associate each scenelet

with an interaction-saliency score. Scenelets with high interaction-saliency are likely to
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contain informative interactions with objects and they have objects within interaction

range that are typical or characteristic of the scenelet’s motion.

Thus, we define the uniqueness or saliency of a bin in an object descriptor to

describe how typical an activation of this bin is for similar motion clips. For example,

for a sitting-down motion, a couch or a chair at the center bin of the histogram will

have high saliency. The main intuition behind this saliency score is to distinguish

between objects that are consistently related to a given interaction, and objects that are

near the motion but unrelated to the interaction. In other words, we associate repeated

and consistent presence of objects as a reliable ‘witness’ to the particular interaction

represented by the human pose. The bin-saliency of an object descriptor bin is computed

as a weighted average of that bin’s activation over similar motion clips, where similarity

weight is defined with a Gaussian kernel in the space of motion descriptors as

hl
j =

∑
m
k=1 Φk

j G (d(Ψk,Ψl)|0,σ)ρ−1
k

∑
m
k=1 G (d(Ψk,Ψl)|0,σ)ρ−1

k

,

where hl
j is the saliency of bin j in scenelet l, Φl

j is the bin value of scenelet l, G is a

Gaussian kernel taken over the distance d between the motion clip descriptors defined

earlier (we set σ = 13), and ρl is the density of scenelets at the origin of scenelet l. We

measure the density of scenelets as the spatial density of the origins of all scenelets

that were obtained from the same scene in order to remove any bias introduced due to

multiple scenelets taken from nearby parts of the scene. The summation is computed

over all the scenelets in the database and finally, we define the interaction-saliency of a

scenelet S l as the maximum of the bin-saliency, i.e.,

H l = max
j
(hl

j).

6.3 Algorithm Overview
The input to iMAPPER2 is a monocular video showing a person interacting with ob-

jects. Our goal is to synthesize a realistic scene layout along with consistent human

performance that explains the input video.

2Project code and occlusion benchmark dataset at http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/
2019/imapper

http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2019/imapper
http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/2019/imapper
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Figure 6.3: Scenelet’s interaction-saliency We show a t-SNE embedding of interaction-
saliency scores of the scenelets in our database. Warmer colors denote scenelets with higher
interaction-saliency. The close-ups show scenelets with a standing sequence, a sitting sequence,
and a leaning sequence. Standing sequences have low interaction-saliency because they are not
specific to the neighboring objects.

initial skeletal track
(Section 5.1)

identified informative frames (Section 5.2)

...

retreived candidate scenelets (Section 6)

... ...

scene mapping with global optimization (Section 7)

reference video frames

...

Figure 6.4: Overview Given an input monocular video, we first extract an initial skeletal track
with confidence scores (Section 6.4.1). We identify informative frames in the input sequence
by assigning each frame an interaction likelihood score based on their matching scenelets
(Section 6.4.2). For each informative frame, we identify the top matching candidate scenelets
(Section 6.5). Finally, we perform a global optimization that selects and places such candidate
scenelets to form a consistent 3D scene and human performance (Section 6.6). We show the
final synthesized 3D scene, the recovered trajectory of the person (in red), and some of the
detected interacting human poses. The reference video frames show that the synthesized 3D
scene provides a consistent explanation.

When watching performance of a human actor in a scene, there are several cues

that help recover consistent explanations for scene objects and performance sequences,

even under partial occlusion. Specifically, both presence and absence of human-object

interactions carry valuable hints: on the one hand, detecting a person interacting with

objects provides information about the potential types and locations of the surrounding

objects. On the other hand, observing a person walking carries information about empty
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regions of the scene. iMAPPER explores such cues and proceeds in three main stages, as

described next.

(i) Identifying informative interactions: In Section 6.4, we identify potentially

informative space-time segments of the input skeletal motion as useful human-object

interactions. Starting from a monocular video, we first use state-of-the-art human pose

detectors [160, 130] to generate an initial human skeleton track over time. Using the

notion of interaction-saliency defined in Section 6.2, we assign scores to parts of the

skeletal motion by matching against database scenelets and assessing how informative

the parts are based on the interaction-saliency scores of these matched scenelets.

(ii) Retrieving matched interactions: In Section 6.5, we formulate an energy func-

tion to help retrieve matching scenelets corresponding to the skeletal motion segments

extracted in the previous step. During this process we encourage consistency measured

based on how well the fitted models explain the presence or absence of skeleton joint

detections in each video frame. The matched scenelets, in turn, provide local objects as

candidate completions for the occluded parts of the scene.

(iii) Scene mapping via global optimization: Finally, in Section 6.6, we solve a

global optimization by minimizing an energy that additionally considers plausibility

criteria (e.g., path smoothness and intersection avoidance) to obtain a static scene

layout and a consistent human performance that matches the input monocular video.

Specifically, we formulate a selection problem to extract a subset of scenelets among the

matched candidate ones to constitute our synthesized scene, and optimize the placement

of these chosen scenelets and skeletons to provide a realistic explanation for the input

video.

6.4 Identifying Informative Interactions
Starting from a monocular video, as preprocessing we use existing human pose trackers

to form initial skeletal joint tracks over time, and then identify informative interaction

segments using a data-driven notion of interaction-saliency.

6.4.1 Generating an Initial Skeletal Estimate

We apply state-of-the-art static pose detectors to obtain initial skeletal estimates from the

input monocular video. In each frame, we detect the image-space skeleton of the actor
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consisting of n j joint locations along with local 3D pose estimates (i.e., pelvis is always

at the origin). In our experiments, we tested with (i) 2D keypoints detected by CPM [174]

and grouped based on the heuristic of Tomè et al. [160] or (ii) LCR-Net++ [130]. Given

a video, for each joint k detected in frame t, ut
k ∈ R2 denotes its image-space location

and ct
k ∈ [0,1] its confidence. While CPM directly provides confidence values, for

LCR-Net++ we compute them using pose proposal variance (see Appendix 6.6.3.1). We

note that these initial pose estimates are often highly noisy in the presence of occlusions,

e.g., around human-object interactions. We next try to match the initial 2D skeletal pose

estimates (using a sliding window approach) to database interactions by fitting them

close to the initial 3D pelvis path to identify informative space-time segments.

6.4.2 Estimating Interaction-likelihood Score

Our goal is to assign scores to the video frames indicating the likelihood to contain

informative interactions between the actor and the objects (see Figure 6.3), based on

which we can fetch potential scene objects. We start by fitting the scenelets in our

database to each video frame and use the interaction-saliency (see Section 6.2.3) of the

matched scenelets weighted by their matching quality to determine the probability of an

interaction.

Specifically, for any frame at time t, say {S i} be the top Ksal matched scenelets

(Ksal = 20 in our tests) with corresponding interaction-saliency given by H i and match-

ing quality by wi. This quality wi measures how well the 3D skeletal joints in frames

inside a window of [t − t̃, t + t̃] frames (we use ±10 frames) match the human mo-

tion in the scenelet S i according to the fitting energy defined in Equation (6.5) .

min

max
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n
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B

C

E

D

We then define the interaction-likelihood score

for frame t simply as the weighted average

∑i wiH i/∑i wi. The inset figure shows an exam-

ple scene where the final recovered actor trajectory

is color-coded based on the interaction likelihood

of the corresponding frames. The regions denoted

by letters have higher score indicating sitting inter-

actions.
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Our goal is to fit scenelets only to parts of the

video that contain interactions, i.e., are informative of the objects in the scene. Thus, we

perform non-maximum suppression of the interaction-likelihood over the video frames.

At this stage, we have assigned scores to the frames quantifying how informative they

are for assisting in subsequent interaction-based object placement.

6.5 Retrieving matched interactions
We quantify the consistency of alignment of a given 2D skeletal track {ut

k} with as-

sociated detection confidence {ct
k} against a scenelet S over its placement P (see

Section 6.2.1) using an energy function that penalizes inconsistency as,

L({ut
k,c

t
k},S ,P) = wrLr +woLo, (6.1)

where Lr measures the reprojection error between the 2D joints and the projection of

3D joint locations; and Lo penalizes the presence of occlusions of skeleton joints in the

video that are not explained by occlusions in the scenelet objects. We next describe the

terms.

Reprojection term (Lr). The reprojection term is a standard back projection term

that penalizes the distance from the image-space 2D joint locations detected in the video

to the projected scenelet joints qt
k as,

Lr = ∑
t

∑
k

ct
k

∥∥Πqt
k−ut

k

∥∥2
2 , (6.2)

where Π is the camera projection matrix (we assume the intrinsic camera parameters to

be known) and ut
k are the detected input 2D joint locations with respective confidence

ct
k.

Occlusion term (Lo). The occlusion term is a novel term that encourages consis-

tency between joint occlusions observed in the video and occlusions of joints induced

by scenelet objects as seen from the camera. In other words, we require the synthesized

objects to explain observed occlusions. This cost is asymmetric, i.e., missing joint

detections occur either due to false negatives in joint detections, or due to occluding

objects. The reverse is, however, not true: the joint detector may, in some cases, also

predict the position of occluded joints with high confidence. We define an asymmetric
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occlusion error as,

Lo = ∑
t

∑
k

F(v(qt
k,O,Π),ct

k), (6.3)

where v(qt
k,O,Π) denotes the visibility of joint qt

k given the scene objects O and the

current camera information Π. In order to have non-zero gradients that are necessary

for gradient-based solver, we define v as the signed distance of joint qt
k to the occlusion

volume induced by O that is the volume that remains invisible from the camera. We then

define the asymmetric occlusion error F for a joint and a set of objects is as,

F(v,c) =

(c−0.5)2v2 if c−0.5 < 0 and v > 0

0 otherwise,
(6.4)

where c ∈ [0,1]. Note that this function is non-zero only when low-confidence joint

detections are explained by visible joints. Finally, we can quantify the alignment error

between given 2D skeletal tracks against a scenelet S as,

L?({ut
k,c

t
k},S ) = min

P
L({ut

k,c
t
k},S ,P). (6.5)

We solve Equation (6.5) by a gradient-based optimization and retrieve the top Kglob = 5

matching scenelets. For efficiency, we only consider the best Kloc = 200 scenelets from

Section 6.4.2 in this section. Next, we describe how to globally select among these

retrieved scenelets and obtain a final scene layout.

6.6 Scene Mapping via Global Optimization

Our goal is to synthesize a scene consisting of 3D joint locations qt
k ∈ R3 for each video

frame, describing the human performance, and a set of objects O = {o1, . . .ono}. The

3D joint locations at each frame are obtained from either one of the matched candidate

scenelets, or fitting a 3D skeleton to the 2D joint detections in the video; while objects

are only taken from the selected candidate scenelets. Which of the two models we fit to

a given part of the video depends on two factors: the estimated amount of joint occlusion

observed in the video (i.e., the confidence of the joint detection signal) and the estimated

probability of object interactions.
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First, in segments of the video with high interaction-likelihood, our task is to pick

a scenelet among the top Kglob matches obtained previously, i.e., we have to solve a

selection problem. Second, in segments of the video with low interaction-likelihood,

matched scenelets are less useful. Instead, we match the initial local 3D human pose

estimates to the image-space joint detections. In the following, we describe these two

scenarios, and then define a global energy that when minimized produces the final

solution.

6.6.1 Video Segments with High Interaction-likelihood

Here, we pick among the matched scenelets to both populate the scene with objects

involved in interactions and explain occlusions of joints due to these objects. Thus,

joint occlusions can help in both choosing and placing the scenelets. For a given video

sequence, we would like to choose and place a scenelet such that the objects of the

scenelet explain the joint occlusions observed in the video sequence.

We start by modeling the assignment of scenelets in our dataset to time intervals in

the video. Given a video with nν frames and a dataset with m scenelets, only a single

scenelet can start at any frame of the video. The (unknown) scenelet assignment can

therefore be expressed with a binary matrix X ∈ {0,1}m × nν with

Xlt =

1 if scenelet l starts at video frame t

0 otherwise.

The constraint that scenelets should not overlap in time can be formulated as,

ηt = ∑
l

max(t,nl)

∑
i=1

Xl(1+t−i) ≤ 1, t = 1 . . .nν ,

where nl is the number of frames in scenelet l and ηt measures the integer number of

scenelets that overlap with frame t and thus needs to be less than or equal to 1. Since

only a single scenelet can start at any frame t, we model scenelet placement with one set

of parameters per frame P = {P1 . . .Pnv}, where Pt = (x,y,z,θ) is the placement of the

scenelet starting at t, with x, y, and z the location and θ the orientation of the scenelet.

The 3D joint locations q̂t
k in video sequences covered by scenelets can then be defined
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as a function of the placement P and the scenelet assignment X ,

q̂t
k(P,X ) = ∑

l

max(t,nl)

∑
i=1

Xl(1+t−i) T (P(1+t−i))s
li
k , (6.6)

where sli
k is the 3D position of joint k in frame i of scenelet l and T (Pt) is the transfor-

mation due to placement Pt .

Finally, the objects in the scene are obtained from all scenelets that have been

assigned to the scene as,

O(P,X ) =
⋃

{(l,t) | Xlt=1}
T (Pt ,Ol),

where we denote with T (P,O) the transformation of objects in O to the placement P, i.e.,

T (P,Ol) = {(T (p),κ,b) | (p,κ,b) ∈ Ol}.

6.6.2 Video Segments with Low Interaction-likelihood

Here, we fit static skeletons to each frame as the segment likely contains unoccluded

human performance without object interactions. Since the number of degrees of freedom

for human poses is smaller than for human-object interactions, the space of possible

human poses can be covered more accurately than the space of possible human-object

interactions. Thus, fitting static skeletons to the video gives better performance in

unoccluded sequences that do not contain interactions.

The aforementioned 3D human pose reconstruction methods [160, 130] retrieve

the best matching 3D skeleton pose for a given frame. Such pose, however, is defined in

the local space of the skeleton and does not give us the placement of the skeleton in the

scene. We fit the retrieved 3D skeleton to our video by optimizing the 3D placement of

the skeleton, i.e., the variables are only placement attributes of the local poses. We fit

skeletons only to frames that do not have any scenelet assignment, i.e., ηt = 0. In such

frames, the joint locations q̌t
k for video sequences are then defined as,

q̌t
k(P,X ) = (1−ηt) T (Pt)at

k, (6.7)

where the first term is only non-zero if no scenelet is assigned to frame t, and at
k is the

local skeleton pose computed by using Tomè et al. or LCR-Net++, Pt = (x,y,z,θ) is
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the placement of the skeleton in frame t, and T (Pt) is the transformation to placement Pt .

Combining Equations 6.6 and 6.7, we define the location of any joint qt
k in the video as,

qt
k(P,X ) = q̂t

k(P,X )+ q̌t
k(P,X ). (6.8)

In the following, we will omit the explicit dependence of qt
k(P,X ) and oi(P,X ) on P

and X for a less cluttered notation.

6.6.3 Scene Mapping via a Global Optimization

We have now set up our search space over possible configurations of objects and actor

motions, parameterized through the scenelet and pose placements P and the assignment

matrix X . We define an energy in this space that can be minimized to obtain a consistent

configuration of objects and actor motions given the observations in the video as,

Lglobal({ut
k},X ,P) = L({ut

k},S ,P)+wsLs +wcLc +wmLm, (6.9)

where the first term denotes how well the current configuration explains the image-space

joint detections as described in Equation 6.1. Ls encourages smoothness among human

performance; Lc penalizes intersections between objects; and Lm penalizes intersections

between the motion clip and objects.

Smoothness term (Ls). The smoothness term ensures continuity of the synthesized

motion by measuring the finite difference approximation of time derivative of the

synthesized joint locations as,

Ls = ∑
t

∥∥qt
λ
−qt−1

λ

∥∥2
2 , (6.10)

where λ is the index of the pelvis joint at video time of frame t.

Object intersection term (Lc). The object intersection term discourages object-

object penetration. In our flat scene assumption, all objects are placed on the ground

plane. We approximate intersections in 2D, using the projections of objects to the ground

plane. Again, to obtain non-zero gradients, which are necessary to resolve intersections

in a gradient-based solver, we quantify the amount of penetration using signed distance
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Figure 6.5: Interaction-guided scene layout Consistent object layout and human movement
as predicted by iMAPPER on various monocular videos. (Bottom-row) For qualitative evaluation,
we overlay, shown from top-view, estimated scene layout versus annotated ground truth. For
quantitative evaluation, please refer to Table 6.1 and 6.2. Please refer to the supplementary
material of the project for videos and results.

functions as,

Lc =− ∑
bi 6=b j∧θi 6=θ j

(∫
Λ(oi)

δ
−
o j
(x) dx+

∫
Λ(o j)

δ
−
oi
(x) dx

)
, (6.11)

where δ−oi
is the negative part of the signed distance function of object oi, Λ(oi) is the

projection of object oi to the ground plane, x is a point on the ground plane, bi is the

label of object oi, and θi its orientation. We do not penalize intersecting objects that

have the same label and orientation, since we assume these to be representations of the

same object placed by different scenelets.

Motion intersection term (Lm). The motion intersection term discourages humans

going through objects. Specifically, the trajectory of the human motion provides infor-

mation about empty regions in the scene. For efficiency, we compute the intersection in

2D on the ground plane and focus on three joints only: the pelvis joint and the two knee

joints. In practice, we have found that taking the maximum 2D distance of these three

joints to objects allows a reasonable estimation of full 3D intersections in our scenes.

We use,

Lm = ∑
t

max
q∈{qt

λ
, qt

Γl , qt
Γr}

min
i

δoi(q), (6.12)

where δo is the signed distance function of object o, and qt
Γl , qt

Γr are the left- and

right-knee joints, respectively.
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Global optimization.. We obtain the final solution as,

X ?,P? = argmin
X ,P

Lglobal({ut
k},X ,P). (6.13)

We can then utilize the optimized assignment X ? and placement P? to extract joint

locations qt
k and the placements of objects oi from selected scenelets and skeletons.

The above optimization is challenging given the mix of discrete and continuous pa-

rameters, and a highly non-linear energy function. We simplify the task by progressively

performing the optimization.

(i) First, we estimate interaction-saliency for all frames of the video (as described

in Section 6.4.2).

(ii) Next, starting with a smaller set of candidates (Kloc) for the high-interaction

likelihood video segments (as described in Section 6.5), we evaluate a selection of

computationally-efficient energy terms (Equations 6.2, 6.3, 6.10, 6.12) locally.

(iii) Finally, by committing to a smaller set of high-scoring candidates (Kglob, as

described in Section 6.6), we optimize placements P of all fitted models in the scene,

both local skeletons and scenelets, using the full energy term. Starting from the local

optima from (ii), we optimize Equation (6.13), which translates to adding Equation 6.11

and inter-scenelet versions of Equations 6.3 and 6.12 to the energy function.

The scenelet assignment X is optimized indirectly by filtering out candidates in

each stage of the decomposed optimization instead of immediately invoking an integer

program. For simpler scenes, we perform one optimization for all combinations of the

few remaining candidates and keep the combination that results in the scene with the

lowest fitting energy.

For each of the three stages, described respectively in Sections 6.4.2, 6.5 and 6.6,

we perform an optimization (using the quasi-Newton solver L-BFGS-B [15]) over the

placement parameters P. We implemented the optimization in Tensorflow3 and optimize

using a Titan X (Pascal) with 12GB memory. The gradient tolerance termination

criterion is set to its minimum value 10−12. We optimize fitting all scenelets (≈ 1500)

to a single frame at once with the terms in Equations 6.2 and 6.10 to estimate the

interaction-likelihood score. For each local maximum of the interaction-likelihood
3http://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/contrib/opt/

ScipyOptimizerInterface

http://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/contrib/opt/ScipyOptimizerInterface
http://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/contrib/opt/ScipyOptimizerInterface
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function over time, we re-optimize the top Kloc = 200 fits as described in (i) in batches

of 10-25 due to the larger memory requirements of our implementation of Equation 6.3.

6.6.3.1 Keypoint Confidence using LCR-Net++

When using LCR-Net++, we estimate confidence of the 2D detection keypoints as

vk = var
qi

k∈pose proposals

(
qi

k
)
/
(
1+ exp

(
−0.2s′+3.5

))
ck(vk) = 1/ [1+ exp{−10exp(log(vk)/P99 (log(vk)))+20}]

where, vark denotes the variance of the 3D joint position among the grouped pose

proposals, and P99 denotes the 99th percentile of log joint variances over the whole

recording, assigning high confidence to low variance joint estimates, and s′ is a per-pose

score defined in Equation 6 in [130].

6.6.4 Multi-person scenes

In case of multi-person videos, I require the user to inspect the detected 2D skeletons

over time and mark the ones that need tracking in the first frame they appear. The input

pose detections are not temporally consistent, so I perform naı̈ve actor-reidentification

in the form of an MRF optimization. Specifically, given the number of actors na, the

set of skeletons S(t) detected in frame t of the video, the goal is to find the values of

the binary variables ξ t
a→s ∈ {0,1}, where ξ t

a→s = 1 if actor a is associated with skeleton

s ∈ S(t). To allow some actors to be identified as invisible in certain portions of the

video, I define a dummy skeleton s̄ such that if ξ t
a→s̄ = 1, a is marked as invisible. I

represent the user annotations for a new actor in the first frame they appear as hard

constraints in the optimization. In addition, I define unary and binary terms. The unary

term, Eu(a,s, t), measures the cost of assigning an actor a to a skeleton s at a frame t

and is based on per-joint confidence measures, ct
k,s:

Eu(a,s, t) =−ξ
t
a→s


1

n joints
∑

n joints
k ct

k,s if s 6= s̄

1 else.
(6.14)

Assigning the dummy skeleton, s̄, to any actor results in a fixed cost of 1. The

binary term, Eb(a,s0,s1, t), measures the cost of assigning an actor a to the skeleton s0
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and s1 in frames t and t +1 respectively:

Eb(a,s0,s1, t) = ξ
t
a→s0

ξ
t+1
a→s1

C(a,s0,s1, t) (6.15)

C(a,s0,s1, t) =
1 if s̄ ∈ {s0,s1}

1
n joints

∑
n joints
k

∥∥∥∥ut
k,s0
−ut+1

k,s1
diag

∥∥∥∥2

2
ct

k,s0
ct+1

k,s1
else,

where diag refers the the half of the diagonal of the image and transitioning from/to the

dummy skeleton results in a fixed cost of 1. Finally, I optimize the following energy

function:

argmin
ξ

E =−∑
t

∑
a≤na,s∈S(t)

Eu(a,s, t)

+wpw ∑
t

∑
a≤na

∑
s0∈S(t)

∑
s1∈S(t+1)

Eb(a,s0,s1, t) (6.16)

subject to the constraints:

∀t∀s ∑
a≤na

ξ
t
a→s = 1 , ∀t∀a ∑

s 6=s̄
ξ

t
a→s ≤ 1. (6.17)

I set the relative weight of the binary term in Equation (6.16) as wpw = 103 and optimize

using a binary discrete optimizer (Gurobi).

For scenes with lots of occlusion and crossings, we require additional manual

constraints. Once, multi-actor/2D skeleton associations are established, we optimize for

3D poses by enforcing smoothness between poses that belong to the same actor only.

6.7 Results and Discussion
We tested iMAPPER on a range of input monocular videos of varying complexity. For

each of these benchmark videos (recorded in-house), we also manually annotated ground

truth object placements, 3D actor poses, and action labels. Table 6.1 shows statistics of

these videos while Figure 6.5 shows some examples. After we qualitatively discuss some

results, we report how ground truth was annotated and explain our evaluation protocol.
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Table 6.1: Performance statistics. List of scenes presented showing frame count (ct., N),
fraction of frames with occlusion (frac., η), number of objects in the scene (obj., so) and number
of objects with interactions (si). For comparison, we list number of objects with interactions
detected by Mask-RCNN (MR, nMR) and by iMAPPER (iM, niM). Also, we show quality of
depth estimation error in cm by ground truth mask + MonoDepth (GT+MD, µGM(σGM)) and
iMAPPER as mean (s.d.) (iM, µiM(σiM)) compared against ground truth annotations. Note that
the scenes are ordered based on increasing difficulty which we assess by higher N ∗η value.

scene ct. frac. obj. MR iM GT+MD iM
N η si(so) nMR niM µGM(σGM) µiM(σiM)

Scene1 80 0.00 1 (2) 2 1 120 (-) 45 (–)
Scene2 49 0.84 2 (4) 2 2 197 (24) 135 (13)
Scene3 130 0.57 2 (4) 4 2 120 (10) 72 (06)
Scene4 115 0.77 2 (2) 2 2 203 (12) 70 (57)
Scene5 120 0.82 1 (1) 1 1 191 (-) 25 (–)
Scene6 148 0.93 3 (4) 2 3 230 (52) 72 (41)
Scene7 254 0.65 3 (3) 1 3 243 (98) 70 (55)
Scene8 182 1.00 4 (4) 2 4 229 (48) 53 (49)
Scene9 189 0.98 4 (4) 2 4 216 (50) 69 (38)
Scene10 224 0.97 4 (4) 1 4 259 (101) 51 (21)
Scene11 539 0.49 6 (11) 5 6 174 (73) 83 (29)
Scene12 380 0.84 5 (5) 4 5 98 (36) 57 (32)
Scene13 348 1.00 7 (14) 8 7 263 (117) 81 (43)
Scene14 430 0.86 5 (5) 5 5 242 (68) 58 (28)
Scene15 600 0.98 12 (14) 7 12 287 (120) 68 (24)

µ 252.5 0.78 4.1 (5.4) 3.2 4.1 205 (62.2) 67 (33.5)

Next, we provide quantitative evaluations, comparisons against baseline methods, and

an ablation study. Please refer to the supplementary material of the project for the full

input videos and annotations.

Qualitative evaluation

We show our results on some of the 15 different scenes from the Occluded Interaction

Benchmark Dataset (see Section 6.7.1) in Figures 6.1 and 6.5. For each scene, we show

a reference video frame. The recovered trajectory of the actor’s pelvis is shown as a

colored line and the colored skeleton shows an occluded actor pose. To help assess that

iMAPPER finds consistent object arrangements and actor poses for occluded parts of

the scene, we also show renderings of our results from the top view along with overlaid

ground truth object locations. To better visualize the detected orientation of objects, we

use object bounding boxes to scale and place category specific proxy object geometries

in our scenelets – please note the meshes are not output by our method. Please refer
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Figure 6.6: Object detection comparison. Qualitative comparisons to state-of-the-art object
detection methods. Note that FRCNN and Mask-RCNN both produce only 2D image-space
segments. iMAPPER synthesizes 3D scenes that plausibly match the video, even in sequences
where the objects and the human performance are occluded. Encircled in red in the bottom depth
map are the typical errors near depth discontinuities obtained from image depth estimators.

to supplementary material of the paper for full videos of the input and the generated

scenes.

Note how much information is encoded in the interactions, enabling consistent

reconstruction of the original scenes. Although we cannot hallucinate objects that

are not interacted with, the quality of the generated scenes improves over time as

more interactions ‘reveal’ the true underlying scene. As shown in Figure 6.12, as the

same environment is explored over time, our system recovers larger parts of the object

arrangement. Further, perturbations to the input (e.g., in the form of the same action

being performed by different people, or at different times) lead to slightly different, but

still realistic and consistent scenes.

Multi-actor scenes. We described our method in the context of single actors.

However, for scenes with multiple actors, our method generalizes easily when input
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2D tracks come with correspondence information over time. We developed a semi-

automatic labeling method that optimizes a Markov Random Field (MRF) energy term

to find correspondences between skeleton detections, given some manual guidance (see

Section 6.6.4 for details). This labeling tool was employed for the following multi-

person scenes: Scene15, Library2, Angrymen, and Grease. Qualitative results can be

seen in Figure 6.13.

6.7.1 Occluded Interaction Benchmark Dataset (i3DB)

We created a benchmark dataset consisting of 15 scenes by semi-automatically anno-

tating both object locations and 3D world-space actor poses for each input video. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark dataset for scenes with medium to

heavy occlusion containing both object and 3D human pose annotations over time.

6.7.1.1 Object location annotations

For object locations, we physically measured the dimensions of the scene objects and

positioned objects as collections of oriented bounding boxes in the ground truth scene

to minimize video reprojection error while using known camera intrinsics. We also

added class labels (e.g., chair, table, shelf) for each individual object. To evaluate the

performance of iMAPPER and alternative methods in terms of object placement quality,

we define two metrics (see Section 6.7.2 for comparison results).

Object Location Measure 1 (OBJCT). We define the metric OBJCT that counts

the number of objects detected along with correctly labeled object class. We consider

objects of interest as those that are participating in at least one interaction during the

recorded video.

Object Location Measure 2 (OBJPOSN). We define the metric OBJPOSN that

measures the mean and standard deviation of the distances between the predicted and

the ground truth object centroids in the scene.

6.7.1.2 Human pose annotations

For human poses, we used an assisted approach to generate the ground truth since

manually annotating 3D poses in each frame is not feasible for 1000s of frames. We

started with estimated 2D joint locations [174] and then manually corrected them.

These corrected 2D locations were then lifted first to local 3D space by running [160]

– which works well in the absence of occlusion – and then to world space 3D using
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Figure 6.7: Human pose detection comparison. Qualitative comparisons to Tomè et al. [160],
which produces image-space and local 3D poses. Note that Tomè and colleagues do not compute
world space positions of the skeletons. For better comparison, we position them in world
coordinates using the hip locations as estimated by iMAPPER. Relevant differences between
the methods are marked with red arrows. Note that our method gives realistic skeleton poses in
many cases whereas the method of Tomè et al. fails, especially in occluded areas.

the reprojection and smoothness energy terms described in Section 6.5. Finally, we

inspected the output 3D path, moved the skeletons to fit the ground truth scene layouts

from Section 6.7.1.1 and added these corrections as additional constraints for the hip

joints to the optimization. This process was repeated until we found no more significant

errors. The number of corrections depended on the amount of occlusion in the scene,

typically ranging from 10-50. When Tomè et al. [160] results deviated significantly

from the actual human pose, we manually corrected the 3D poses using Blender. Finally,

we used ray-tracing to establish ground truth visibility of the 3D joints using the oriented

bounding boxes of the ground truth scene layouts.
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To evaluate the performance of iMAPPER and alternative methods in terms of 3D

human performance reconstruction quality, we define two metrics (see Section 6.7.3 for

comparison results).

Human Pose Measure 1 (POSEEST). As a direct measure, we report the root

mean square error over 14 joint locations that are common across the annotated 2D

poses and 3D poses iMAPPER recovers. We compute this error both in local 3D (using

origin at pelvis) space (‘LC’) and world space (‘WC’), where available.

Human Pose Measure 2 (ACTNDETN). As an indirect measure, we train a pose-

based action recognition network and evaluate how well the output poses can predict the

ground truth action labels manually annotated at each frame of the input video. Specifi-

cally, we use the pose-based action recognition network proposed by Luvizon et al. [97],

which takes as input 3D human poses (represented as 16 joints) for each video clip

(we use a window size of 20 frames) and outputs the probability of each action class.

The original network is trained using the NTU dataset [144] that provides 60 action

classes. Most of these action classes are performed both in sitting and standing positions

(e.g., eating a snack, brushing teeth) and are not covered by the scenelet dataset we

use [139]. In order to avoid any ambiguities, we retrain this network using action

classes that are included both in our and the NTU dataset (i.e., walk, sitDown, and

standUpFromSittingPosition).

6.7.2 Evaluating Object Placement Quality

Object Location Measure 1 (OBJCT). We compare our method to per-frame region

detection methods, FRCNN [129] and Mask-RCNN [60]. We show qualitative com-

parisons in Figure 6.6, and quantitative results in terms of metric OBJCT are given for

Mask-RCNN in Table 6.1 (column ‘MR’). For Mask-RCNN, we count the number of

objects where at least 50% of the object’s region was detected and correctly labeled on

average, over all the frames. Since FRCNN and Mask-RCNN are designed to detect

visible objects, they naturally fail to detect any objects ‘hidden’ behind visible objects

leading to a low number of detections. Other systems that rely on these methods as their

primary building blocks will have similar problems in occluded regions. In compari-

son, iMAPPER detects all the objects that participate in an interaction even if they are

occluded.
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Object Location Measure 2 (OBJPOSN). We compare against per-pixel monoc-

ular depth estimation [17] using the second metric, OBJPOSN. Table 6.1 shows the

mean and standard deviation of the distances between the predicted and the ground truth

object centroids in the scene for monocular depth estimation (column ‘GT+MD’) and

iMAPPER (column ‘iM’). For the monocular depth map, we approximate the object

centroid as the mean world position of all samples that are inside the manually annotated

ground truth 2D region of an object (i.e., providing an upper bound on region detec-

tors). Objects without a single visible pixel are ignored. The depth map contains only

limited information about partially or fully occluded objects, resulting in large errors.

As shown in Figure 6.6, fourth column, even for visible regions the estimated depths

are smoothed out and fail to capture the object specific layout. In contrast, iMAPPER

produces consistent objects along with their spatial locations.

6.7.3 Evaluating Actor Pose Quality

Human Pose Measure 1 (POSEEST). Most monocular 3D pose detection methods

compute only local 3D poses, i.e., joint locations relative to pelvis, limiting our choice

of baselines for our first metric. We compare to Tomè et al. [160], and LCRNet++ [130]

which both output local 3D joint locations, but do not provide world-space coordinates.

Therefore, we use our method to optimize and lift their local predictions to world space

(referred to as Tome3D and LCRNet++3D, respectively) and compare them in Table 6.2.

While errors in local coordinates are reported in cm units, we report the errors in world

coordinates as a fraction of the top-view 2D diagonal of the axis-aligned box of the

ground truth path to be invariant to scene sizes. We define five categories based on

the amount of error: BAD(> 25cm), FAIR(20−25cm), FINE(15−20cm), GOOD(10−15cm),

EXCELLENT(< 10cm).

Both Tome3D and LCRNet++3D are designed to capture the actual poses seen

in the input sequence and thus achieve reasonable performance on average. However,

they often produce unrealistic poses in occlusion regions as seen in the supplementary

video of the project. On the other hand, the goal of our method is to generate realistic

poses even in highly occluded interaction regions. While showing the same interactions,

the poses in the matched scenelets may differ from the ground truth poses resulting in

lower accuracy (we distinguish between accuracy and plausibility). Nevertheless, the
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Table 6.2: POSEEST evaluation. Comparison of iMAPPER against Tome3D and
LCR-Net++3D. Note that original methods return only local coordinates (LC) and we use
our optimization to lift them to world coordinates (WC). LC units are in cm, WC units are in
fraction of the top-view 2D diagonal of the axis-aligned bounding box of the ground truth path.

Tome3D LCR-Net++3D iMapper
LC WC LC WC LC WC

Scene4 FINE 19.9
(+70%)

FAIR .197
(+0.2%)

FAIR 21.5
(+83%)

FAIR .196 GOOD 11.7 BAD .225
(+15%)

Scene5 FINE 18.5
(+13%)

FINE .103
(+11%)

FAIR 21.9
(+34%)

GOOD .093 FINE 16.4 FINE .123
(+32%)

Scene7 BAD 26.3
(+39%)

FAIR .166
(+108%)

FAIR 20.1
(+6%)

FINE .123
(+54%)

FINE 19.0 GOOD .079

Scene10 FINE 16.6 GOOD .083
(+30%)

FAIR 22.3
(+34%)

FINE .135
(+111%)

FINE 19.1
(+15%)

GOOD .064

Scene11 GOOD 12.5 FINE .139
(+32%)

GOOD 14.0
(+12%)

FINE .105 FINE 17.3
(+39%)

FINE .127
(+20%)

Scene12 GOOD 13.2 FINE .114
(+64%)

GOOD 13.3
(+1%)

GOOD .070 FINE 16.2
(+23%)

GOOD .080
(+14%)

Scene13 FAIR 23.9 FINE .111
(+96%)

BAD 25.9
(+8%)

GOOD .057 BAD 28.1
(+17%)

GOOD .059
(+4%)

Scene14 GOOD 11.7 GOOD .089
(+45%)

GOOD 12.8
(+9%)

GOOD .065
(+6%)

GOOD 14.8
(+27%)

GOOD .062

µ 17.11 0.117 18.33 0.095 18.47 0.087

accuracy of the poses generated by iMAPPER are still in FINE−GOOD range. Qualitative

comparisons to Tome3D in Figure 6.7 verify these observations. In non-occluded

frames, their poses are very close to ours (up to the smoothness term Ls). In occluded

frames however, Tome3D returns unrealistic poses while iMAPPER continues to generate

consistent poses in alignment with the discovered interaction. Figure 6.8 shows how

such errors evolve over time for the three aforementioned methods as well as the number

of occluded joints in the ground truth.

We also compare to Vnect [104] that provides world-space 3D pose estimates.

A qualitative comparison is given in Figure 6.9. Since we do not have direct access

to their source code, we compare to this method quantitatively using the same scene

as in Figure 6.9 which is from the MPI-INF-3DHP dataset [103], where a relatively

high-quality ground truth is available. While Vnect achieves an RMSE error of .399 and

28.9 in world-space and local-space respectively, iMAPPER achieves a lower error of

.235 and 23.5.

Human Pose Measure 2 (ACTNDETN). In Table 6.3, we compare the results of

a pose-based action detection network [97] on pose sequences obtained by Tome3D,

LCRNet++3D, and iMAPPER. We report precision and accuracy for the duration of
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the position accuracy of occluded joints over time. Green background
denotes time intervals that contain interactions. Lower values are better. For world space, error
metrics have been normalized by the top-view diagonal of the scene bounding box. Our algorithm
detects and processes interactions and hence recovers from space-time segments with occlusions,
as shown by the lower average error in green regions. However, outside interactions, the
algorithm fits static skeletons to each frame, resulting in comparable performance to other
methods. LCR-Net++3D tends to place ankle joints intersecting the floor during interactions,
whilst Tome3D often yields physically not possible human poses. Note that although our error
is not lowest in all frames, the poses detected by iMAPPER typically represent more consistent
interactions, as shown in Table 6.3.

the sequence when interactions happen (by excluding the regions where the ground

truth action label is walking) to focus evaluation around frames with occlusion. While

Tome3D achieves reasonable precision, it does not produce reasonable 3D poses in

occluded regions leading to low recall. While LCRNet++3D achieves higher recall,

the estimated poses are often not accurate leading to low precision. In comparison,

iMAPPER generally improves both in terms of precision and recall. Specifically, when

we consider regions where interactions occur, iMAPPER improves by a large margin by

recovering consistent poses from matching scenelets.

To verify that the scenes and human performance captures that iMAPPER generates

are aligned with user expectations, we also conducted a comparative user study. For each

question, we showed the users an input video of initial 2D pose estimates which are often
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Table 6.3: ACTNDETN evaluation. Comparison of pose-based action detection [97] on human
performance reconstruction by iMAPPER against those from Tome3D and LCR-Net++3D. We
report both precision and recall for the parts of the input sequences that are annotated to be
non-walking in the ground truth. We also report mean and (std. dev.) precision and recall
across all the scenes. The corresponding pose-based action detection numbers for all frames
(i.e., walking or not) across scenes in this table are quite similar and included in supplementary
material of the paper.

Tome3D LCR-Net++3D iMAPPER

precision recall precision recall precision recall
Scene4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.29
Scene5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.09
Scene7 0.07 0.01 0.13 0.12 0.45 0.33
Scene9 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.57 0.57
Scene10 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.22 0.18
Scene12 0.15 0.12 0.36 0.36 0.64 0.51
Scene13 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.14 0.24 0.24
Scene14 0.08 0.07 0.39 0.39 0.50 0.50
Overall 0.05 0.03 0.16 0.16 0.39 0.34

(0.06) (0.04) (0.15) (0.15) (0.18) (0.17)

potentially noisy and miss joints in occlusion regions. Note that we do not show them the

RGB videos as this is essentially also the input to iMAPPER and baselines. As output, we

showed two different explanations of the input (i.e., 3D scene and human performances)

generated by iMAPPER and one of the two baseline methods (see Figure 6.10). For

iMAPPER, we present the raw output results. For the two baselines, we accompanied

the 3D pose trajectories obtained by Tome3D or LCRNet++3D with objects detected by

Figure 6.9: Comparison with VNect. State-of-the-art 3D human pose detection from monocu-
lar video VNect [104] breaks down in regions of occlusion (VNect was not designed to handle
occlusions), while iMAPPER continues to produce realistic results because of explicit occlusion
detection and handling. Bottom row shows the recovered human pose from another camera angle
for better visibility.
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MaskRCNN. For any object detected by MaskRCNN and matching the ground truth,

we compute the 3D object centroid from a monocular depth estimate [17] and place

the object to the centroid location by snapping it to the ground truth floor and manually

orient the object based on the ground truth annotation.

6.7.4 User Study

We asked the users to select the method output that resembles the input the most judging

based on how realistic the recovered interactions along with the involved objects are.

We conducted the study for 5 scenes (Scene7, Scene9, Scene10, Scene13, Scene14)

which resulted in a total of 15 pairs of queries (first and second ordering for any video

was also flipped at random); 10 of these queries compared iMAPPER to alternatives

whereas 5 queries compared the two alternative methods to each other. We had 25

unique users answer the queries for a total of 590 answers. We asked each query twice

in random order to measure the consistency of the users and weighted the answers by

the consistency. Users preferred iMAPPER output vs LCRNet++3D 99% the time and

always preferred iMAPPER output over Tome3D. When comparing LCRNet++3D vs

Tome3D, users preferred Tome3D 91% of the time. There is a strong user preference

for iMAPPER outputs since the generated scenes are consistent with the input motion.

In contrast, alternative methods most of the time result in missing objects involved

in interactions due to occlusions, and lower quality of captured human performance,

specifically in the occlusion regions.

6.7.5 Ablation Study

We report the effect of removing some of the terms from our optimization in Figure 6.11.

For example, the occlusion term has a heavy influence if multiple joint locations are

occluded in the video. Recall that our occlusion term is assymmetric, so that more

occlusion always has less cost. The couch can thus be optimized to be closer to

the camera to occlude more of the scene (the camera is at the bottom center of the

image). The smoothness and reprojection terms also affect the result since they are

used throughout the entire pipeline. Omitting the smoothness term can lead to path

deformations, while leaving out the reprojection term removes the anchoring of the

motions to the video and permits the smoothness term to possibly contract the path.
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Figure 6.10: User study. We showed users an input video of initial 2D pose estimates and two
different videos selected at random among the three explanations generated by iMAPPER and
the two of the baseline methods.

Hold-one-out validation. We also evaluated iMAPPER on a hold out-set taken

from the original PiGraphs dataset. We pick a single scene and remove the scenelets

that were generated from this scene from our database, accounting for about 10% of our

scenelets. We compare to the ground truth objects given in the PiGraphs dataset through

manually established correspondence, and recorded deviations in world-space object

placement using the OBJPOSN metric. The mean reconstruction error was 110 cm (s.d.

56 cm) with all relevant objects detected.

6.7.6 Limitations

We next discuss the current limitations of our method.

(i) In our formulation, we directly inherit human performance from the selected scenelets.

Hence, we cannot correct any noise in the human motion as recorded in the interaction

database. This can be addressed either by using a higher fidelity data capture or

adaptively denoising the motion sequence.
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Figure 6.11: Ablation study. We test the effect of various terms on the solution for the scene
shown in the center.

(ii) Since our method only uses 2D joint detections from the raw video and in absence of

any image-space cues (i.e., the objects are occluded), the method cannot provide any

estimate about the size and extent of the objects, and hence cannot often distinguish

between say a chair or a sofa.

(iii) Our method expects enough visible movement in the input video to trigger sufficient

fraction of 2D joints to be detected. Otherwise, subsequent scenelet matching will

fail, and in absence of matched scenelets, the object layout will remain incomplete.

Similarly, occluded objects that remain un-interacted by the actor are likely to go

undetected.

(iv) Finally, since our method builds on the expectation that people react similarly in

similar settings, it will naturally get confused when this assumption is broken. For

example, if a person decides to hand-walk, or use a sofa as a bed.
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6.8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, I presented iMAPPER that takes as input a monocular footage of a

person interacting with objects in a physical space and produces a realistic scene layout

along with consistent human performances explaining the footage. iMAPPER detects and

leverages human-object interactions in the input video to resolve medium to high level of

occlusions that occur in such footage. At the heart of iMAPPER lies a novel data-driven

method to assign interaction-likelihood scores to video segments that help identify space-

time moments when matched human-object interactions provide reliable cues about

the surrounding scene layout. The method retrieves corresponding interaction-salient

scenelets as candidates fitted to the informative video segments, and then selects and

positions them to form a global scene layout and 3D human pose estimates. I introduced

the i3DB occluded interaction benchmark dataset for evaluating quality of interactions

computed by different methods. The qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrate

that iMAPPER produces realistic scene layouts as well as 3D pose estimates.

input scene

1 interaction 2 interactions

3 interactions3 interactions

Scene2 Scene6

Scene8 Scene9
Figure 6.12: Progressive scene exploration. We show results of four different videos taken
from the same scene. As interactions with more objects are made available, we can recompute
the results to synthesize additional objects. Variations of scene explorations, for example
performing the interactions in reverse order, as shown in the bottom row, give slightly different,
but comparable and realistic results.
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6.8.1 Future Directions

Exciting research directions lay ahead as we are only starting to capture, analyze, and

understand the space of (human) interactions, or interaction landscapes (c.f., [124]).

Below I discuss some of the immediate issues.

Capturing richer interaction databases. Current datasets only capture limited

variety of interactions, both in terms of different types of interactions and variance for

each interaction type. For example, the method misses examples of interactions with

small objects (e.g., picking up a cup/glass, using pots and pans in kitchens, lifting a

bag or suitcase), or examples of the different ways that people sit in sofas, couches and

chairs. While significant progress has been made in capturing static environments at

high geometric detail, capturing interactions remains fundamentally difficult because of

heavy occlusion arising due to the interactions. One possibility is to separate the capture

of static geometry (e.g., with mobile 3D scanners) from the capture of interactions using

a mix of sensors such as IMU sensors, RGBD scanners and markers.

Utilizing scene priors. So far the method used signals only from human-object

interactions. However, in scenes with heavy occlusion, scenelet matching with partial

(occluded) information may not be sufficient to accurately ground object positions.

One possibility is to additionally use scene statistics and local context, as has been

heavily utilized in scene synthesis research, to regularize the interaction-based layout

reconstructions.

Recovering interactions over large timescales. As shown in Figure 6.12,

iMAPPER has only a chance of recovering scene arrangements once people interact with

parts of the environment. This suggests that the approach gets better as we ‘observe’

the scene over larger timescales, ideally days or weeks. However, then our static scene

assumption breaks down as objects are going to be shifted and moved around. Hence,

we would like to extend our approach to also capture space-time object movements,

starting with rigid movement of objects, such as a moving chair.

Handling multiple actors. A next opportunity will be to improve iMAPPER to

more accurately handle multiple actors. This will involve extending the 2D human pose

detector to multiple actors by tracking instance correspondence over time using state-

of-the-art person reidentification methods. Although the method naturally generalizes

to this scenario, one has to obtain suitable priors to handle human-human interactions.
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Figure 6.13 shows preliminary results. The method’s limited capability of estimating

scale arising from its monocular property is highlighted by the depth drift of sitting

actors that mostly perform the same interaction during the whole recording. Adding

further priors connecting interactions to realistic spatial motion statistics will further

enhance the ouptut quality from such inputs.
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Figure 6.13: Multi-actor scenes. The formulation of iMAPPER naturally generalizes to multiple
actors allowing the retrieval of objects from scenes that don’t exist anymore.



Chapter 7

Discussion

In the previous chapters, I presented a number of examples that confirm the main

hypothesis of this thesis, i.e., extending 3D scene analysis to auxiliary domains yields

improvements in the quality of parameter estimation of the directly observable parts of

the environment, and additional knowledge about the observed scenes including their

not directly observable parts that previously were not possible to model as accurately.

Naturally, there is lot of room for improvements and the conducted research opens up a

wide selection of new avenues.

7.1 Regularity in raw scans
The main limitation of the method presented in Chapter 3 is its runtime due to the com-

binatorial optimization problem that has to be solved with a large number of variables.

The main reason for the large number of variables in the current formulation is that the

feature scale parameter ρ is a spatially invariant, fixed input to the method. In prac-

tice, for most types of 3D acquisition methods the sampling density of surfaces varies

with the distance to the acquisition device and the relative angle between the surface

normals and the view direction. As demonstrated, RAPter is excellent with varying

sampling densities due to its non-local orientation formulation allowing multiple spatial

locations to support the same orientation, however, keeping abundant samples in the

problem translates to a lot of abundant computation. There are number of improvement

opportunities with varying complexity.

The simplest to implement improvement is to introduce a split step for primitives

similar to the merge step denoted ‘simplification of co-planar primitives’ in Algorithm 1,

line 9. In such a split step the algorithm could evaluate, whether dividing a primitive’s
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points into two distinct groups each with their own new or existing orientation would

result in decreasing or at least not increasing the energy of the solution more than by an ε

parameter. Candidates to such a split step would be primitives with outlier data residual

variance. The expected improvement in the output would be to prevent planes ‘cutting

off‘ corners due to the limitations of the region growing initialization. Another avenue of

improvement would be making it more applicable to smooth pointclouds, e.g., coming

from structure-from-motion. These inputs are not well-suited right now to be processed

by naı̈ve region growing as due to the spatial smoothing of the preceding reconstruction

algorithm, a well and evenly sampled curved surface can easily be “consumed” by a

single primitive. Having a split step in the algorithm would allow the choice of the

input spatial ‘minimum feature size’ parameter ρ not to be so critical and could be set to

higher values. Primitives that in such cases initially would ‘over-simplify’ a part of the

scene due to the simplicity of the region growing initialization could then be split up in

parts of the scene where higher data-fidelity is necessary. An interesting extension in the

same direction would be to assign a scale property to each primitive. Such a spatially

varying scale parameter would allow the solution to adapt to the characteristics of the

acquisition device. In the case of planes far away from any acquisition viewpoint the

surface samplings tend to be much more noisy, especially when scanned with a Kinectr.

In such cases, a larger scale parameter is needed for a single planar primitive to be able

to accurately approximate the underlying surface. Such a large scale parameter is not

suitable for parts of the scene that received more attention from the scanning viewpoints,

and would reduce the accuracy capabilities of the algorithm. In practice, primitives with

larger scale would need an additional energy term component that could encourage them

to have larger spatial extent or smaller scale.

Combinatorial optimization is computationally expensive to solve. Naturally,

reformulating to a simpler class of problems could yield great gains in efficiency. Equa-

tion (3.3) ensures, that orientation representative nodes are only actively contributing

to the energy, if any 3D points are actually assigned to an orientation χi→ j that is rep-

resented by a representative χi. Replacing this quadratic term (χi→ jχi− χi→ j) with a

linear approximation would speed up the method significantly. Remember, the latter is

a way to express the actual condition χi = max
j

χi→ j. Furthermore, recent advances in

combinatorial optimization will also provide further improvements in runtime [48].
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Data-driven methods represent a natural next step, when extrapolating improvement

proposals to further horizons. Given sufficient amount of high-quality, annotated ground

truth data, one can imagine the extraction of commonly occurring, scale invariant

grammars of groups of relative arrangements of primitives, e.g., as done in [94]. Since

I have already made the assumption, that the algorithms in question are observing

man-made scenes, it is reasonable to assume, that similar motifs of relative orientations

occur probably across scales. E.g. top-view building outlines look like room outlines at

larger scales. Learning these motifs of groups of primitives in before hand or even on

the fly would allow the solution regularize noisy parts of the scenes using information

learnt from well-sampled, less noisy parts of the scene.

7.2 Physical stability
There are three main limitations of the method, where I see room for improvement: i)

manual initialization of floor, wall and ceiling, ii) varying density, and iii) per-group

axis alignment of automatic initialization. Regarding i), the initialization of the static

supports, plenty of methods exist for room estimation from RGB images [162], the

extra depth information in the case of my RGBD input simplifies the question further

[198]. Regarding ii) and iii), semantic segmentation [59] labeling the parts of the

scene with object classes would allow the method to introduce priors on the density,

dominant orientation of the objects and even typical relations (fixed, touching or none)

between parts of the objects. Per-part density prediction might still be a hard task to

solve, especially in the single-shot case where lots of parts would not be sampled well-

enough to be recognizable by a semantic segmentation network trained on RGBD images.

Perhaps a voxel classifying method could provide additional hints for initialization [163].

It would be interesting to see, how the performance of the above mentioned methods

could further improve when augmented with knowledge about physical stability.

7.3 Accurate dynamics
Whilst it is remarkable how it is possible to ‘decode’ the information in the pre- and

post-flight trajectories to not only reconstruct physically accurate collisions, but also to

infer something about the internals of the objects, there are a few important limitations

of the method, that will have to be addressed in the future. In the current formulation, an
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important assumption was made, that the objects do not make any extra turns between

two frames with orientation information. This means, that collisions with quick rotations

are more difficult to accurately reconstruct. In the future, the method should be extended

to take into account multiple possible hypotheses about the magnitude of the angular

velocity.

An attempt was also made at removing the need for the 3D scans of the objects

to be available as input to the method. I experimented with a structure-from-motion

inspired formulation, that would solve for a fixed, sparse pointcloud for each object. The

data to fit in the energy function originated from long-term 2D tracks of interest points

on the object (see Brox and Malik [14]). It turns out, that with rotating objects, 2D tracks

tend to strongly drift when the feature points disappear ‘on the horizon’, i.e., when the

surface they sit on gradually turns away from the camera view direction. Such feature

drift adds too much noise to the problem, and this version of ‘in flight reconstruction‘

was not successful. Perhaps shape silhouette based methods, such as [166] on a few,

temporally distributed frames would provide enough information about the shape for

the orientation regression to be successful.

Another important limitation of the method is that it represents the coefficient of

restitution of an object as a single scalar variable. In practice, no objects are perfectly

rigid, and most real-world objects have spatially varying material type and consistency.

Such inhomogeneity in material results in high variance in the estimates of the coefficient

of restitution, most likely correlated with where on the object the collisions happened.

Modeling the restitution parameter with higher degrees of freedom will result in an

explosion in the number of ‘measurements’ i.e., input collision sequences necessary

to be able to estimate the parameters of any such model. Deep networks are usually

quite good at encoding implicit knowledge derived from large collections of data, and

preliminary follow-up work (see Purushwalkam et al. [127]) has started to investigate

the applicability of such methods to this problem.

As we learned in [31], compact mathematical representations of rotations are

particularly difficult for deep networks to ‘learn’ to parameterize. An exciting future

direction to solve the deep rotation parameterization problem is to, analogously to the

coordinate lattice in Visual Interaction Networks [172], provide a form of orientation

lattice to a network to augment the problem into an easier to parameterization space.
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7.4 Human interactions
There are a few ‘low-hanging fruits’ in the selection of possible improvements to

iMAPPER. A semantic- or instance-segmentation algorithm’s output can be added to

the input. The energy formulation should be updated to measure the intersection of the

detected object masks and the candidate scenelets’ objects’ screen space reprojections.

A discretized approximation similar to the one in Equation (6.11) fits the current im-

plementation. Such an energy should be evaluated at the candidate selection step as

well to filter out scenelet candidates that have category mismatch in their screen space

reprojections.

Empty space is not explicitly modeled in the current formulation, and such modeling

could further shrink the possible solution space efficiently. For a long-term scene build-

up scenario, perhaps crowd walk-patterns could be analyzed following the work of

Wang and O’Sullivan [170] in order to retrieve stronger evidence of empty space.

3D local poses are right now not optimized by iMAPPER. Tomè et al. [160]

developed a mixture of PCA bases to represent the space of possible human poses with

high fidelity. A natural extension to iMAPPER is to in an alternating optimization step

use this mixture representation to slightly alter the 3D poses in the scenelets to optimize

for more accurate reprojection compared to the input video. Some experiments using

linear coefficients to add up the basis shapes of Tomè et al. were performed, but yielded

worse than expected results, as the valid range of coefficients are not optimized for linear

summation, but were designed to be parameterized by a neural network.

Deep scene occupancy prediction from evidence maps. In one attempt, I de-

signed a deep learning based solution to predict the occupancy, object category and

orientation of a top-view scene lattice based on input information derived from the input

monocular video. In a preprocessing step, I followed the exhaustive fitting procedure

described in Section 6.4.1 to retrieve the Ksal scenelets for each video frame. I could then

use the fitting residual defined in Equation (6.5) to compute a weight for each scenelet

match. The method would then ‘splat’ the top-view projected blobs of the different

objects in the fitted scenelets to generate a 4D ‘evidence map’. Each 2D slice of the

map would represent an object category (simplified to ‘sittable’, ‘walkable’, ‘table’ in

the first experiments) and an orientation (discretized to 16 slices). The grid cells of

the 2D slice would store a scalar for how much ‘evidence‘ of an interacting object was
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accumulated during the scenelet matching phase. Object categories with ambiguous

orientations (e.g., tables) would contribute to multiple orientation slices. The resulting

evidence maps marginalized over the orientation dimension for visualization can be seen

in the first row of Figure 7.1. The input scene can be seen in Figure 6.12.

pelvis heightskeleton forwardpelvis diluted

Figure 7.1: Deep scene occupancy prediction from evidence maps. (First row) accumulated
evidence map marginalized over the orientation dimension for visualization. (Second row)
Additional augmentations of the skeleton path and orientation. The colors in the left image
(‘pelvis’) encode time in the input video. (Third row) Output occupancy predictions by the
occupancy network. (Bottom row) Attempts at automatic thresholding of the predicted occupancy
output.
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I designed an hourglass network, that would take the above evidence volume of

size 64×64× (3 ·16) and predict first, per-pixel occupancy in the top-view layout map

and then, also an orientation for the same 2D lattice. Figure 7.2 shows the structure of

the network.
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Figure 7.2: Deep scene occupancy prediction network. Per-category occupancy probabilities are
predicted in the bottom branch. The intermediate occupancy output is then given to the orientation
prediction network, that produces an additional output map of orientation probabilities.

The occupancy predictions were occasionally of promising quality, as shown in

Figure 7.3. In general, only regions of the scene where the skeleton had actually

visited had the chance to be labeled correctly. The orientation output maps were almost

undistinguishable from random noise, and thus not included in the figures.

Figure 7.3: Deep scene occupancy prediction from evidence maps – comparison to ground truth.
(top) Automatically thresholded per-category probabilities. (bottom) Ground truth per-category
occupancy. It is encouraging to see, that sittable areas, where the skeleton had visited are
correctly predicted to be sittable.
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I concluded, that despite all augmentation efforts, the size of the dataset possible to

build from the PiGraphs dataset was not sufficient for a network to be able to experience

sufficient fraction of such a large solution space of object categories and orientations. It

is understandable, that an orientation map of size 64×64×48 has too many degrees of

freedom compared to the dataset size (60 scene layouts split into training and test sets

90/10). It does not improve the conditions, that tables have ambiguous or symmetric

‘forward’ orientations.

7.5 Non-visual cues
In summary, I hypothesized, that when performing 3D scene analysis, it is advantageous

to jointly reason about the not directly observable parts of the environment together with

the observed regions yielding partial scans of the input scenes. I see the hypothesis con-

firmed: auxiliary domains of knowledge, such as perfect non-local regularity, stability,

dynamic accuracy and consistent scene layout and human interactions can be added to

the 3D scene analysis tasks in compact formulations. Furthermore, the parameteriza-

tion of such models can be computed in real-world scenarios, and besides describing

previously unaccessible parts of the scenes, the outcome of such computations tend to

improve the estimates of the directly observable regions as well.
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